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Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

The Institute of Public Affairs (IPA) was founded in 1936 by Lothar Richter and Dalhousie University through a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation in recognition of the need for greater regional economic and social development. It began as an experimental organization, intended to make connections between Dalhousie University and the community and the social sciences and public policy. The IPA’s primary areas of activity were government, business, labour and community, with a focus on public administration.

Guy Henson was appointed director in 1957 with a mandate to reorganize the IPA. Under his guidance, the institute broadened its socio-economic research programs, including the Africville Relocation Project and significant work in labour-management relations.

In 1977 Kell Antoft succeeded Henson and in 1980 the institute moved into its own building, the Henson Centre, named in honour of the efforts of its former director. In 1984 the Henson Centre, the IPA and the Office of Part Time Studies of Extension were amalgamated to create the Henson College of Public Affairs and Continuing Education. Funding for Henson College was discontinued in 1993 by Dalhousie University, which led to a decrease in the college's activities. In 2003 Henson College was amalgamated with the College of Continuing Education (CCE).

The Institute of Public Affairs maintained its own library, with holdings of more than 18,000 items, which covered topics such as economic development, local government, industrial relations, management development and labour organization. Beginning in 1984 the institute's library was gradually integrated into Dalhousie University Libraries.

Custodial history

Scope and content

Fonds consists of textual records created and accumulated by various groups and organizations within the Institute of Public Affairs. Records include articles, correspondence, minutes, memos, newspaper and magazine clippings, interviews, field notes, pamphlets and reports. Many of the documents pertain to the internal operations of the IPA.

The fonds also contains research proposals and reports related to energy, community growth, urban and rural development, labour studies, education, economic and industrial development, the medical sector and housing. There is significant work on the health, employment and economic status of African Nova Scotians.

The fonds also contains reference material kept by the IPA in its corporate library, which was used in the research and drafting of various reports.

Notes

Title notes

Arrangement

The arrangement structure was determined by the processing archivists; the series are subject-based to facilitate access for researchers.

Restrictions on access

Some administrative files and research files containing personal information are closed until June 30, 2040.

Conditions governing use

Materials do not circulate and must be used in the Archives and Special Collections Reading Room.

Related material

See also the Kell Antoft fonds (MS-2-743) and the Guy Henson fonds (MS-2-373).

Accruals

Further accruals are possible, but not expected.

Other notes

- Publication status: Published
- Level of detail: Full
Access points

- MacLean, Donald (subject)
- Antoft, Kell, 1923-2002 (subject)
- Dalhousie University. Faculty of Management. (subject)
- Textual record (documentary form)
- Sound recording (documentary form)
- Graphic material (documentary form)
- Associations, institutions, etc. (subject)
- Clippings (Books, newspapers, etc.) (subject)
- Correspondence (subject)
- Dalhousie University--Administration (subject)
- Dalhousie University--History (subject)
- Dalhousie University--Publications (subject)
- Economic development (subject)
- Libraries (subject)
- Minutes and proceedings (subject)
- Nova Scotia--History--19th century (subject)
- Nova Scotia--History--20th century (subject)
- Pamphlets (subject)
- Public administration (subject)
- Public welfare (subject)
- Reports, publications, studies, and documentation (subject)
- Social planning (subject)
- Universities and colleges (subject)
- Halifax (N.S.) (place)

Collection holdings

Series: Administrative and operational records of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs

Title: Administrative and operational records of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs

Date: 1923-1991 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Series consists of documents accumulated by the administration of the Institute of Public Affairs (IPA). The majority of materials are minutes, memorandums, correspondence, and reports created by, or related to, several committees within the IPA. These committees were designed to develop policies, facilitate decision-making, manage projects, and maintain positive relationships with Dalhousie
University administration. Series also contains several news and press releases issued by the IPA to generate publicity for important events hosted by the Institute or achievements of its staff. Series also contains academic plans and program guides produced by the IPA which offer insight into the curriculum at Henson College.

**Physical description:** 250 cm of textual records and graphic material

**Restrictions on access:**

Box 60, Folder 6 and most personnel records are closed until June 30, 2040.

---

**Subseries: Annual reports of the Institute of Public Affairs**

**Title:** Annual reports of the Institute of Public Affairs  
**Date:** 1937-1984 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Sub-series contains annual reports of the Institute of Public Affairs and related material.

**Arrangement:**
File are listed chronologically.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 1 - Pamphlets and annual reports**

**Title:** Pamphlets and annual reports  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1937-1950 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

---

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 2 - Annual reports**

**Title:** Annual reports  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1938-1943 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains a report on the Work in Public Administration at Dalhousie University from September 1, 1936 to August 31, 1937, the Second Annual Report on the work in Public Administration and the Activities of the Institute of Public Affairs at Dalhousie University (1937-1938), the third and fourth annual reports, and a report on five years work in Public Administration at Dalhousie University 1936-1941. File also contains a report on war work in public administration, a draft outline of a study on provincial-municipal relations in Nova Scotia, and an interim report on the war research program.

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 10 - Second annual report on the work in Public Administration and the activities of the Institute of Public Affairs at Dalhousie University

Title: Second annual report on the work in Public Administration and the activities of the Institute of Public Affairs at Dalhousie University

Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 10

Date: 1938 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 1 - Reports

Title: Reports

Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 1

Date: 1955-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 5 - Reports

Title: Reports

Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 5

Date: 1963-1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 11 - Annual reports

Title: Annual reports

Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 11

Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)
Subseries: Committee records

Title: Committee records
Date: 1943-1987 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Sub-series contains records of various committees with which the Institute of Public Affairs was engaged or affiliated. Materials include meeting minutes, memoranda, notes and correspondence, reports, and other material that documents the functions and activities of the committees.

---

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 12 - Atlantic Region Labour - Management Steering Committee

Title: Atlantic Region Labour - Management Steering Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 12
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains meeting minutes and a summary report.

---

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 6 - Background material on adult continuing education

Title: Background material on adult continuing education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 6
Date: 1961-1964 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains notes related to Continuing Adult Education, other university programs, and papers delivered at the 10th annual meeting of CADESS, 1963.

---

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 9 - Meeting minutes of the Board of Directors

Title: Meeting minutes of the Board of Directors
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 9
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File contains meeting minutes, agendas, correspondence and telegrams.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 8 - Meeting minutes of the Building Subcommittee**

**Title:** Meeting minutes of the Building Subcommittee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 6, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1976-1980 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File also contains memoranda.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 7 - Committee on the Relations of the University to its Constituency**

**Title:** Committee on the Relations of the University to its Constituency  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 31, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1953-1955 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File contains comments on the Report of the Senate Committee on the Relations of the University to its Constituency and a draft copy of the Report of the Senate Committee on the Relations of the University to its Constituency.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 9 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

**Title:** Dalhousie Labour-University Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 115, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1957-1960 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File contains committee correspondence, meeting notices and minutes, press clippings, and notes.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 8 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

**Title:** Dalhousie Labour-University Committee
**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 8 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

*Title:* Dalhousie Labour-University Committee  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 115, Folder 8  
*Date:* 1963-1966 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
File contains committee correspondence, meeting notices and minutes.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 11 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

*Title:* Dalhousie Labour-University Committee  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 115, Folder 11  
*Date:* 1978-1980 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
File contains committee correspondence, meeting notices and minutes.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 13 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

*Title:* Dalhousie Labour-University Committee  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 124, Folder 13  
*Date:* 1979-1986 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
File contains reports, newspaper articles, proposal, memorandum, correspondence, meeting notices, and agendas.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 14 - Dalhousie Labour-University Committee**

*Title:* Dalhousie Labour-University Committee  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 119, Folder 14  
*Date:* 1984-1987 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
File contains meeting notes, correspondence, reports, and a memorandum.
File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 2 - Meeting minutes of the Dalhousie Labour-University Committee

Title: Meeting minutes of the Dalhousie Labour-University Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 2
Date: 1958-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File also contains notes.

File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 1 - Meeting minutes of the Dalhousie Labour-University Committee

Title: Meeting minutes of the Dalhousie Labour-University Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 1
Date: 1978-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File also contains newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 2 - Records of the Dalhousie Staff Association University Relations Committee

Title: Records of the Dalhousie Staff Association University Relations Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 2
Date: 1978-1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains minutes, agendas, notes, correspondence, and list of committee members (item from inside of original binder).

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 2 - Ideas in Action in Industry, Labour, Government

Title: Ideas in Action in Industry, Labour, Government
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 2
Date: [ca. 1949] (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 8 - Minutes of meetings of the Institute of Public Affairs Building Subcommittee

Title: Minutes of meetings of the Institute of Public Affairs Building Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 8
Date: 1976-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains memoranda, survey, and minutes.

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 10 - Correspondence of the Institute of Public Affairs Council

Title: Correspondence of the Institute of Public Affairs Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 10
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 3 - Correspondence and other material of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Public Affairs

Title: Correspondence and other material of the Editorial Board of the Journal of Public Affairs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 3
Date: 1948-1950 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains membership list, correspondence, and report from a special meeting of the Editorial Board.

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 13 - Notes, notices and correspondence of the Labour Management Discussion Group

Title: Notes, notices and correspondence of the Labour Management Discussion Group
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 13  
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
File contains committee member list, meeting notices, correspondence, memorandum, and meeting notes.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 1 - Notes, agendas and minutes of the Labour Management-Discussion Group**  
**Title:** Notes, agendas and minutes of the Labour Management-Discussion Group  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 63, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1984-1985 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File contains notices of meetings, agendas, minutes, and a copy of conference proceedings.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 10 - Minutes and a memorandum of the Management Committee**  
**Title:** Minutes and a memorandum of the Management Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 60, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1979-1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 1 - Records of the Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations**  
**Title:** Records of the Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 31, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1943-1949 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 7 - Records of the Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations

Title: Records of the Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 7
Date: 1943-1956 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains conference programs, 1948 annual report, and a certificate.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 7 - Planning and Management Group

Title: Planning and Management Group
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 7
Date: 1974-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence, draft of a statement, minutes, and a report.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 9 - Minutes of the Policy and Planning Committee

Title: Minutes of the Policy and Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 9
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 5 - Records of the Project Planning Committee concerning the report of the (Graham) Royal Commission

Title: Records of the Project Planning Committee concerning the report of the (Graham) Royal Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 5
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains lists of committee members, minutes, recommendations, and a report.
File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 6 - List of registrants of the Project Planning Committee

Title: List of registrants of the Project Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 6
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains a mailing list.

Restrictions on access:
File is closed.

File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 3 - Trade Union Advisory Committee

Title: Trade Union Advisory Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 3
Date: [1944?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains memorandum on the creation of the Trade Union Advisory Committee.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 1 - University Steering Committee concerning a Faculty of Administration Studies

Title: University Steering Committee concerning a Faculty of Administration Studies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains list of committee members, meeting minutes, and a report.

Subseries: Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 6 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 6
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 16 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 16
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order. Most of the records were written between October 31st and September 20th.

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 7 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 3 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.
File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 7 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

---

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 7 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

---

File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 5 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

---

File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 4 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 4
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

---

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 5 - Administrative correspondence
File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 6 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File also contains white paper titled Social Development in Canada.

File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 2 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

File: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 1 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 120, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 2 - Administrative correspondence

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 1 - Administrative correspondence**

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 4 - Administrative correspondence**

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 3 - Administrative correspondence**

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 4 - Administrative correspondence**

Title: Administrative correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence and memos from the IPA, mainly arranged in chronological order.

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 2 - Administrative correspondence from Institute of Public Administration in Canada, Halifax Chapter

Title: Administrative correspondence from Institute of Public Administration in Canada, Halifax Chapter
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File also contains announcements for meetings of the Halifax Chapter of the Institute of Public Administration in Canada

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 4 - Administrative correspondence from the IPA

Title: Administrative correspondence from the IPA
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 32 - Allan E. Blakeney

Title: Allan E. Blakeney
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 32
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letter to the Premier of Saskatchewan and response

File: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 4 - Alterations and Renovations

Title: Alterations and Renovations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 4
Date: 1988-1991 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence regarding renovation of an office space for the Native Education Counsellor, correspondence regarding alterations and renovations work in the Henson College complex, requests for funding, submission forms for alteration and renovation requests.

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 3 - Annual Report- Institute of Public Administration in Canada

Title: Annual Report- Institute of Public Administration in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 25 - Appointment of Guy Henson

Title: Appointment of Guy Henson
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 25
Date: 1956-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, primarily with President of Dalhousie (A.E. Kerr)

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 6 - C.S.S.A Conference

Title: C.S.S.A Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 6
Date: 1974-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, budgets, & grant applications

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 5 - Conference Materials

Title: Conference Materials
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 5
Date: 1957-1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, pamphlets, and programs of conferences concerning industrial relations

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 5 - Conferences
Title: Conferences
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 5
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content: Correspondence, programs & schedules

File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 6 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 6
Date: 1957-1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 1 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 1
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 3 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 3
Date: 1962 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 8 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 8
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 8 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 8
Date: 1966-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 3 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 3
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 4 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 2 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 5 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 6 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 6
Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 2 - Correspondence**

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 2
Date: ca. 1960 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 1 - Correspondence with Mary Ann Hushlak**

Title: Correspondence with Mary Ann Hushlak
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains correspondence with the author of a thesis titled "A Clarification of the Secrecy Debate."

**File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 7 - Correspondence and Meeting Agendas**

Title: Correspondence and Meeting Agendas
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 1 - Correspondence and newspaper clippings**

Title: Correspondence and newspaper clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 1
Date: 1950-1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 3 - Correspondence and newspaper clippings**

Title: Correspondence and newspaper clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 3
File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 7 - Correspondence and reports

Title: Correspondence and reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 7
Date: 1960 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 4 - Correspondence and reports

Title: Correspondence and reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 2 - Correspondence and reports

Title: Correspondence and reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 107, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 3 - Proposal to develop a small support group research centre : [discussion paper]

Title: Proposal to develop a small support group research centre : [discussion paper]
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains two versions of paper.

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 2 - Discussion papers presented at Hartford Conference

Title: Discussion papers presented at Hartford Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 2
File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 10 - Financial correspondence and research summaries

Title: Financial correspondence and research summaries
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 10
Date: 1949-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence about payment of John McVittie, Urban Renewal project; Grants to bureaus of the IPA by the province of Nova Scotia (1947-1956); meeting agenda; long-range area and project progress and finances in 1957-1958; list of people owed refunds by journal Public Affairs; Correspondence relating to Public Affairs (journal); correspondence about transition following the death of Dr. Richter; meeting minutes; and a summary of research projects underway.

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 6 - Guy Henson's correspondence

Title: Guy Henson's correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 6
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 9 - General administration

Title: General administration
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 9
Date: 1966-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File includes staffing estimates and a 1966 list of job seekers from Drake Personnel, Toronto.

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 37 - General correspondence

Title: General correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 37
Date: 1965-1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains correspondence with Ed Johnston, Byron Anthony, and Mrs. Saul Green. Subjects include Ed Broadbent and public relations.

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 1 - Correspondence about the Industrial Relations Research Association Conference

Title: Correspondence about the Industrial Relations Research Association Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains correspondence, programs, and brochures.

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 11 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 11
Date: 1973-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 14 - Letter from R.A. MacKay to C.F. Fraser

Title: Letter from R.A. MacKay to C.F. Fraser
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 14
Date: 1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains a letter from R.A. MacKay to C.F. Fraser on the direction of the institute following the unexpected death of L. Richter.

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 15 - Correspondence with John McVittie prior to and after a trip to Ottawa and Montreal

Title: Correspondence with John McVittie prior to and after a trip to Ottawa and Montreal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 15
Date: 1953 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence prior to and following a one-week trip to Ottawa and Montreal.

File: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 9 - News Clippings
Title: News Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 106, Folder 9
Date: ca. 1960-70 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 28 - Richard Leach
Title: Richard Leach
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 28
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 8 - Correspondence of Dr. Lothar Richter
Title: Correspondence of Dr. Lothar Richter
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 8
Date: 1947-1948 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 9 - Correspondence with the Manitoba Institute of Management
Title: Correspondence with the Manitoba Institute of Management
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains correspondence, annual reports, opening ceremony schedule, programs and brochures.

**Subseries: Finances of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs**

**Title:** Finances of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs  
**Date:** 1939-1956 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 6 - Financial Records under Director C. F. Fraser**

**Title:** Financial Records under Director C. F. Fraser  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 88, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1939-1954 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains financial statements, correspondence, handwritten notes, accounting code and the 3rd Annual Report on the Work in Public Administration and the IPA

---

**File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 8 - Financial Statements - Monthly**

**Title:** Financial Statements - Monthly  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 49, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1949-1950 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains monthly statements from August 1949 - June 1950, also includes committee and survey financial breakdowns for 1949

---

**File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 6 - Financial Statements - Monthly**

**Title:** Financial Statements - Monthly  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 50, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1950-1951 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains statements from July 1950 - June 1951
File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 5 - Financial Statements - Monthly

Title: Financial Statements - Monthly
Reference code: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 5
Date: 1951-1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statements from July 1951 - June 1952

File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 4 - Financial Statements - Monthly

Title: Financial Statements - Monthly
Reference code: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 4
Date: 1952-1953 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statements from July 1952 - June 1953

File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 3 - Financial Statements - Monthly

Title: Financial Statements - Monthly
Reference code: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 3
Date: 1953-1956 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statements from July 1953 - June 1954 and balance sheet from July 1954 - October 1956

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 13 - Institute Endowment

Title: Institute Endowment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 13
Date: 1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letter from Dr. A. E. Kerr, University President, to Mr. C. F. Fraser

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 8 - Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations - Capital campaign

Title: Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations - Capital campaign
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 8
Date: 1950-1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence regarding a possible donation from Dominion Steel and Coal Corporation Limited (Dosco)

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 11 - Statements

Title: Statements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 11
Date: 1943-1956 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Subseries: Meeting minutes

Title: Meeting minutes
Date: 1949-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 11 - Board of Directors

Title: Board of Directors
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 11
Date: 1949-1955 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Notices of meetings, names of board members, correspondence, meeting agendas, financial statements.

**File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 16 - Planning Management Minutes**

*Title:* Planning Management Minutes  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 52, Folder 16  
*Date:* 1975-1979 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Binder. Has members list Attached which was retained.

**Subseries: Organizational structure of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs**

*Title:* Organizational structure of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs  
*Date:* [1937?] - 1991 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 10 - Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities**

*Title:* Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 58, Folder 10  
*Date:* 1957-1960 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Includes memos and correspondence; 1957 Progress Report; news clippings from Dec 1959 and March 1960

**File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 1 - Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities**

*Title:* Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 91, Folder 1  
*Date:* 1959-1963 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*
President’s Report

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 1 - Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities

Title: Background Material: I.P.A. Roles & Activities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 1
Date: 1965?-1967? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Notes related to IPA-University relationship

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 27 - Building Proposal

Title: Building Proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 27
Date: 1964-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains proposals and related correspondence, primarily with Dalhousie administration

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 5 - Graham/Henson Memoranda

Title: Graham/Henson Memoranda
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Graham’s August 19, 1965 memo and related correspondence from Graham.

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 3 - Graham/Henson Memoranda

Title: Graham/Henson Memoranda
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Guy Henson’s memorandum and various edits.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 4 - Graham/Henson Memoranda**

**Title:** Graham/Henson Memoranda  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 56, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence: Guy Henderson and Dalhousie University Senate re: Graham’s August 19, 1965 memorandum

---

**File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 3 - Graham/Henson Memoranda**

**Title:** Graham/Henson Memoranda  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 58, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1965-1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Various drafts of Guy Henderson’s Aug. 30, 1965 memorandum & related correspondence from Henderson

---

**File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 2 - Graham/Henson Memoranda**

**Title:** Graham/Henson Memoranda  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 58, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1965-1967 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Guy Henson’s notes re: Graham’s August 19th 1965 memorandum

---

**File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 5 - Graham/Henson Memoranda**

**Title:** Graham/Henson Memoranda  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 58, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes correspondence related to Social Science Centre

---

**File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 12 - Henson College Academic Plans**

**Title:** Henson College Academic Plans

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 127, Folder 12

**Date:** 1985-1989 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 18 - Henson College Program Guides**

**Title:** Henson College Program Guides

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 125, Folder 18

**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 8 - Henson/Hicks Correspondence**

**Title:** Henson/Hicks Correspondence

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 56, Folder 8

**Date:** 1965-1970 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Includes drafts of Feb 1968 letter

---

**File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 9 - Henson/Hicks Correspondence**

**Title:** Henson/Hicks Correspondence

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 56, Folder 9

**Date:** 1971-1971 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Regarding space and staff requirements for the IPA; financial estimates for 1971-72 and 1975.
File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 2 - Henson/Hicks correspondence

Title: Henson/Hicks correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 2
Date: 1965-1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence: Henry Hicks and Guy Henson. Includes April 1966 notes.

File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 9 - Information for Director Position Search Committee

Title: Information for Director Position Search Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 9
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Collected documents Outlining the history, purpose and structure of the IPA. Includes staff directory. Appendixes 1-2 (multipart)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 22 - IPA Research Capacity report

Title: IPA Research Capacity report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 22
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 17 - Memorandum

Title: Memorandum
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 17
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
From Kell Antoft Re: Rank Designation for IPA Staff.
File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 23 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 23
Date: 1948-1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Research material for IPA Planning; includes a published booklet by V.W Bladen

File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 8 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 8
Date: 1959-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Background papers and research material

File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 1 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 1
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dept. Projections for the 1970s

File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 4 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1965 Departmental Projections (including notes and background material) & proposal for new structural relationship to Social Science Centre.
File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 7 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Includes flowcharts for organization structure of IPA

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 7 - Planning

Title: Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Clippings and notes related to interdisciplinary research & planning

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 9 - Prospectus

Title: Prospectus
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 9
Date: [198-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains information sheets to information folders.

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 3 - Rules of IPA

Title: Rules of IPA
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 3
Date: 1937? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 14 - What is the IPA, Dalhousie University?
Title: What is the IPA, Dalhousie University?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 14
Date: [1958?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Banquet address by Guy Henson discussing the history and future of IPA

Subseries: Personnel of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs

Title: Personnel of the Dalhousie University Institute of Public Affairs
Date: 1923-1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 8 - Applications

Title: Applications
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 8
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and resumes

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 31 - David A. Birdsall, Administrative Assistant

Title: David A. Birdsall, Administrative Assistant
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 31
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and resume

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 9 - Fraser, C.F.

Title: Fraser, C.F.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 9
Date: 1923, 1949-1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Agreement of association between Dalhousie University and University of King's College, correspondence about the Arts and Administration building, news release, draft letter to parents in Halifax and Dartmouth, correspondence, clippings

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 26 - Guy Henson - Dalhousie University Pension

Title: Guy Henson - Dalhousie University Pension
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 26
Date: 1972-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Notes and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 24 - Guy Henson - Terms of Appointment

Title: Guy Henson - Terms of Appointment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 24
Date: 1956-1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 10 - James Lightbody, Lecturer

Title: James Lightbody, Lecturer
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and resume

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 6 - Keith Clarridge, Graphic Designer

Title: Keith Clarridge, Graphic Designer
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and resume

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 3 - Lily Garson

Title: Lily Garson
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 3
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and applications as well as resignation information.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 2 - McVittie, John

Title: McVittie, John
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 2
Date: 1953-1955 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, clippings, pamphlets, event programs
File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 4 - Municipal assessors interviews

Title: Municipal assessors interviews
Reference code: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Schedule of interviews, New Brunswick terms and conditions of employment, newspaper clippings

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 7 - Permanent Appointments

Title: Permanent Appointments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Resumes and correspondence regarding applications for various permanent positions within the IPA

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 2 - Peter Bangay

Title: Peter Bangay
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence regarding the appointment of Peter Bangay.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 29 - Photo of Guy Henson and others
Title: Photo of Guy Henson and others  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 29  
Date: [196?-197?] (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Henry Hicks (?), Guy Henson (?), unidentified woman & unidentified man

---

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 4 - Potential staff members  
Title: Potential staff members  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 4  
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Resumes and correspondence with candidates.

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 1 - Potential Staff Members  
Title: Potential Staff Members  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 1  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Resumes and correspondence regarding potential employment.

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 11 - Richard S. Rubin  
Title: Richard S. Rubin  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 11  
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Resumes and publications of Richard S. Rubin, as well as correspondence regarding his candidacy for a faculty position

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 9 - Robert A. Street, Program Manager, Advanced Management Centre Seminar Program

Title: Robert A. Street, Program Manager, Advanced Management Centre Seminar Program
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 9
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contract and correspondence

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 30 - Stanislaw Czmanski

Title: Stanislaw Czmanski
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 30
Date: [1970?] - 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Biographical notes, research projects and proposals

File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 7 - Temporary Research Appointments

Title: Temporary Research Appointments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 7
Date: 1969-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and resumes

Restrictions on access:
Closed

Subseries: Publicity
Title: Publicity
Date: 1948-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 4 - Clippings
Title: Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 4
Date: 1974-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings about noteworthy events and people at IPA.

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 11 - Clippings-IPA Programmes and Projects
Title: Clippings-IPA Programmes and Projects
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 11
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Few specific programmes Mentioned

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 9 - Dalhousie News Releases
Title: Dalhousie News Releases
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 9
Date: 1964-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
News releases issued on News From Dalhousie letterhead

**File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 7 - New from Dalhousie University**

**Title:** New from Dalhousie University  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 42, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1969-1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Publicity releases for IPA events

**File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 31 - News Clippings**

**Title:** News Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 123, Folder 31  
**Date:** 1958-1964 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Selected early news clippings

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 3 - News releases**

**Title:** News releases  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 78, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1970 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains information about conferences, events, and workshops sponsored by IPA.

**File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 5 - Newspaper clippings**

**Title:** Newspaper clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 30, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1948-1952 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Clippings of articles written by people associated with the IPA or that mention the IPA, public affairs

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 4 - Public Affairs Newspaper clippings

Title: Public Affairs Newspaper clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 4
Date: 1950-1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Clippings

Series: Institute of Public Affairs Library

Title: Institute of Public Affairs Library
Date: [1924?]-[1994?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Series includes materials relating to the operation and administration of the Institute of Public Affairs’ library, including staff records, inventory lists, and items that the library collected for its collections/displays. More specifically, the records include: newspaper clippings of relevance to working projects and correspondence with external partners of the IPA; programs, brochures, and correspondence from American universities and colleges; annual reports and papers regarding the functioning of the library; staff records; promotional materials for the IPA; and collected resources on publishing.

Physical description: 6.5 m of textual records

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 15 - Land Development Distribution Strategy

Title: Land Development Distribution Strategy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 15
Date: ? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Is a Draft

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 4 - Legitimacy and mandate
Title: Legitimacy and mandate
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 4
Date: [19-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Introduction from the book Organized Labour and Pressure Politics by David Kwarnick.

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 5 - The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - Initial Report: Senior Citizens Commission

Title: The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - Initial Report: Senior Citizens Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 5
Date: [197-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains a report.

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 16 - Press Clippings - Halifax Metropolitan Area Planning Committee

Title: Press Clippings - Halifax Metropolitan Area Planning Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 16
Date: [197-] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Metropolitan Area Planning Committee (MAPC)

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 2 - Papers – Canada – Information Canada

Title: Papers – Canada – Information Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 2
Date: [1973] (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping.
File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 8 - Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 2

Title: Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 2
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 8
Date: [198?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Reference guide published by Labour Canada.

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 9 - Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 3 & 4

Title: Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 3 & 4
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 9
Date: [198?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Reference guide published by Labour Canada.

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 7 - Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 1

Title: Collective Bargaining Information Sources – Section 1
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 7
Date: [198?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Reference guide published by Labour Canada.

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 12 - Costs of manufacturing in alternative locations: Nova Scotia compared with Ontario and Quebec

Title: Costs of manufacturing in alternative locations: Nova Scotia compared with Ontario and Quebec
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 12
Date: [after 1939] (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 8 - Economic growth in the Atlantic region, 1880-1940

Title: Economic growth in the Atlantic region, 1880-1940
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 8
Date: [after 1940] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 9 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Government Organization – Central Services Unit

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Government Organization – Central Services Unit
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 9
Date: ca. 1960s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains proposal

File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 3 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Natural Land Capability

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Natural Land Capability
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 3
Date: [ca. 1970s?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 11 - The establishment of networks projects report: The effect of the inter-organizational structure on the marginal central employment strategy

Title: The establishment of networks projects report: The effect of the inter-organizational structure on the marginal central employment strategy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 11
Date: 19[7?] (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 12 - The establishment of networks projects report: Establishments and the work-welfare mix

Title: The establishment of networks projects report: Establishments and the work-welfare mix
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 12
Date: 19[8?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 1 - Canada’s Trade with the West Indies

Title: Canada’s Trade with the West Indies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 1
Date: 1924 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 11 - History of Nova Scotia Labour Legislation

Title: History of Nova Scotia Labour Legislation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 11
Date: 1932-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Research bulletin by the Province of Nova Scotia Department of Labour and Manpower (Research Division)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 5 - Trade Union Law in Canada

Title: Trade Union Law in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 5
Date: 1935 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 10 - NHS: Accidents as a Cause of Disability

Title: NHS: Accidents as a Cause of Disability
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 10
Date: 1935-1936 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 6 - National Health Survey: Significance, Scope and Method of a Nation-Wide Family Canvas of Sickness in Relation to its Society and Economic Setting

Title: National Health Survey: Significance, Scope and Method of a Nation-Wide Family Canvas of Sickness in Relation to its Society and Economic Setting
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 6
Date: 1935-1936 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 9 - NHS: Illness and Medical Cure in Relation to Economic Status

Title: NHS: Illness and Medical Cure in Relation to Economic Status
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 9
Date: 1935-1936 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 8 - NHS: An Estimate of the Amount of Disabling Illness in the Country as a Whole

Title: NHS: An Estimate of the Amount of Disabling Illness in the Country as a Whole
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 8
Date: 1935-1936 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 7 - NHS: The Prevalence and Causes of Orthopedic Impairments

Title: NHS: The Prevalence and Causes of Orthopedic Impairments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 7
Date: 1935-1936 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 8 - Unemployment and unemployment relief in Nova Scotia

Title: Unemployment and unemployment relief in Nova Scotia
Title: The Canadian railway problem
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 10
Date: 1937 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Sir Edward Beatty

---

File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 7 - Publication – An Introduction of to the History of Dalhousie University
Title: Publication – An Introduction of to the History of Dalhousie University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 7
Date: 1938 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
D.C. Harvey

---

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 5 - Housing
Title: Housing
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 5
Date: 1938 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By W.C. Clark, deputy finance minister of Canada

---

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 19 - Local taxation and municipal finance
Title: Local taxation and municipal finance
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 19
Date: 1938 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By H.E. Manning, K.C.
File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 7 - Libraries – Nova Scotia

Title: Libraries – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 7
Date: 1938-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains survey, convocation program

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 6 - Problems of Rural Health Organization

Title: Problems of Rural Health Organization
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 6
Date: 1939 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Warran F. Draper, MD, Medical director, US Public Health Service

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 17 - An educational survey of Antigonish County

Title: An educational survey of Antigonish County
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 17
Date: 1939 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By B.A. Fletcher

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 4 - Provincial finance of Nova Scotia

Title: Provincial finance of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 4
Date: 1940 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By W.F. Loughheed and W.C. MacKenzie
File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 5 - Diagnoses Codes for Poisonings and Injuries According to Public Health

Title: Diagnoses Codes for Poisonings and Injuries According to Public Health
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 5
Date: 1940 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Folded

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 13 - Papers – Coal mining

Title: Papers – Coal mining
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 13
Date: 1943, 1957, 1967-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings and reports.

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 12 - The impact of the war on the maritime economy

Title: The impact of the war on the maritime economy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 12
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By B.S. and M.S. Kierstead

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 10 - Labour history

Title: Labour history
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 10
Date: 1946-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains catalogued list of material, historical analysis, committee list,
File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 14 - Papers – Labour – Education
Title: Papers – Labour – Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 14
Date: 1947, 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newsletter, newspaper clipping, and pamphlet.

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 3 - Papers – Clippings
Title: Papers – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 3
Date: 1948, 1960-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains magazine and journal articles, newsletters, reports about economic and social development. Also includes an article on housing by Kell Antoft.

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 21 - Food for thought
Title: Food for thought
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 21
Date: 1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Article “Paintings Abroad in Nova Scotia” by Guy Henson.

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 13 - Report of Adult Education Division 1947-48
Title: Report of Adult Education Division 1947-48
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 13
Date: 1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Guy Henson, director of adult education, ns department of education

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 27 - Report of the Nova Scotia Housing Commission
Title: Report of the Nova Scotia Housing Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 27
Date: 1949 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 23 - Canadian Education 4(3)
Title: Canadian Education 4(3)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 23
Date: 1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Article “Adult Education in Nova Scotia” by Guy Henson

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 4 - Negroes – Nova Scotia
Title: Negroes – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 4
Date: 1949-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, magazine pages, bibliography list, studies, newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 18 - The Corporation of the City of Halifax and the Council-Manager Plan
Title: The Corporation of the City of Halifax and the Council-Manager Plan
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 18
Date: 1950 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 1 - Maritime/Dalhousie Bureau of Industrial Relations
Title: Maritime/Dalhousie Bureau of Industrial Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 1
Date: 1950-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Promotional material

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 14 - Report of Adult Education Division 1949-50
Title: Report of Adult Education Division 1949-50
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 14
Date: 1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Guy Henson, director of adult education, ns department of education

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 4 - Halifax – a case for a metropolitan authority
Title: Halifax – a case for a metropolitan authority
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 4
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 12 - SRA Reading Book
Title: SRA Reading Book
Reference code: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 12
Date: 1951 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 15 - Report of Adult Education Division 1950-51
Title: Report of Adult Education Division 1950-51
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 15
Date: 1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Guy Henson, director of adult education, NS Department of Education

---

**File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 5 - Papers- Forestry- 1953-1966**

**Title:** Papers- Forestry- 1953-1966  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 8, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1953-1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Contains bulletins, press release, and newspaper clipping.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 16 - Adult education in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Adult education in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 123, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1954 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

By Guy Henson

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 15 - Papers – Clippings**

**Title:** Papers – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1954-1955 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Contains newspaper clippings on agriculture, economy, employment, energy, fisheries, and transportation. Also contains correspondence and a report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 2 - Bill 66 to Amend Education Act**

**Title:** Bill 66 to Amend Education Act  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 82, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1955 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 14 - Urban Planning**

**Title:** Urban Planning  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 2, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1955-1972 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Newspaper clippings regarding urban planning

**File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 2 - Economic history – Industry – Industrialization – Industrial development in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Economic history – Industry – Industrialization – Industrial development in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 13, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1956 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 7 - Looking Ahead in the Atlantic Provinces**

**Title:** Looking Ahead in the Atlantic Provinces  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 82, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1956 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 22 - Papers – Labour – Clippings**

**Title:** Papers – Labour – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 78, Folder 22  
**Date:** 1956, 1971-1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings about Graham Royal Commission, industry, secondary manufacturing, and unions.

**File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 2 - Papers – Clippings**

**Title:** Papers – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 2
Date: 1957–1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings about economy and industry.

File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 5 - Atlantic Provinces Economic Council 1958
Title: Atlantic Provinces Economic Council 1958
Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 5
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 14 - Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia
Title: Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 14
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The Forest Resources of Nova Scotia

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 8 - Student Attitudes Towards Teaching as a Career
Title: Student Attitudes Towards Teaching as a Career
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 8
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 23 - Municipal Officials and Public Contracts
Title: Municipal Officials and Public Contracts
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 23
Date: 1958 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 5 - Automation – Papers and reports
Title: Automation – Papers and reports  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 5  
Date: 1958-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 14 - Mining in Nova Scotia  
Title: Mining in Nova Scotia  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 14  
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 15 - Royal Commission on Coal  
Title: Royal Commission on Coal  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 15  
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 11 - Submissions to Graham Commission-Association of English Teachers of Nova Scotia  
Title: Submissions to Graham Commission-Association of English Teachers of Nova Scotia  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 11  
Date: 196-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 16 - Papers – Labour – Arbitration – U.S.  
Title: Papers – Labour – Arbitration – U.S.  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 16  
Date: 1960, 1973 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains newsletter, report.

File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 6 - IPA library; papers on Agriculture  
Title: IPA library; papers on Agriculture
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 6  
Date: 1960-1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 22 - Administration and History-Publication Program-Editorial Notes  
Title: Administration and History-Publication Program-Editorial Notes  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 22  
Date: 1960-1974 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Collected resources on publishing

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 9 - Nova Scotia Invitational Conference on Education  
Title: Nova Scotia Invitational Conference on Education  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 9  
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 9 - Public Aspects/Public Health/Study and Teaching/Canada  
Title: Public Aspects/Public Health/Study and Teaching/Canada  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 9  
Date: 1961 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Brief to the Royal Commission on Health Services from Dalhousie University

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 4 - Environmental Hygiene for the sanitary inspector  
Title: Environmental Hygiene for the sanitary inspector  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 4  
Date: 1961 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 2 - IPA Library papers: Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act

Title: IPA Library papers: Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 2
Date: 1961 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
includes reports by the Canadian Federation of Agriculture Standing Committee on Rural Development and the Canadian Department of Agriculture

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 22 - Non-Utopian Democracy and the University

Title: Non-Utopian Democracy and the University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 22
Date: 1961 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Address given at University Alumni Association Dinner (29 October 1960) by Guy Henson.

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 1 - Papers – Job Evaluation in Local Government

Title: Papers – Job Evaluation in Local Government
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 1
Date: 1961–1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence and booklists/bibliographies

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 6 - Halifax Housing Survey

Title: Halifax Housing Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 6
Date: 1961–1962 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Region report

---

**File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 11 - Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act**

**Title:** Agricultural Rehabilitation and Development Act

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 128, Folder 11

**Date:** 1961-1967 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

papers

---

**File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 19 - Halifax Urban Planning**

**Title:** Halifax Urban Planning

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 2, Folder 19

**Date:** 1961-1971 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains: publications, press clippings

---

**File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 6 - Education Report – A forecast of the Expansion of Dalhousie Alumni**

**Title:** Education Report – A forecast of the Expansion of Dalhousie Alumni

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 15, Folder 6

**Date:** 1962-1970 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Prepared by Bruce G. Irwin, Director of Alumni Affairs

---

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 20 - Papers – Cooperative organization**

**Title:** Papers – Cooperative organization

---
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 20
Date: 1962, 1980-1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles.

File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 2 - 1962, 1971 and 1973 Editions
Title: 1962, 1971 and 1973 Editions
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 2
Date: 1962, 1971, 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1962 edition is a letter sized coiled volume and is 7 numbered pages. 1971 and 1973 editions are 5,5 by 8,5 stapled editions and 24 pages.

File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 1 - Producers and production of forest products
Title: Producers and production of forest products
Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 1
Date: 1962-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forests reports.

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 10 - Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Planning Board
Title: Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Planning Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 10
Date: 1962-1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains speech text, meeting records, newsletters, organization chart

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 1 - Negroes – United States
Title: Negroes – United States
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 1
Date: 1962-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains Guide to Race Relations for Peace Officers, reports, news releases, periodical index, news clippings, bibliography and references, issue of Time Magazine, leaflets

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia voluntary economic planning board sectoral
Title: Nova Scotia voluntary economic planning board sectoral
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 1
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 26 - Report on the University-Community Collaboration of the Institute of Public Affairs
Title: Report on the University-Community Collaboration of the Institute of Public Affairs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 26
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Prepared by Guy Henson, director of IPA

File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 1 - Manuscript Drafts - Nova Scotia Civil Service Association
Title: Manuscript Drafts - Nova Scotia Civil Service Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 1
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: constitution committee study outline, and membership survey relating to principles and government of Nova Scotia Civil Service Association
File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 8 - Report of the Select Committee of the Legislature on Labour Legislation

Title: Report of the Select Committee of the Legislature on Labour Legislation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 8
Date: 1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 13 - Public Aspects/Medicine and the State/Halifax

Title: Public Aspects/Medicine and the State/Halifax
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 13
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Study of Administration and Programs of health departments

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 16 - Administration and History-History of the Institute of Public Affairs [1936-57]-DeWolfe

Title: Administration and History-History of the Institute of Public Affairs [1936-57]-DeWolfe
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 16
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Paper

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 3 - Forestry – Submission

Title: Forestry – Submission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Voluntary Economic Planning report.
File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 10 - Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 10
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 14 - Nova Scotia – Year end review
Title: Nova Scotia – Year end review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 14
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 2 - Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 6 - Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 4 - National Conference on Labour Management Relations
Title: National Conference on Labour Management Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 14 - Survey of Child Welfare Services in Nova Scotia
Title: Survey of Child Welfare Services in Nova Scotia

Title: Public Welfare – National Urban Low-Income Family Evaluation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 15
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 10 - Antigonish County Statistical Profile, Co 1963?

Title: Antigonish County Statistical Profile, Co 1963?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 10
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“Antigonish County Survey” NS Dept of Trade and Industry

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 7 - Annapolis County Statistical Profile 1963?

Title: Annapolis County Statistical Profile 1963?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 7
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“Annapolis County Survey” NS Dept of Trade & Industry

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 1 - Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1962?

Title: Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1962?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 1
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“Colchester County Survey” NS Dept of Trade and Industry

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 4 - Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1962?

Title: Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1962?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“Cumberland County Survey” NS Dept of Trade and Industry

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 7 - Digby County Statistical Profile, 1962?

Title: Digby County Statistical Profile, 1962?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 7
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Trade and Industry Includes “Digby County Economic Survey” Typescript 1962?

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 32 - The Nova Scotia Labour-Management Agreements

Title: The Nova Scotia Labour-Management Agreements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 32
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Excerpt from National Conference on Labour Management Relations. By John H.G. Crispo

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 19 - IPA Library papers Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1964

Title: IPA Library papers Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1964
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 19
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 6 - Economic history – Labour – History – The Labour movement in Nova Scotia before Confederation

Title: Economic history – Labour – History – The Labour movement in Nova Scotia before Confederation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 6
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 2 - Canada’s Role in the West Indies

Title: Canada’s Role in the West Indies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 2
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 3 - Financial Assistance with Regional Development: Report prepared for the Atlantic Provinces Research Board

Title: Financial Assistance with Regional Development: Report prepared for the Atlantic Provinces Research Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 11 - Pictou county survey

Title: Pictou county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 11
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 3 - Richmond county survey

Title: Richmond county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 3
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 11 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Two copies available
Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey Two copies available
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 11
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 7 - Lunenburg county survey
Title: Lunenburg county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 7
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 4 - Kings county survey
Title: Kings county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 4
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 15 - Queen’s county survey
Title: Queen’s county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 15
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 2 - Papers – Industrial Expansion – Nova Scotia
Title: Papers – Industrial Expansion – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 2
Date: 1964–1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains press releases and copies of newspaper clippings
File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 5 - Economic history – Labour – Periodicals – N.S. Dept. of Labour Bulletin

  Title: Economic history – Labour – Periodicals – N.S. Dept. of Labour Bulletin
  Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 5
  Date: 1964 -1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 11 - Inverness county survey

  Title: Inverness county survey
  Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 11
  Date: 1964? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 9 - NS Trade Union Act

  Title: NS Trade Union Act
  Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 9
  Date: 1964-1970 (date of creation)
  Scope and content:
  An act to amend chapter 311 of the Revised Statutes, 1967, the Trade Union Act; Summary of Amendments to Trade Union Act; Trade Union Act; Amendments and Regulations to Trade Union Act

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 19 - Papers – Construction industry

  Title: Papers – Construction industry
  Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 19
  Date: 1964-1971 (date of creation)
  Scope and content:
  Contains report and copy of serial “Canada-UK Trade News.”

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 10 - Papers – Labour – Management

  Title: Papers – Labour – Management
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 10
Date: 1964-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles, newsletter, newspaper clipping.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 17 - Administration and History-Annual Reports
Title: Administration and History-Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 17
Date: 1964-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 4 - Nova Scotia Minimum Wage Board
Title: Nova Scotia Minimum Wage Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 4
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings and a brief

File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 3 - Library papers: Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1965
Title: Library papers: Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1965
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 3 - Economic History – Labour Supply and Demand – Occupational Training – Manpower Training Requirements for Nova Scotia
Title: Economic History – Labour Supply and Demand – Occupational Training – Manpower Training Requirements for Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report from the Economics and Research Division, Nova Scotia Department of Labour, dated November, 1965

**File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia Conference on Poverty**

**Title:** Nova Scotia Conference on Poverty  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 113, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 2 - Profile of Poverty in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Profile of Poverty in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 113, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 19 - Survey of Program and Administration Management**

**Title:** Survey of Program and Administration Management  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 70, Folder 19  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 43, Folder 8 - Notes on Federal-Provincial conference on War on Poverty**

**Title:** Notes on Federal-Provincial conference on War on Poverty  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 43, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 4 - The Acadian Viewpoint Regarding The Union of the Maritime Provinces” Prof. M. Jean Cadieux**

**Title:** The Acadian Viewpoint Regarding The Union of the Maritime Provinces” Prof. M. Jean Cadieux  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

A paper read to the “Conference On Maritime Union” Sponsored by Mt Allison University and the Canadian Institute for Public Affairs, Feb 6-7 1965

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 5 - Atlantic Provinces Research Board, bibliography of research projects, 1965

Title: Atlantic Provinces Research Board, bibliography of research projects, 1965

Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 5

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 3 - Sectoral planning secondary manufacturing background information

Title: Sectoral planning secondary manufacturing background information

Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 3

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 4 - Nova Scotia forest inventory: Antigonish subdivision

Title: Nova Scotia forest inventory: Antigonish subdivision

Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 4

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 5 - Subdivision to Graham Commission- Acadia University

Title: Subdivision to Graham Commission- Acadia University

Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 5

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 17 - IPA library, Economic history, Housing by region
Title: IPA library, Economic history, Housing by region
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 17
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

a history of the Nova Scotia Housing Commission

---

**File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 6 - Voluntary and official cooperation in the Atlantic provinces**

Title: Voluntary and official cooperation in the Atlantic provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 6
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 8 - Towards a Strategy for the Economic Development of the Atlantic Provinces**

Title: Towards a Strategy for the Economic Development of the Atlantic Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 8
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The Atlantic Provinces Economic Council

---

**File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 4 - Sectoral planning services background paper**

Title: Sectoral planning services background paper
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 3 - Scotia Square**

Title: Scotia Square
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 4 - Pictou County housing capability**

**Title:** Pictou County housing capability  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 9, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia Teacher’s Union Act**

**Title:** Nova Scotia Teacher’s Union Act  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 82, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 6 - Papers – Canada Labour Code**

**Title:** Papers – Canada Labour Code  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1965, 1973 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clipping and press release.

**File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 3 - Handbook on labour unions in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Handbook on labour unions in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 22, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1965-1966 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 1 - Social history- Canada - Halifax- Select reference list on community affairs of metropolitan Halifax, N.S.**

**Title:** Social history- Canada - Halifax- Select reference list on community affairs of metropolitan Halifax, N.S.  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 26, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1965-1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a selected bibliography.

---

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 4 - Poverty in the United States
Title: Poverty in the United States
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1968 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 3 - Newspaper clippings – Poverty in Canada
Title: Newspaper clippings – Poverty in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 3
Date: 1965-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Also contains some published reports

---

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 7 - Papers – Canadian Council on Urban and Regional Research
Title: Papers – Canadian Council on Urban and Regional Research
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence and newspaper clippings.

---

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 7 - Nova Scotia Speech from the Throne – Clippings
Title: Nova Scotia Speech from the Throne – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 7
Date: 1965-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

---

**File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 12 - Nursing /Canada**

**Title:** Nursing /Canada  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 100, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Economics and the nurse – 15th annual institute

---

**File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 6 - Annual Report of the Labour-Management Review Committee (Manitoba)**

**Title:** Annual Report of the Labour-Management Review Committee (Manitoba)  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 9, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Report for the year 1965

---

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 6 - Automation – Training Institute on Factors in Work Evaluation**

**Title:** Automation – Training Institute on Factors in Work Evaluation  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 89, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 2 - Economic History – Labour Market – Labour Market Area Survey**

**Title:** Economic History – Labour Market – Labour Market Area Survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 33, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains report from the Economics and Research Division, Nova Scotia Department of Labour

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 5 - Economic History – Labour – Industrial Relations – Collective Bargaining – Collective Agreements: A Pilot Survey**

**Title:** Economic History – Labour – Industrial Relations – Collective Bargaining – Collective Agreements: A Pilot Survey

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 33, Folder 5

**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains report from the Economics and Research Division, Nova Scotia Department of Labour

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 5 - The Boundaries of Nova Scotia and its Counties” by Charles Bruce Fergusson**

**Title:** The Boundaries of Nova Scotia and its Counties” by Charles Bruce Fergusson

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 5

**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Public Archives of Nova Scotia Bulletin n.22, 1966

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 14 - Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1962?**

**Title:** Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1962?

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 14

**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
“Cape Breton County Survey” NS Dept of Trade And Industry

**File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 2 - Library papers: Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1966**

**Title:** Library papers: Atlantic Provincial Economic Council Annual Meeting 1966
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 2
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 5 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 5
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 15 - Nova Scotia – Consolidated statistics
Title: Nova Scotia – Consolidated statistics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 15
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 16 - Education - Report of the Special Senate Committee on Committees
Title: Education - Report of the Special Senate Committee on Committees
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 16
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dalhousie University

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 4 - Aids to Industry – Province of Nova Scotia
Title: Aids to Industry – Province of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 9 - Papers- Fisheries- Nova Scotia- Statistics 1966
Title: Papers- Fisheries- Nova Scotia- Statistics 1966
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 9
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statistical reports for entire province

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 11 - Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1974?

Title: Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1974?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 11
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“County Profile Antigonish” Dept of Trade and Industry

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 12 - Papers- general agreement on tariffs and trade- Kennedy Round 1966-69

Title: Papers- general agreement on tariffs and trade- Kennedy Round 1966-69
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 12
Date: 1966-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains news releases, an agreement, and a report.

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 6 - Papers- free trade 1966-87

Title: Papers- free trade 1966-87
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 6
Date: 1966-1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains news release, newsletter, and a copy of an agreement.

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 9 - Labour-management agreements – Nova Scotia

Title: Labour-management agreements – Nova Scotia
File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 7 - Annual Report of the Labour-Management Review Committee (Manitoba)

Title: Annual Report of the Labour-Management Review Committee (Manitoba)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 7

Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Report for the year 1966

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 14 - White-Collar Workers

Title: White-Collar Workers

Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 14

Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Programs, brochures, newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 12 - Deuterium projects in Glace Bay

Title: Deuterium projects in Glace Bay

Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 12

Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Report of the Industrial Inquiry Commission Re Glace Bay
File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 3 - Atlantic Provinces Economic Council – A lecture by Bob Boutilier to students at Dalhousie University, March 21, 1967

Title: Atlantic Provinces Economic Council – A lecture by Bob Boutilier to students at Dalhousie University, March 21, 1967
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 12 - Evaluation of economic research relating to the Atlantic region

Title: Evaluation of economic research relating to the Atlantic region
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 12
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 2 - Unemployment in Halifax shipyards and waterfront

Title: Unemployment in Halifax shipyards and waterfront
Reference code: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 2 - Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Planning Board sectoral planning secondary manufacturing index to sectoral report

Title: Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Planning Board sectoral planning secondary manufacturing index to sectoral report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 24 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Jewish Congress

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Jewish Congress
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 24
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains pamphlet titled Religion and our Public Schools written by Ethical Education Association, a brief from the Canadian Jewish Congress Central Region Committee on Religious Education in the Public Schools in Ontario.

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 5 - Federal Provincial Conditional Grants and Shared Cost Programmes in Which Nova Scotia Participates
Title: Federal Provincial Conditional Grants and Shared Cost Programmes in Which Nova Scotia Participates
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 5
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 3
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 21 - Public Service Staff Relations Act
Title: Public Service Staff Relations Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 21
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 9 - Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Title: Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 9
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains monthly statistic reports.
File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 14 - Research Materials - Human Rights

Title: Research Materials - Human Rights
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 14
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: pamphlets, manuscripts, newsletters, conference reports

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 4 - Handbook on labour unions in Nova Scotia

Title: Handbook on labour unions in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 4
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 15 - Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia

Title: Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 15
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
An appraisal of the value of the forest resources

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 11 - Papers- general electric publications- miscellaneous 1968

Title: Papers- general electric publications- miscellaneous 1968
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newsletters, memorandums, booklets, and a paper.
File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 4 - Economic history – Land use – Land use and settlement patterns in Pictou County, N.S.
Title: Economic history – Land use – Land use and settlement patterns in Pictou County, N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 4
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 11 - Management education survey for the province of Nova Scotia
Title: Management education survey for the province of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes Nova Scotia information service – press release

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 10 - Urban and Municipal School Boards 13th Annual Conference and Exhibition
Title: Urban and Municipal School Boards 13th Annual Conference and Exhibition
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 10
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 2 - Public finance – Public accounting – Dartmouth, N.S. – City of Dartmouth – Financial statements
Title: Public finance – Public accounting – Dartmouth, N.S. – City of Dartmouth – Financial statements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 2
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 43, Folder 9 - Universities and Colleges in Canada
Title: Universities and Colleges in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 43, Folder 9
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 14 - Papers- General electric publications- Monogram 1968-70
Title: Papers- General electric publications- Monogram 1968-70
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 14
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains booklets of the publication Monogram.

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 12 - Universities and Colleges-U.S.
Title: Universities and Colleges-U.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 12
Date: 1968-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs and brochures from various universities and colleges in the U.S.

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 12 - Library, Education for Diversity papers
Title: Library, Education for Diversity papers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 12
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
working papers

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 14 - Newspaper clippings – Transportation and urban transit
Title: Newspaper clippings – Transportation and urban transit
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 14
Date: 1968-1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Also contains an issue of Reviews in Urban Economics (Vol. One, No. 2, Fall, 1968)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 20 - Nova Scotia Labor-Management Agreements
Title: Nova Scotia Labor-Management Agreements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 20
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Guy Henson. Published in Industrial Relations (See also file 123-3)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 15 - Import substitutions in underdeveloped nations and regions: the Mexican experience by Fay Elaine Greckel
Title: Import substitutions in underdeveloped nations and regions: the Mexican experience by Fay Elaine Greckel
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 15
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 9 - Nurses – Collective Bargaining – Clipping
Title: Nurses – Collective Bargaining – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 6 - Brief for Special Committee on Poverty – Senate of Canada
Title: Brief for Special Committee on Poverty – Senate of Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Created by staff members and associates of Institute of Public Affairs.

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 1 - Economic history – Agriculture, faith, hope and cooperation

Title: Economic history – Agriculture, faith, hope and cooperation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 6 - A Study of the Impact of the Area Development Agency Program in Nova Scotia

Title: A Study of the Impact of the Area Development Agency Program in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 6
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 8 - Nova Scotia Provincial Municipal fact-finding Committee Progress Report

Title: Nova Scotia Provincial Municipal fact-finding Committee Progress Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 7 - Public Finance – Administration – Federal Grants – P.E.I. – A Federal- Provincial Agreement

Title: Public Finance – Administration – Federal Grants – P.E.I. – A Federal- Provincial Agreement
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report from the Department of Forestry and Rural Development

Title: Papers- IPA-Library-papers- general electric publications- miscellaneous Nov 1969 - march 1970
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 11
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains booklets and papers.

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 15 - Papers- general electric publications- relation reviews 1969-71

Title: Papers- general electric publications- relation reviews 1969-71
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 15
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a weekly newsletter

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 13 - Tourist industry

Title: Tourist industry
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 13
Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 1 - Maritime Union – Clippings

Title: Maritime Union – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings
File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 12 - Population Statistics
Title: Population Statistics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 12
Date: 1969-1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains population projections for Nova Scotia, Halifax County, and Halifax – statistical charts and data

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 9 - Pictou regional development – Clippings
Title: Pictou regional development – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 9
Date: 197? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 3 - Maritime Resource Management Service - Clipping
Title: Maritime Resource Management Service - Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 3
Date: 197? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 6 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Cobequid Education Centre
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Cobequid Education Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 6
Date: 197-? (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 5 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Citizens’ Committee

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Citizens’ Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 5
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 22 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Association of Fire Chiefs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 22
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 21 - Annotated List of Reports

Title: Annotated List of Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 21
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 12 - Government Organization/Finance

Title: Government Organization/Finance
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 12
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 13 - Industrial Commission Inquiry Re: Fishing Ports of Canso, Mulgrave and Petit De Grat

Title: Industrial Commission Inquiry Re: Fishing Ports of Canso, Mulgrave and Petit De Grat
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 11 - Government Organization/Central Services Unit
Title: Government Organization/Central Services Unit
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Meeting Minutes

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 10 - Housing
Title: Housing
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
‘Housing’ – projected demand 1971-1991 (draft)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 7 - Halifax-Dartmouth urban core projects
Title: Halifax-Dartmouth urban core projects
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 5 - Bedford Basin Pollution Committee
Title: Bedford Basin Pollution Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report Summary

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 13 - Government Organization/Organization
Title: Government Organization/Organization
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 13
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 7 - Educational Capital Projects
Title: Educational Capital Projects
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 7
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report - Metro Advisory Committee on Education

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 6 - The Delaney Report
Title: The Delaney Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Photocopy of Report by JA Delaney and Assoc. on Pollution in Boat Harbour NS

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 19 - Social Services/Recreation and Natural Environment
Title: Social Services/Recreation and Natural Environment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 19
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 17 - Economic Development/Container Port
Title: Economic Development/Container Port
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 17
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 14 - Papers – Encounter on urban environment
Title: Papers – Encounter on urban environment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 14
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 16 - Nova Scotia – N.S. statistical review
Title: Nova Scotia – N.S. statistical review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 4 - Economic history – Industry – Corporations – An essay on some critical aspects of the international corporation
Title: Economic history – Industry – Corporations – An essay on some critical aspects of the international corporation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 4
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 2 - Net migration rates by county for the Maritime provinces
Title: Net migration rates by county for the Maritime provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Reports of MAPC – Comprehensive Planning – MAPC & CORE organization
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report and draft copy

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 2 - Social Services/ Education
Title: Social Services/ Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 5 - Directory of labour unions in Nova Scotia
Title: Directory of labour unions in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 16 - Basic Services/Water Supply
Title: Basic Services/Water Supply
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 15 - Economic Development
Title: Economic Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 15
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 3 - Public Finance – Public accounting – Dartmouth, N.S. City of Dartmouth – Financial statements
Title: Public Finance – Public accounting – Dartmouth, N.S. City of Dartmouth – Financial statements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 19 - Papers – Labour – Economics

Title: Papers – Labour – Economics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 19
Date: 1970-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles and newspaper clippings about economic theory, inflation, and wages.

File: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 4 - MAPC and Core Organizations

Title: MAPC and Core Organizations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 4
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 3 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Catholic Women’s League of Canada

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Catholic Women’s League of Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains brief to the commission from Nova Scotia Provincial Council of Catholic Women’s League of Canada and other religious groups.

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 2 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Catholic Church, Archdiocese of Halifax

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Catholic Church, Archdiocese of Halifax
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 2
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains submission from the Catholic Social Services Commission, Archdiocese of Halifax
File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 8 - Newspaper clippings – Taxation

Title: Newspaper clippings – Taxation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 8
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 11 - Human Rights

Title: Human Rights
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 11
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Two copies of the ICJ Review

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 18 - Submissions to the Graham Commission-Blind Rights Action Movement

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission-Blind Rights Action Movement
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 18
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Submission from Blinds Right Movement regarding problems blind people in Atlantic Canada face

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 7 - Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia

Title: Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 7
Date: 1970-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dep’t of Lands and Forests – Annual Reports

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 7 - Indians-Clippings
Title: Indians-Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 7
Date: 1970-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Newspaper clippings on topics concerning Native Canadians

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 6 - Bank of Nova Scotia Monthly Review
Title: Bank of Nova Scotia Monthly Review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 2 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Southwest Halifax County Trustees Association
Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Southwest Halifax County Trustees Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 11 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Metro Centre
Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Metro Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 11 - Library papers: Atlantic Development Council
Title: Library papers: Atlantic Development Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 17 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Port Hawkesbury Community Centre

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Port Hawkesbury Community Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 2 - Nova Scotia – Dept. of Municipal Affairs – Clipping

Title: Nova Scotia – Dept. of Municipal Affairs – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 5 - Community Planning Association of Canada

Title: Community Planning Association of Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 22 - Submission to the Graham Commission: St. Mary's University, School of Education

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: St. Mary's University, School of Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 18 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Provincial Council of Women of Nova Scotia

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Provincial Council of Women of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 18
**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 16 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Pictou Landing School Committee**

**Title:** Submission to the Graham Commission: Pictou Landing School Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 63, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 8 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Reports of MAPC – Social Services – Education**

**Title:** Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Reports of MAPC – Social Services – Education  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 33, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:** Contains report

---

**File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 1 - Basic Services/Land Use**

**Title:** Basic Services/Land Use  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 98, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 11 - An Interim Regional Government for the Halifax-Dartmouth Metropolitan Area**

**Title:** An Interim Regional Government for the Halifax- Dartmouth Metropolitan Area  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 82, Folder 11  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 19 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Post-High Red Cross Youth**
Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Post-High Red Cross Youth
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)


Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Nova Scotia Council on Library Resources – Nova Scotia Committee for Humane Schools
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia – N.S. statistical review

Title: Nova Scotia – N.S. statistical review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 11 - Canada Census

Title: Canada Census
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 12 - Papers – Civil liberties – Nova Scotia

Title: Papers – Civil liberties – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 12 - Mount St. Vincent University
File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 6 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 20 - Halifax County Taxation Protest Committee (District 7)

Title: Halifax County Taxation Protest Committee (District 7)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 9 - An Assessment of the Nova Scotia Economy

Title: An Assessment of the Nova Scotia Economy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Canada-Nova Scotia Joint Planning Committee


Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Municipal Development Study and Plan – Dartmouth
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 12 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Growth Through Recreation

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Growth Through Recreation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 3 - Le Comite de L’Ecole Francoise

Title: Le Comite de L’Ecole Francoise
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 21 - Submission to the Graham Commission: St. Francis Xavier University, Department of Adult Education

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: St. Francis Xavier University, Department of Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 9 - List of Members

Title: List of Members
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Metropolitan Area Planning Committee List of Members
File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 3 - Economic history – Industry – Industrialization – Industrial development conference

Title: Economic history – Industry – Industrialization – Industrial development conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 25 - Kings County Speech Therapy Committee

Title: Kings County Speech Therapy Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 24 - Kings County Amalgamated School Board

Title: Kings County Amalgamated School Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 12 - Dartmouth Principal’s Association

Title: Dartmouth Principal’s Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 21 - Halifax-Dartmouth Council of Churches

Title: Halifax-Dartmouth Council of Churches
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 19 - Newspaper clippings – Finance in Canada

Title: Newspaper clippings – Finance in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 2 - Colchester Association For Retarded Children
Title: Colchester Association For Retarded Children
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 19 - Halifax County Regional Library Board
Title: Halifax County Regional Library Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 6 - Directory of labour unions in Nova Scotia
Title: Directory of labour unions in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 18 - Industrial Development
Title: Industrial Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 13 - Kings County Christian School Society
Title: Kings County Christian School Society
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 14 - La Fédération francophone de la Nouvelle-Ecosse

Title: La Fédération francophone de la Nouvelle-Ecosse
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 6 - Oak Island – Clipping

Title: Oak Island – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping

---

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 13 - Eastern Counties Regional Library Board

Title: Eastern Counties Regional Library Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 27 - Mill Village Consolidated School

Title: Mill Village Consolidated School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 27
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 7 - Economic history – Labour – Wages – By industry – Construction industry wage rates

Title: Economic history – Labour – Wages – By industry – Construction industry wage rates
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 22 - Henson, Guy

Title: Henson, Guy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 7 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Amherst and District Association for the Mentally Retarded

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Amherst and District Association for the Mentally Retarded
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 13 - Industrial Development-Prince Edward Island- Clippings

Title: Industrial Development-Prince Edward Island- Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Newspaper clippings regarding the development of PEI

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 20 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Cambridge and District Elementary School

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Cambridge and District Elementary School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contains submission to the Graham Commission and a request for a verbal presentation before the commission
File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 11 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Teachers' Union

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Teachers' Union
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 21 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 9 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Vocational Teachers' Association

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Vocational Teachers' Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 23 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Federation of University Women

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Federation of University Women
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 23
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 17 - Harbour View Junior School

Title: Harbour View Junior School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 25 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Manufacturers Association

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Manufacturers Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 25
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains submission from Canadian Manufacturers Association and correspondence relating to this submission

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 26 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Mental Health Association

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Mental Health Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 26
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 3 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Acadia University Research and Development

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Acadia University Research and Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 10 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Home Economics Association

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Home Economics Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 17 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Black United Front of Nova Scotia

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Black United Front of Nova Scotia
File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 6 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Afton School Committee

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Afton School Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 6
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains recommendations for dealing with problem children in school

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 19 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Caledonia Junior High School

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Caledonia Junior High School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains recommendations for dealing with problem children in school

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 8 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Amherst Chamber of Commerce

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Amherst Chamber of Commerce
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 9 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Ash Lee School

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Ash Lee School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 21 - Submissions to Graham Commission – New Options, Free School

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – New Options, Free School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 21
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 1 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Shubenacadie School Committee

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Shubenacadie School Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 1
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 9 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Federation of Home and School Associations

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Federation of Home and School Associations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 16 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Provincial Council of Pensioners

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Provincial Council of Pensioners
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 18 - European Community Market reference material

Title: European Community Market reference material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 18
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 3 - Papers – Canada Development Corporation Act

Title: Papers – Canada Development Corporation Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains press release.

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 15 - Imperial Order-Daughters of the Empire

Title: Imperial Order-Daughters of the Empire
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 17 - Democracy Begins at Home

Title: Democracy Begins at Home
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 17
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 16 - Hearing Handicapped Association of Canada

Title: Hearing Handicapped Association of Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 22 - Submissions to Graham Commission – Northbrook School North Side Pensioners – Association for the Advancement of Coloured People

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Northbrook School North Side Pensioners – Association for the Advancement of Coloured People
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 22
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 19 - Dartmouth Regional Library Board

Title: Dartmouth Regional Library Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 19
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 15 - Submissions to the Graham Commission

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 15 - Fundy Mental Health Centre

Title: Fundy Mental Health Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 4 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 8 - Metropolitan Resource Centre

Title: Metropolitan Resource Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report of the Subcommittee on a Metropolitan Resource Centre
File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 8 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Technical College

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Technical College
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 10 - Economic growth of depressed regions in developed countries: A case study of the growth of Nova Scotia, 1950-1965

Title: Economic growth of depressed regions in developed countries: A case study of the growth of Nova Scotia, 1950-1965
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 7 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia School Boards Association

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia School Boards Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 7
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 5 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Centre

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Rehabilitation Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 20 - Dartmouth High School Staff Council

Title: Dartmouth High School Staff Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 20
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 16 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bible Hill Village Commissioners

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bible Hill Village Commissioners
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 16
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 14 - Institution of Chartered Accountants of Nova Scotia

Title: Institution of Chartered Accountants of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 14
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes Atlantic Association of CAs Student Info Handbook

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 13 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Atlantic Planners Institute

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Atlantic Planners Institute
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 10 - Submissions to Graham Commission- L’Association des Instituteurs Acadiens

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- L’Association des Instituteurs Acadiens
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 12 - Submissions to Graham Commission- Association of Municipal Administrators

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission- Association of Municipal Administrators
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 12
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 24 - Submissions to Graham Commission – Nova Scotia Federation of Agriculture
Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Nova Scotia Federation of Agriculture
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 24
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 15 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bedford School section no. 6
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bedford School section no. 6
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 8 - Press Clippings - Halifax- Budget and Taxation
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax- Budget and Taxation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 8
Date: 1971-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 3 - Press Clippings – Glace Bay - Heavy Water Plant,
Title: Press Clippings – Glace Bay - Heavy Water Plant,
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 5 - Submissions to the Graham Commission
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
commissions from various groups

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 5 - Papers – Canada – Unemployment Insurance Commission

Title: Papers – Canada – Unemployment Insurance Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains booklet published by Information Canada and newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 12 - Submissions to the Graham Commission

Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 12
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
commissions from various groups

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 8 - Press Clippings - Halifax Metropolitan Area Regional Government

Title: Press Clippings - Halifax Metropolitan Area Regional Government
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 8
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 17 - Administration and History-Acquisition lists

Title: Administration and History-Acquisition lists
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 17
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 2 - Federal-Provincial conference of First Ministers**

- **Title:** Federal-Provincial conference of First Ministers
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 89, Folder 2
- **Date:** 1971-1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 10 - Papers – Cape Breton Development Corporation**

- **Title:** Papers – Cape Breton Development Corporation
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 10
- **Date:** 1971-1973 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Contains newspaper clippings.

**File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 13 - Papers- Fundy tidal power- clippings 1971-74**

- **Title:** Papers- Fundy tidal power- clippings 1971-74
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 26, Folder 13
- **Date:** 1971-1974 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Contains newspaper clippings.

**File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 12 - Newspaper clippings – Federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion**

- **Title:** Newspaper clippings – Federal Department of Regional Economic Expansion
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 86, Folder 12
- **Date:** 1971-1976 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 16 - Equalization payments reference material**

- **Title:** Equalization payments reference material
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 76, Folder 16
Date: 1971-1987 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 5 - Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission**

**Title:** Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains Human Rights Act Chapter 11, newspaper clipping, assembly debate page, correspondence, reports

---

**File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 2 - Maritime Provinces Post-Secondary Education Commission – Clippings**

**Title:** Maritime Provinces Post-Secondary Education Commission – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 48, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1971-1972 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings

---

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 10 - Pollution – Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Pollution – Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1971-1973 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clipping, selective bibliography of materials

---

**File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 8 - Nova Scotia University Grants Committee – Clippings**

**Title:** Nova Scotia University Grants Committee – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 66, Folder 8
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, magazine articles

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 5 - Nova Scotia Light and Power Co. – Public Ownership
Title: Nova Scotia Light and Power Co. – Public Ownership
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, correspondence, reports

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 2 - Movement for Citizens Voice and Action
Title: Movement for Citizens Voice and Action
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, newsletters, news bulletins, news releases, correspondence, proposal, report

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 7 - Ombudsman – Clippings
Title: Ombudsman – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 7
Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings
File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 6 - Nova Scotia Royal Commission on Education, Public Services, and Provincial-Municipal Relations Clippings

Title: Nova Scotia Royal Commission on Education, Public Services, and Provincial-Municipal Relations Clippings

Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 6

Date: 1971-1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings


Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Halifax Waterfront

Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 13

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 14 - New Directions for Development

Title: New Directions for Development

Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 14

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 20 - Newspaper clippings – Quebec

Title: Newspaper clippings – Quebec

Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 20

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 17 - Insurance Economics Surveys, Vo. 28, No. 11 (February 29, 1972)
Title: Insurance Economics Surveys, Vo. 28, No. 11 (February 29, 1972)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 4 - Papers – Canada – Senate – Commons Committee on the constitution**

Title: Papers – Canada – Senate – Commons Committee on the constitution
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 12 - News release on Toronto Urban Planning**

Title: News release on Toronto Urban Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
From the office of Minister of State Ron Basford

---

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 11 - News release on valuation day rules**

Title: News release on valuation day rules
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
From the office of Finance Minister E.J. Benson

---

**File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 12 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Industrial Arts Association**

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Industrial Arts Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 12
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 1 - Department of State for Urban Affairs
Title: Department of State for Urban Affairs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 11 - Press Clippings - Halifax International Airport
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax International Airport
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 21 - Halifax Urban Planning
Title: Halifax Urban Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 21
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: press clippings, news release, catalogue

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 22 - Ombudsmen for Local Government: A Bibliography
Title: Ombudsmen for Local Government: A Bibliography
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 22
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 9 - Auditor General
Title: Auditor General
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 9
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 23 - Submissions to Graham Commission – Nova Scotia Education Week Committee

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Nova Scotia Education Week Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 23
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 8 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Counsellors Association, Kings County Area Group

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Counsellors Association, Kings County Area Group
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 3 - The fiscal crisis of the state and the revolt of the public employee

Title: The fiscal crisis of the state and the revolt of the public employee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Article by Rick Deaton, published in journal Our Generation.

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 20 - Submissions to Graham Commission – Neptune Theatre - Association of Architects – NS Drama League

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Neptune Theatre - Association of Architects – NS Drama League
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 14 - Papers – Economy – Nova Scotia

Title: Papers – Economy – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains review of Nova Scotia’s economic performance.

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 3 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Hospital Association

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Nova Scotia Hospital Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 3
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 20 - Submission to the Graham Commission: Sackville and District Chamber of Commerce

Title: Submission to the Graham Commission: Sackville and District Chamber of Commerce
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 20
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia Communications and Information Centre – Clipping

Title: Nova Scotia Communications and Information Centre – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 14 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bayers Road Shopping Centre, Ltd.
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Bayers Road Shopping Centre, Ltd.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 14
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 9 - Newspaper clippings – Taxation
Title: Newspaper clippings – Taxation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 9
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 1 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Paraplegic Association
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Canadian Paraplegic Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 1
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence to Dr. John Graham, chairman of the Graham Commission, and to the Canadian Paraplegic Association and a report by Timothy J. Nugent titled Public transportation and the disabled

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 8 - Lawyers, specialized – Clipping
Title: Lawyers, specialized – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 4 - Submissions to the Graham Commission- Chester Municipal School Board
Title: Submissions to the Graham Commission- Chester Municipal School Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 4
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 19 - Submissions to Graham Commission – Movement for Citizens Voice and Action

Title: Submissions to Graham Commission – Movement for Citizens Voice and Action
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 15 - Xavier College, Sydney

Title: Xavier College, Sydney
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 15
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures, newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 19 - Africville Relocation Report, Correspondence and Clippings

Title: Africville Relocation Report, Correspondence and Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 19
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 4 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Transportation Study

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Transportation Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report, includes Dartmouth
File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 2 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Step One

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Step One
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 2
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 26 - McSweeney, Kevin

Title: McSweeney, Kevin
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 26
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 5 - Nova Scotia: An Overview of Sub-Provincial Scenarios

Title: Nova Scotia: An Overview of Sub-Provincial Scenarios
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Economic History - Planning

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 11 - Pollution – United States

Title: Pollution – United States
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains Directory of Environmental Organizations
File: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 5 - Finding New Directions

Title: Finding New Directions
Reference code: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 5
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 6 - Economic history – Land use – Real estate – Urban property – Land values in the rural-urban fringe

Title: Economic history – Land use – Real estate – Urban property – Land values in the rural-urban fringe
Reference code:UA-26, Box 11, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 17 - Halifax City Regional Library Board

Title: Halifax City Regional Library Board
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 17
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 16 - Halifax Board of Trade

Title: Halifax Board of Trade
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 16
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 4 - Research Materials - Housing

Title: Research Materials - Housing
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: press clippings, bibliography
File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 10 - Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.

Title: Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 10
Date: 1972-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains monthly statistic reports.

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 8 - Papers – Canadian Federation of Independent Business

Title: Papers – Canadian Federation of Independent Business
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 8
Date: 1972, 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newsletters and newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 14 - Council of Maritime Premiers reference material

Title: Council of Maritime Premiers reference material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 14
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 11 - Papers- freight rates- clippings 1972-75

Title: Papers- freight rates- clippings 1972-75
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.
File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 15 - Press Clippings - Halifax-Metropolitan Area Growth Investment Ltd

Title: Press Clippings - Halifax-Metropolitan Area Growth Investment Ltd
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 15
Date: 1972-1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 7 - Directory of ocean containership services

Title: Directory of ocean containership services
Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 7
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Produced by Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 18 - Administration and History-Library-Promotional Material

Title: Administration and History-Library-Promotional Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 18
Date: 1972-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 4 - Newspaper clippings – Atlantic Provinces Economic Council

Title: Newspaper clippings – Atlantic Provinces Economic Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 10 - NS Trade Union Act

Title: NS Trade Union Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 10
Date: 1972-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Regulations pursuant to the Trade Union Act; Regulation respecting craft units; Trade Union Act Chapter 19; an act to amend Chapter 19 of the Acts of 1972, the Trade Union Act.

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 4 - Michelin Tire Co. – Clippings
Title: Michelin Tire Co. – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 4
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 11 - Ontario Speech from the Throne
Title: Ontario Speech from the Throne
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 11
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains written copies of the speeches

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 3 - National Parks – Clippings
Title: National Parks – Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 3
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 4 - Nova Scotia Housing Commission – Clipping
Title: Nova Scotia Housing Commission – Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 4
Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 2 - Papers – Industrial Relations

Title: Papers – Industrial Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newsletter from November/December, 1973

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 4 - Papers – Canadian Union of Public Employees – Local 1392 – Strike

Title: Papers – Canadian Union of Public Employees – Local 1392 – Strike
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 4
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, correspondence, and newsletter.

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 5 - Papers – Canso

Title: Papers – Canso
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 11 - Papers – Citizen participation

Title: Papers – Citizen participation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 11
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles and case study.

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 9 - Press Clippings - Halifax City Council
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax City Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 1 - Papers – Canada – Speech from the Throne
Title: Papers – Canada – Speech from the Throne
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 2 - Options for Canada
Title: Options for Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 2
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
A report on the First Options for Canada Colloquium

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 21 - Newspaper clippings – Sackville, Nova Scotia
Title: Newspaper clippings – Sackville, Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 6 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – (Dartmouth) Harbour Plaza

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – (Dartmouth) Harbour Plaza
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 6
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content: Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 9 - Papers – Canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipalities

Title: Papers – Canadian Federation of Mayors and Municipalities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 9
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content: Contains newspaper clipping.

File: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 3 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Halifax- Dartmouth Regional Development Plan (copy 1)

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Halifax- Dartmouth Regional Development Plan (copy 1)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content: Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 1 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Halifax- Dartmouth Regional Development Plan (copy 2)

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Halifax- Dartmouth Regional Development Plan (copy 2)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 1
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 7 - Federal-Provincial Conference on Municipal Statistics
Title: Federal-Provincial Conference on Municipal Statistics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 7
Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 5 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Transportation Policy and Plan
Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Proposed Transportation Policy and Plan
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report, includes Dartmouth

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 8 - The family- Women- Canada- Women: a demographic, social and economic Presentation
Title: The family- Women- Canada- Women: a demographic, social and economic Presentation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 8
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a booklet prepared by the Conference board.

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 7 - Directory of Labour Unions in Nova Scotia
Contains newspaper clipping

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 5 - Prince Edward Island**

- **Title:** Prince Edward Island
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 89, Folder 5
- **Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 10 - Newspaper clippings – Taxation**

- **Title:** Newspaper clippings – Taxation
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 89, Folder 10
- **Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 14 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Regional Development Plan – Map (2 copies)**

- **Title:** Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – MAPC – Regional Development Plan – Map (2 copies)
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 33, Folder 14
- **Date:** 1973 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Contains map from May, 1973

**File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 13 - Press Clippings Herring Cove Rezoning**

- **Title:** Press Clippings Herring Cove Rezoning
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 6, Folder 13
- **Date:** 1973-1974 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 1 - Papers – Canada – Guaranteed annual income**

- **Title:** Papers – Canada – Guaranteed annual income
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 1
Date: 1973, 1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains article and newspaper clippings.

---

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 18 - Newspaper clippings – Local universities
Title: Newspaper clippings – Local universities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 18
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 10 - Newspaper clippings – Federal budget
Title: Newspaper clippings – Federal budget
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 10
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 12 - Press Clippings - Halifax Waterfront Development
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax Waterfront Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 12
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 13 - Press Clippings - Halifax Landmarks Commission
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax Landmarks Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 13
Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 9 - Press Clippings - Halifax – Spryfield
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax – Spryfield
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 9
**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 3 - Papers – Canada – Local Initiatives Program**

**Title:** Papers – Canada – Local Initiatives Program  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1973-1974 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings.

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 7 - Papers – Law – Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Papers – Law – Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 78, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1973-1976 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains two issues of Dalhousie Law Journal, and one of Women and Law.

**File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 1 - Halifax Urban Planning**

**Title:** Halifax Urban Planning  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 8, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1973-1976 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains: press clippings, maps, proposals

**File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 18 - Administration and History-Library-Staff**

**Title:** Administration and History-Library-Staff  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 2, Folder 18  
**Date:** 1973-1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Staff records

---

**File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 3 - Papers – Clippings**

**Title:** Papers – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 42, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1973-1984 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings on adult education, businesses, community planning, government, unions.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 12 - Industrial Development-Nova Scotia-Clippings**

**Title:** Industrial Development-Nova Scotia-Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1973-1986 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Newspaper clippings regarding the development of Nova Scotia

---

**File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia Legislative – Clippings**

**Title:** Nova Scotia Legislative – Clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 66, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1973-1975 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clipping

---

**File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 12 - Inverness county survey**

**Title:** Inverness county survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 22, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1974 (date of creation)

Title: Women – Nova Scotia – Women today in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 9
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1974 Provincial Conference

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 3 - Survey of housing units

Title: Survey of housing units
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)


Title: Journal of Education, Spring 1974
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 28
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains memorial of Henry Fraser Munro (Superintendent of Education 1926-1949) by Guy Henson

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 8 - The elements of an international shipping policy for Canada

Title: The elements of an international shipping policy for Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 8
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 18 - Papers – Conseil Canadien de Development Social
Title: Papers – Conseil Canadien de Development Social
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 18
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains copy of the serial “Digeste Social.” Written in French.

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 5 - Halifax – Dartmouth Port Commission
Title: Halifax – Dartmouth Port Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 5
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Port bulletin

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 1 - Queen’s county survey
Title: Queen’s county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 8 - Lunenburg county survey
Title: Lunenburg county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 8
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 1 - Statistics Nova Scotia Hants County Survey
Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Hants County Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 4 - Richmond county survey

Title: Richmond county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)


Title: Segmentation, Disadvantage and Development: An Analysis of the Martginal Work World, Its Linkages with the l Work World, and Its Role in the Evolving Maritime Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 2
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
A Research Proposal, prepared by D.H. Clarmont and F.C. Wien

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 3 - Review of the Statutory Basis of Planning in Nova Scotia

Title: Review of the Statutory Basis of Planning in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 6 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 3 - Kings county survey
Title: Kings county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Title: Segmentation, Disadvantage and Development: An Analysis of the Marginal Work World, Its Linkages with the Central Work World, and Its Role in the Evolving Maritime Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
A Research Proposal, prepared by D.H. Clarmont and F.C. Wien

File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 1 - Economic Theory – Income – Property, Salt-water Frontage: Ownership and Classification
Title: Economic Theory – Income – Property, Salt-water Frontage: Ownership and Classification
Reference code: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report from the Nova Scotia Department of Lands and Forest, dated January, 1974

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 7 - Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 7
File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 12 - Pictou county survey

Title: Pictou county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 17 - Education – Report A Survey of Summer School Enrolments in Degree Credit Programs in the Atlantic Universities

Title: Education – Report A Survey of Summer School Enrolments in Degree Credit Programs in the Atlantic Universities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 17
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dalhousie University

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 8 - Economic history – Labour – Wages – by region – Wage changes in collective agreement settlements

Title: Economic history – Labour – Wages – by region – Wage changes in collective agreement settlements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 8
Date: 1974-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 7 - The North Norway Plan: A Study in Regional Economic Development

Title: The North Norway Plan: A Study in Regional Economic Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 7
Date: 1974 rev. 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The Chr. Michelsen Institute, Bergen. K. Scott Wood, author.
File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 8 - Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia

Title: Agriculture/Forestry/Policy/Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 8
Date: 1974-1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dep’t of Lands and Forests – Annual Reports

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 21 - Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre

Title: Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 21
Date: 1974-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 10 - Press Clippings – Halifax Transit

Title: Press Clippings – Halifax Transit
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 10
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 8 - Digby County Statistical Profile, 1974?

Title: Digby County Statistical Profile, 1974?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“County Profile, Digby” NS Dept of Development
**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 8 - Annapolis County Statistical Profile, 1974?**

*Title:* Annapolis County Statistical Profile, 1974?

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 116, Folder 8

*Date:* 1975 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*

“Annapolis County Profile” NS Dept of Development

**File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 5 - Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1974?**

*Title:* Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1974?

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 117, Folder 5

*Date:* 1975 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*

“County Profile, Cumberland” NS Dept of Development

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 16 - Connecticut Government, Vol. 27, No. 2 (Winter, 1975)**

*Title:* Connecticut Government, Vol. 27, No. 2 (Winter, 1975)

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 89, Folder 16

*Date:* 1975 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 6 - Economic History – Labour – Housing – By Region – N.S. – Nova Scotia Development Atlas: Housing**


*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 33, Folder 6

*Date:* 1975 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*

Contains report from the Department of Development from October, 1975.
File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 1 - Marginal work world working paper – The working poor: an analysis of secondary data

Title: Marginal work world working paper – The working poor: an analysis of secondary data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 1
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 8 - Economic History- Labour- Arbitration- Reaching the union members

Title: Economic History- Labour- Arbitration- Reaching the union members
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 8
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a published paper by the Canadian labour Congress.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 19 - Subject Headings

Title: Subject Headings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 19
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes two 8-inch floppy disks

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia Federation of Labour

Title: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 3
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings
File: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 7 - Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Municipal Development Plan – Committee – Minutes

Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Municipal Development Plan – Committee – Minutes

Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 7

Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains meeting notes, mailing list, documents and workbook for citizen participation

Restrictions on access:

Closed

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 20 - Papers – Labour – Articles

Title: Papers – Labour – Articles

Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 20

Date: 1975-1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains articles about corporatism, economy, politics, and workers.

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 9 - Papers – Labour – Canadian Labour Congress

Title: Papers – Labour – Canadian Labour Congress

Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 9

Date: 1975-1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains booklets, reports.

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 7 - The Role of Government in Realizing the Potential of the Economic Zone Resources – IPA 28th Conference

Title: The Role of Government in Realizing the Potential of the Economic Zone Resources – IPA 28th Conference
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 3 - The Law of the Sea – IPA 28th Conference

Title: The Law of the Sea – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 3
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 16 - Recommendations Concerning the Statement of “Objectives and Policies for the Halifax Municipal Development Plan”

Title: Recommendations Concerning the Statement of “Objectives and Policies for the Halifax Municipal Development Plan”
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 16
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 4 - Certain Considerations Regarding Municipal Government IPA 28th Conference

Title: Certain Considerations Regarding Municipal Government IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 9 - A clarification of the secrecy debate

Title: A clarification of the secrecy debate
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
MA thesis written by Political Science student Mary Ann Hushlak. Contains correspondence.
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 5 - Wither Canadian Federalism? The Challenge of Regional Diversity and Maturity – IPA 28th Conference

Title: Wither Canadian Federalism? The Challenge of Regional Diversity and Maturity – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 21 - Papers – Labour – Workers

Title: Papers – Labour – Workers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 21
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains article.

File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 4 - A Premininary Look at Establishment Data: The 1973 P.E.I. Employers Survey

Title: A Premininary Look at Establishment Data: The 1973 P.E.I. Employers Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
by Ronald W.J. Smith, IPA. Marginal Work Work Project

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 18 - Papers – Occupational safety and health

Title: Papers – Occupational safety and health
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 18
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report.
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 9 - A Review of Co-operation Among the Western Provinces 28th Conference

Title: A Review of Co-operation Among the Western Provinces 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 1 - Areas for Detailed Planning

Title: Areas for Detailed Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 1
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Two Copies- One is a Draft.


Title: Urban Groups – City Planning – N.S.-Halifax – Municipal Development Plan – The County and its People – Report 1
Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report, covers population, growth and economy

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 6 - Wither Canadian Federalism? The Challenge of Regional Diversity and Maturity

Title: Wither Canadian Federalism? The Challenge of Regional Diversity and Maturity
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 6
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 17 - Areas for Detailed Planning
Title: Areas for Detailed Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)


Title: The Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry as an Impact Assessment Process – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 18
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 8 - New Strictures of Policy Coordination – IPA 28th Conference

Title: New Strictures of Policy Coordination – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 8
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 16 - The Role of Government in Realizing the Potential of the Coastal Zone – IPA 28th Conference

Title: The Role of Government in Realizing the Potential of the Coastal Zone – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 16
Date: 1976 (date of creation)


Title: Council of Maritime Premiers – A Report and Evaluation After Five Years – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 13 - Intergovernmental Relations as Between Canadian Provinces and U.S. States – IPA 28th Conference

Title: Intergovernmental Relations as Between Canadian Provinces and U.S. States – IPA 28th Conference

Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 13

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 12 - Coastal Zone Management in Canada: Purposes and Prospects IPA 28th Conference

Title: Coastal Zone Management in Canada: Purposes and Prospects IPA 28th Conference

Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 12

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 11 - Governing Canada’s Economic Zone – IPA 28th Conference

Title: Governing Canada’s Economic Zone – IPA 28th Conference

Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 11

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 15 - Intergovernmental Relations as Between Canadian Provinces and U.S. States – The Canadian View - IPA 28th Conference

Title: Intergovernmental Relations as Between Canadian Provinces and U.S. States – The Canadian View - IPA 28th Conference

Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 15

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 15 - Papers – Labour – Pulp mill

Title: Papers – Labour – Pulp mill

Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 15

Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newsletter, report. Written in French.

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 4 - Input-output analysis: time diaries and time data for extension of economic accounts

Title: Input-output analysis: time diaries and time data for extension of economic accounts
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 10 - Collective Bargaining in the Public Service: The Problem of Establishing Criteria for Setting Wages and Salaries

Title: Collective Bargaining in the Public Service: The Problem of Establishing Criteria for Setting Wages and Salaries
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 10
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 17 - The Management of Large Cities: Policy Impacts of the Fiscal Crisis and the Delivery of Affordable Services – IPA 28th Conference

Title: The Management of Large Cities: Policy Impacts of the Fiscal Crisis and the Delivery of Affordable Services – IPA 28th Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 17
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 9 - Testing Thompson: The Effects of Inter-Organizational Relations on Organizational Structure and Wages.

Title: Testing Thompson: The Effects of Inter-Organizational Relations on Organizational Structure and Wages.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 9
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
31 pages + References and Tables.

**File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 15 - Characterizations of Firms**

*Title: Characterizations of Firms*

*Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 15*

*Date: 1976 (date of creation)*

*Scope and content:*

By Martha MacDonald, 4 pages typed and numbered.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 11 - Papers – Labour - Newspapers**

*Title: Papers – Labour - Newspapers*

*Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 11*

*Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)*

*Scope and content:*

Contains copies of labour-related newspapers.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 13 - Papers - Labour – Collective bargaining**

*Title: Papers - Labour – Collective bargaining*

*Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 13*

*Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)*

*Scope and content:*

Contains article, pamphlet.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 8 - Papers – Labour – Nova Scotia Federation of Labour**

*Title: Papers – Labour – Nova Scotia Federation of Labour*

*Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 8*

*Date: 1976-1977 (date of creation)*
Scope and content:
Contains minutes, newspaper clippings, and a report on history of trade unions.

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 2 - Submission Concerning Municipal Development Plan Reports
Title: Submission Concerning Municipal Development Plan Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 6 - Blacks in the economic structure of south-west Nova Scotia
Title: Blacks in the economic structure of south-west Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 13 - The Marginal Work World in the Maritimes: Preliminary Statistical Analysis
Title: The Marginal Work World in the Maritimes: Preliminary Statistical Analysis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report by Ron Smith. Paper describes the Marginal Work World within the Atlantic Provinces.

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 10 - Employment strategies of firms- the transmission of uneven Development into the work world
Title: Employment strategies of firms- the transmission of uneven Development into the work world
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 4 - Press Clippings - Halifax County
Title: Press Clippings - Halifax County
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 4
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 8 - Conceptualizing the policy process: organizational complexity, bureaucratic pluralism and policy communities
Title: Conceptualizing the policy process: organizational complexity, bureaucratic pluralism and policy communities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 37, Folder 9
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report, covers principles of community development

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 20 - Directory of Public Legal Education Programs in Nova Scotia
Title: Directory of Public Legal Education Programs in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 20
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 10 - The economic and social base of south western Nova Scotia
Title: The economic and social base of south western Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 10
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 7 - Economic history – Land use – Real estate – Residential land – Land infrastructure mapping system**

Title: Economic history – Land use – Real estate – Residential land – Land infrastructure mapping system
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 3 - An analysis of the relationship among job and industry characteristics**

Title: An analysis of the relationship among job and industry characteristics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 11 - Newsletters Round One newsletters May and November issues**

Title: Newsletters Round One newsletters May and November issues
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia input-output system: 1974**

Title: Nova Scotia input-output system: 1974
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 17 - Papers – Regional development**

Title: Papers – Regional development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 17

Title: Blacks and the Economic Structure Of South West Nova Scotia” Sept 1977
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 3 - Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1977 Edition

Title: Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1977 Edition
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 3
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Letter sized coiled 124 numbered pages.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 12 - The Structuring of Community Involvement in Academic Research: An Example from the Maritime Provinces

Title: The Structuring of Community Involvement in Academic Research: An Example from the Maritime Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

By Fred Wien, 17 pages typed and numbered + references.
File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 20 - Employment Strategies of Firms – The Transmissions of Uneven Development into the Work World

Title: Employment Strategies of Firms – The Transmissions of Uneven Development into the Work World

Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 20

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

By Martha MacDonald. Marked Draft Only. 45 pages typed and numbered + references.

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 4 - Clerical Training Programs Study: An outline of the program sent by Fred Wien to Members of the Research Group Marginal Work World Project.

Title: Clerical Training Programs Study: An outline of the program sent by Fred Wien to Members of the Research Group Marginal Work World Project.

Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 4

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

5 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 16 - The Halifax Waterfront: An Illustration of The Process of Work World Segmentation

Title: The Halifax Waterfront: An Illustration of The Process of Work World Segmentation

Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 16

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

By Martha MacDonald, 28 pages numbered and typed plus bibliography and references.

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 9 - Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.

Title: Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 9
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains monthly statistic reports.

---

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 15 - Papers – Business

Title: Papers – Business
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 15
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains article, magazine clippings.

---

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 22 - Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre

Title: Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 22
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures

---

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 12 - Papers – Labour – Labour Canada

Title: Papers – Labour – Labour Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 12
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains publications from Labour Canada.

---

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 20 - Statistical Surveys
Title: Statistical Surveys
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 20
Date: 1977-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 11 - The socio-economic history and structure of south-west Nova Scotia

Title: The socio-economic history and structure of south-west Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 5 - Richmond county survey

Title: Richmond county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 9 - Nova Scotia importers and exporters

Title: Nova Scotia importers and exporters
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 8 - Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey

Title: Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 8
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 7 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 18 - Education – Report on the 1978 Summer school Sessions

Title: Education – Report on the 1978 Summer school Sessions
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dalhousie University, Mount Saint Vincent University

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 14 - The effect of establishment networks on the organization of establishments: A research proposal

Title: The effect of establishment networks on the organization of establishments: A research proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 17 - Morphology Survey I: Methodology Report

Title: Morphology Survey I: Methodology Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 17
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Richard Apostle and Martha MacDonald


Reference code: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 2
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report, covers the community and the environment

**File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 3 - The Allocation of People to Jobs (Research Outline)**

- **Title:** The Allocation of People to Jobs (Research Outline)
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 36, Folder 3
- **Date:** 1978 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Marginial Work World Project. Alexa McDonough and Fred Wien, authors

**File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 4 - Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1978 Edition**

- **Title:** Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1978 Edition
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 84, Folder 4
- **Date:** 1978 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Letter sized, coiled, 158 numbered pages.

**File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 7 - The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - Nova Scotia Senior Citizens' Fitness Festival**

- **Title:** The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - Nova Scotia Senior Citizens' Fitness Festival
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 26, Folder 7
- **Date:** 1978 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Contains a program.

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 20 - Institute of Public Affairs Publicity**

- **Title:** Institute of Public Affairs Publicity
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 20
- **Date:** 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 6 - The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - 1978 Directory: Senior Citizens’ groups and organizations

Title: The family- Aged- Nova Scotia - 1978 Directory: Senior Citizens’ groups and organizations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a directory for Senior Citizens groups and organizations.

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 1 - Inverness county survey

Title: Inverness county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 3 - Southwestern Nova Scotian Black Communities” Joan Browne, Jan 1978

Title: Southwestern Nova Scotian Black Communities” Joan Browne, Jan 1978
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 5 - Economic history – Land use – Town of Middleton: environmental survey

Title: Economic history – Land use – Town of Middleton: environmental survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 19 - South-Western Nova Scotian Black Communities
File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 1 - Segmentation Processes and the Social Structure of the Maritime Provinces

Title: Segmentation Processes and the Social Structure of the Maritime Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Richard Apostle in collaboration with Don Clairmont, 27 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 22 - Papers – Cooperatives – Spain

Title: Papers – Cooperatives – Spain
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 22
Date: 1978-1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles.

File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 7 - Statistics Canada – small area data

Title: Statistics Canada – small area data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 7
Date: 1978-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 9 - History and profiles of IPA/Henson College

Title: History and profiles of IPA/Henson College
Reference code: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 9
File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 5 - Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1979 Edition

Title: Labour Organizations in Nova Scotia 1979 Edition
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letter sized, coiled, 159 numbered pages.

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 12 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 11 - Public Aspects/Hospital Administration/Labour Mgmt Relations

Title: Public Aspects/Hospital Administration/Labour Mgmt Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Collective Bargaining for Nurses in Nova Scotia

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 9 - The General Segmentation Survey: Project Outline

Title: The General Segmentation Survey: Project Outline
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report by Richard Apostle, Don Clairmont, Lars Osberg for the Marginal Work World Project
File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 2 - Statistics Nova Scotia Hants County Survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Hants County Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 13 - Pictou county survey

Title: Pictou county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 14 - Economic impact of air travelers visiting Nova Scotia in 1978

Title: Economic impact of air travelers visiting Nova Scotia in 1978
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 5 - Kings county survey

Title: Kings county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 11 - Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey

Title: Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 10 - Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Title: Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains monthly statistic reports.

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 14 - The Marginal Work World: Variations in Political Attitudes and Behaviour
Title: The Marginal Work World: Variations in Political Attitudes and Behaviour
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Paper presented at the Conference on Blue Collar Workers and Their Communities by Richard Apostle and Don Clairmont.

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 9 - Lunenburg county survey
Title: Lunenburg county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 9 - Digby County Statistical Profile, 1979
Title: Digby County Statistical Profile, 1979
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 2 - Papers – Canada – Task Force on Canadian Unity
Title: Papers – Canada – Task Force on Canadian Unity
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings.

---

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 4 - Bureaucratic decision-making and the disadvantaged labour Force
Title: Bureaucratic decision-making and the disadvantaged labour Force
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 16 - Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1978
Title: Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1978
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch

---

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 9 - Annapolis County Statistical Profile, 1978?
Title: Annapolis County Statistical Profile, 1978?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch

---

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 12 - Atlantic Provinces Economic Council and The Institute of Public Affairs: Their Role in Policy Formation
Title: Atlantic Provinces Economic Council and The Institute of Public Affairs: Their Role in Policy Formation
Report to be read at the 8th annual conference of the Atlantic Canada Economics Association, Tim O'Neill, author

**File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 16 - Queen’s county survey**

**Title:** Queen’s county survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 24, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 4 - Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey**

**Title:** Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 7, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 7 - Background paper on deep-sea shipping**

**Title:** Background paper on deep-sea shipping  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 22, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 34 - A Regional Perspective on Collective Bargaining Information Centres**

**Title:** A Regional Perspective on Collective Bargaining Information Centres  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 126, Folder 34  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
By Kell Antoft and Roy Brookbank
File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 13 - The Institutionalization of Low-Income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia

Title: The Institutionalization of Low-Income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 13

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

By F. Wien and J. Macrae. 66 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 14 - Intra-Occupational Stratification and the Allocation of Individuals to Training Programmes: The Case of Office Employment

Title: Intra-Occupational Stratification and the Allocation of Individuals to Training Programmes: The Case of Office Employment

Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 14

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

By Lara Osberg and Fred Wien.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 18 - Women in the Workforce – Meeting the Changing Needs of Capitalism

Title: Women in the Workforce – Meeting the Changing Needs of Capitalism

Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 18

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

By Martha MacDonald.

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 8 - Some Empirical Findings Concerning Industrial Dualism

Title: Some Empirical Findings Concerning Industrial Dualism

Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Eric Heikkila. 36 pages typed and numbered + bibliography and Data Appendix.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 9 - Bureaucratic Decision Making and the Disadvantaged Labour Force

Title: Bureaucratic Decision Making and the Disadvantaged Labour Force
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Lars Osberg, Dept. of Economics and Fred Wien, Institute of Public Affairs, 14 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 23 - Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre

Title: Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 23
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 24 - Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Maine

Title: Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Maine
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 24
Date: 1979-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings and calendars.
File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 7 - Bibliographies

Title: Bibliographies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 7
Date: 1979-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 9 - Determinants of low income employment

Title: Determinants of low income employment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 9
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 13 - Moncton Railway relocation study summary report

Title: Moncton Railway relocation study summary report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 13
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 11 - Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.

Title: Economic History- Labour market- Current labour force statistics in N.S.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 11
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains monthly statistic reports.

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 10 - The General Segmentation Survey: Methodology Report

Title: The General Segmentation Survey: Methodology Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 10
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report by Richard Apostle, Don Clairmont, and Lars Osberg for the Marginal Work World Program

---

**File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 1 - IPA library: Mobile Housing in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** IPA library: Mobile Housing in Nova Scotia

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 131, Folder 1

**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 16 - Norway: Regional Impacts of Offshore Hydrocarbon**

**Title:** Norway: Regional Impacts of Offshore Hydrocarbon

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 70, Folder 16

**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 6 - Shipping conferences in Canada**

**Title:** Shipping conferences in Canada

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 18, Folder 6

**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Paper prepared by Dalhousie MBA student Saskia Schott.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 12 - Labour Union Project**

**Title:** Labour Union Project

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 29, Folder 12

**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

A description of the project by Don Clairmont (the text of a seminar)
File: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 3 - Adaptive Strategies of Marginal Work World Establishments and income Security

Title: Adaptive Strategies of Marginal Work World Establishments and income Security
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 3
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Madine M.L. Vanderplaat, author

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 31 - The Adversary System in Canadian Industrial Relations

Title: The Adversary System in Canadian Industrial Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 31
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By C.R. Brookbank. Published in Industrial Relations 31(1).

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 10 - The Adversary System in Canadian Industrial Relations, Brookbank

Title: The Adversary System in Canadian Industrial Relations, Brookbank
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 10
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 6 - Labour organizations in Nova Scotia, 1980

Title: Labour organizations in Nova Scotia, 1980
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Spiral Bound, 177 pp.
File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 2 - Inverness county survey

Title: Inverness county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 15 - The Marginal Work World: Work Histories

Title: The Marginal Work World: Work Histories
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 15
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Richard Apostle and Don Clairmont, paper presented at the annual meetings of the Canadian Sociology and Anthropology Association

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 13 - The establishment of networks projects report: Estimation of labour supply function a study of the work behaviour of low-income workers in the Maritimes

Title: The establishment of networks projects report: Estimation of labour supply function a study of the work behaviour of low-income workers in the Maritimes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 13
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 9 - Economic history – Labour – Wages – By region – Wage changes in collective agreement settlements

Title: Economic history – Labour – Wages – By region – Wage changes in collective agreement settlements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 9
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 5 - Segmentation and the Low Income Blue Collar Worker: A Canadian Test of Segmentation
Title: Segmentation and the Low Income Blue Collar Worker: A Canadian Test of Segmentation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Don Clairmont and Winston Jackson. 51 pages typed and numbered.


Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By A. A. MacDonald, Ph.D. St Francis Xavier University, 83 pages typed and numbered.


Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 10
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
21 pages typed and numbered plus expense report.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 11 - Public Sector Employment and the Significance of Work Location

Title: Public Sector Employment and the Significance of Work Location
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 11
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
by Neil Douglas MacEachern, 144 pages.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 3 - Adaptation – Making It**

**Title:** Adaptation – Making It  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 101, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
By Andrew S. Harvey, Stephen Macdonald and Susan Clark, 95 pages typed and numbered.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 2 - Tips and topics**

**Title:** Tips and topics  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 18, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1980-1982 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission newsletter.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 8 - Directory of ocean containership services**

**Title:** Directory of ocean containership services  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 18, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1980-1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Produced by the Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 12 - Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1978**

**Title:** Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1978  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 2 - Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1975?

Title: Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1975?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
“County Profile, Colchester” NS Dept of Development

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 3 - Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1980?

Title: Colchester County Statistical Profile, 1980?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 3
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 7 - Intra-regional disparities in Canada’s Maritime provinces

Title: Intra-regional disparities in Canada’s Maritime provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 7
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 1 - Labour organizations in Nova Scotia

Title: Labour organizations in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 1
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 2
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 28 - Henson College

Title: Henson College
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 28
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Program for the opening of the Henson College

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 8 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 8
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 10 - Fisheries – Canada – The Fisheries Policy Process

Title: Fisheries – Canada – The Fisheries Policy Process
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Case Study

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 16 - Marginality, Political Culture, and Attitudes Towards the Centre

Title: Marginality, Political Culture, and Attitudes Towards the Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 16
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Richard Apostle and Paul Ross with Don Clairmont

**File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 5 - Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey**

**Title:** Nova Scotia – Shelburne County survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 7, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 15 - Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1974?**

**Title:** Cape Breton County Statistical Profile, 1974?  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
“County Profile Cape Breton” NS Dept of Development

---

**File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 12 - Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey**

**Title:** Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 7, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 8 - The Labour Force Recruitment and Selection Strategies of Service – Sector establishments in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** The Labour Force Recruitment and Selection Strategies of Service – Sector establishments in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 29, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Draft of a study by Alexa McDonough, Dane Percy, Fred Wien for the Marginal Work World Research Program
File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 9 - IPA Library: The myth of labour instability

Title: IPA Library: The myth of labour instability
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 9
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 5 - Report to The Council of Maritime Premiers.

Title: Report to The Council of Maritime Premiers.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Forty pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 6 - A Segmentation approach to low wage work in the Maritimes – An Interim Report

Title: A Segmentation approach to low wage work in the Maritimes – An Interim Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 6
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Osberg, Clairmont, Apostle, 50 pages typed and numbered + 2 page bibliography.

File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 6 - A Report on Employment Patterns in the Black Communities of Nova Scotia

Title: A Report on Employment Patterns in the Black Communities of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 6
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Fred Wien and Joan Browne, Marked First Draft, 56 pages typed and numbered.
**File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 17 - A Micro-Level Test of Marginal Productivity and Human Capital Theory**

**Title:** A Micro-Level Test of Marginal Productivity and Human Capital Theory  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 105, Folder 17  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
By Philip Shaw, Lars Osberg, Richard Apostle and Don Clairmont, 39 pages + appendix.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 24 - Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre**

**Title:** Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 24  
**Date:** 1981-1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Programs, brochures

---

**File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 10 - Lunenburg county survey**

**Title:** Lunenburg county survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 24, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 10 - Papers- Fishing industry- Nova Scotia- Clippings 1982**

**Title:** Papers- Fishing industry- Nova Scotia- Clippings 1982  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 26, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains a newspaper clipping.
File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 9 - Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Title: Nova Scotia – Victoria County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 9
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 2 - Queen’s county survey
Title: Queen’s county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 2 - Labour organizations in Nova Scotia
Title: Labour organizations in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 14 - Pictou county survey
Title: Pictou county survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 14
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 2 - Nova Scotia Quarterly Housing Review
Title: Nova Scotia Quarterly Housing Review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 9 - The pendulum swing as the pendulum do: natural resources in the politics of Nova Scotia development policy
Title: The pendulum swing as the pendulum do: natural resources in the politics of Nova Scotia development policy
File: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 6 - current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia

Title: current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Research Bulletin, 12 monthly editions

File: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 1 - Housing Statistics : Nova Scotia

Title: Housing Statistics : Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 9, Folder 1
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 12 - Agriculture/Forestry/Special Aspects/Woodlots

Title: Agriculture/Forestry/Special Aspects/Woodlots
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The small woodlot owner in the N.S. forestry sector

File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 17 - Cape Breton County Stastical Profile, 1981?

Title: Cape Breton County Stastical Profile, 1981?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 17
Date: 1982? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch
File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 3 - The Role of Objective Working Conditions in the Determination of Job Satisfaction

Title: The Role of Objective Working Conditions in the Determination of Job Satisfaction
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Margaret K. Dechman, Thesis submitted to Don Clairmont, 82 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 4 - Segmentation and Labour Force Strategies

Title: Segmentation and Labour Force Strategies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 4
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Richard Apostle, Don Clairmont and Lars Osberg, 62 pages typed and numbered includes sample questionnaire.

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 8 - Working Women in the Maritimes: An Examination of Participation, Occupational Location and Job Satisfaction

Title: Working Women in the Maritimes: An Examination of Participation, Occupational Location and Job Satisfaction
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 8
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
By Eileen Goodey Dyer, September 24, 127 pages typed and numbered.

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 21 - Papers – Cooperatives – Nova Scotia

Title: Papers – Cooperatives – Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 21
Date: 1982-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports and memos.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 15 - Economic Development Theory reference material**

**Title:** Economic Development Theory reference material  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 76, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1982-1988 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 2 - Henson College**

**Title:** Henson College  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 12, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1982-1989 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Programs and brochures regarding the continuing education programs at Henson College, Henson College Annual Report [1987-88], Proposal to ACOA

---

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 23 - Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Industrial Cooperative Association**

**Title:** Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Industrial Cooperative Association  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 23  
**Date:** 1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains correspondence, reports, mailing list, newsletters, and pamphlet.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 26 - Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Virginia**

**Title:** Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Virginia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 26  
**Date:** 1983 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains newsletters.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 6 - Kings county survey**

- **Title**: Kings county survey
- **Reference code**: UA-26, Box 24, Folder 6
- **Date**: 1983 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 10 - Hants county survey**

- **Title**: Hants county survey
- **Reference code**: UA-26, Box 22, Folder 10
- **Date**: 1983 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 8 - Aged –Nova Scotia - Statement on Aging and the Aged**

- **Title**: Aged –Nova Scotia - Statement on Aging and the Aged
- **Reference code**: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 8
- **Date**: 1983 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 27 - Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Women’s World Banking**

- **Title**: Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – Women’s World Banking
- **Reference code**: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 27
- **Date**: 1983 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content**: Contains correspondence, mailing list, and pamphlet.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 13 - Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1980**

- **Title**: Antigonish County Statistical Profile, 1980
Reference code: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 13
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch

---

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 7 - Economic History- Labour- Strikes and lockouts The Lockeport lockout
Title: Economic History- Labour- Strikes and lockouts The Lockeport lockout
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains booklet about the Lockeport lockout.

---

File: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 5 - current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia
Title: current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Research Bulletin, 8 monthly editions

---

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 25 - Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – North Carolina
Title: Papers – Cooperatives – U.S. – North Carolina
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 25
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, correspondence, newsletter, and a report.

---

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 28 - Papers – Cooperatives – Wales
Title: Papers – Cooperatives – Wales
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 28
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, newsletter, and pamphlets.

---

File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 3 - Tips and topics
Title: Tips and topics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission newsletter.

---

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 13 - Dalhousie Annual Reports
Title: Dalhousie Annual Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 13
Date: 1983-1987 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 5 - Segmentation in the cleaning and building maintenance industry
Title: Segmentation in the cleaning and building maintenance industry
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 2 - Education - Report of the Special Committee on Part-time Degree Programmes
Title: Education - Report of the Special Committee on Part-time Degree Programmes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Dalhousie University

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 4 - Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys- A decade later

Title: Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys- A decade later
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 4
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a paper prepared for Canada employment and Immigration Commission.

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 1 - Nova Scotia – Richmond County survey

Title: Nova Scotia – Richmond County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 13 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey

Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 13
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 10 - Digby County Statistical Profile, 1981

Title: Digby County Statistical Profile, 1981
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 10
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Development. Statistical Services Branch
File: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 6 - Building Competetiveness: A White Paper on Economic Development

Title: Building Competetiveness: A White Paper on Economic Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 36, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Published by Province of Nova Scotia

File: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 13 - Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey

Title: Nova Scotia – Yarmouth County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 7, Folder 13
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 13 - Research bulletin: current labour force statistics in Nova Scotia

Title: Research bulletin: current labour force statistics in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 13
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 11 - Digby County Statistical Profile, 1984

Title: Digby County Statistical Profile, 1984
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 11
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Nova Scotia Dept of Development

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 3 - Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys- Where does the day go?
Title: Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys-Where does the day go?
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a paper prepared for Canada employment and Immigration Commission.

File: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 2 - Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys-
Learning and time use of adult Canadians
Title: Social history- Canada- Time Allocation surveys- Learning and time use of adult Canadians
Reference code: UA-26, Box 26, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a paper prepared for Canada employment and Immigration Commission.

File: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 6 - Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1984
Title: Cumberland County Statistical Profile, 1984
Reference code: UA-26, Box 117, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
NS Dept of Development

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 9 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 9
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 6 - Economic history- Labour-wages- by region- wage changes in collective agreement settlements
Title: Economic history- Labour-wages- by region- wage changes in collective agreement settlements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 25, Folder 6
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains quarterly research bulletins.

File: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 10 - Industrial Development
Title: Industrial Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 2, Folder 10
Date: 1984-1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, brochures, and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 17 - Entrepreneurs and small business reference material
Title: Entrepreneurs and small business reference material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 17
Date: 1984-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 17 - Papers – Small business
Title: Papers – Small business
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 17
Date: 1984-1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains articles.

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 15 - Papers – Community development policies
Title: Papers – Community development policies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 15
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains article.

File: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 8 - Economic history – Agriculture – The impact of the agri-food industry on Nova Scotia’s economy

Title: Economic history – Agriculture – The impact of the agri-food industry on Nova Scotia’s economy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 11, Folder 8
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 6 - Labour Studies

Title: Labour Studies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 6
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 1 - Current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia

Title: Current Labour Force Statistics in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 39, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Research Bulletin, 11 monthly editions

File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 9 - Directory of ocean containership services

Title: Directory of ocean containership services
Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 9
Date: 1985-1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Produced by the Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission.
**File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 6 - Municipal role in economic development**

**Title:** Municipal role in economic development  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 48, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1985-1988 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clipping, reports, minutes, conference timetable, conference participants, correspondence, conference keynote speech

**File: UA-26, Box 116, Folder 1 - Blacks and Whites: The Nova Scotia Race Relations Experience**

**Title:** Blacks and Whites: The Nova Scotia Race Relations Experience  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 116, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Donald Clairmont and Fred Wien, Aug 1976

**File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 20 - Race Relations in Canada” D.H. Clairmont and F.Cl Wein.**

**Title:** Race Relations in Canada” D.H. Clairmont and F.Cl Wein.  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 20  
**Date:** 1986 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
From Sociological Focus April 1976

**File: UA-26, Box 86, Folder 8 - Articles on business failures**

**Title:** Articles on business failures  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 86, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1986-1987 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 4 - Tips and topics**

**Title:** Tips and topics  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 18, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1986-1988 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission newsletter.

**File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 16 - Papers – Computer conferencing**

**Title:** Papers – Computer conferencing  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 1, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains notes (printed and handwritten) from Second Guelph Symposium on Computer Conferencing.

**File: UA-26, Box 76, Folder 13 - Corporate strategy reference material**

**Title:** Corporate strategy reference material  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 76, Folder 13  
**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 89, Folder 15 - Unemployment statistics in Nova Scotia**

**Title:** Unemployment statistics in Nova Scotia  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 89, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1987 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 16 - Coming up for air, Lesley Choyce**

**Title:** Coming up for air, Lesley Choyce  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 129, Folder 16
Title: Nova Scotia – statistical summaries: 1988
Reference code: UA-26, Box 32, Folder 1
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 10 - Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Title: Statistics Nova Scotia Guysborough County survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 3, Folder 10
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 14 - Papers – Commerce – Imports and exports
Title: Papers – Commerce – Imports and exports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 1, Folder 14
Date: 1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains pamphlet and copy of the serial “Commercial News USA”

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 27 - Municipal Administration Program-Henson College
Title: Municipal Administration Program-Henson College
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 27
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Program brochure for correspondence courses

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 25 - Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre
Title: Programs and Affiliates-Advanced Management Centre  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 25  
Date: 1988-1989 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Programs, brochures

---

**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 5 - Tips and topics**

Title: Tips and topics  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 5  
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Atlantic Provinces Transportation Commission newsletter.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 9 - Library, Nova Scotia Blueprint for Health System Reform**

Title: Library, Nova Scotia Blueprint for Health System Reform  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 9  
Date: 1994 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 7 - Making it Work! Community Participation in Health Planning in Nova Scotia**

Title: Making it Work! Community Participation in Health Planning in Nova Scotia  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 7  
Date: after 1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 15 - Draft History of the IPA, Janet Gildford**

Title: Draft History of the IPA, Janet Gildford  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 15  
Date: after 1983 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 10 - Agriculture – demand and production analysis**

**Title:** Agriculture – demand and production analysis  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 20, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1964 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 11 - Report of the crisis intervention project**

**Title:** Report of the crisis intervention project  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 18, Folder 11  
**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
“An exploratory study of mental health needs in Annapolis County, Nova Scotia”

---

**File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 3 - General Electric**

**Title:** General Electric  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 6, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1970-1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains: correspondence, publications

---

**File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 5 - Report of University Conference on Dalhousie’s Role in Meeting Community Needs**

**Title:** Report of University Conference on Dalhousie’s Role in Meeting Community Needs  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 15, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1972 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Sponsored by the University Committee on Part-time Study and Extension

---

**File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 6 - Fur, fish, game and recreation committee - report**

**Title:** Fur, fish, game and recreation committee - report  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 21, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1966 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 8 - Courses available for management education in Nova Scotia, 1969-1970**

**Title:** Courses available for management education in Nova Scotia, 1969-1970  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 20, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 11 - Income Dynamics in the Marginal Work World**

**Title:** Income Dynamics in the Marginal Work World  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 29, Folder 11  
**Date:** ca. 1984 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Study by Richard Apostle and Don Clairmont

---

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 8 - Organizations directory**

**Title:** Organizations directory  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 8  
**Date:** ca. 1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains organizations and mailing addresses

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 11 - Group of Students from Dalhousie University

Title: Group of Students from Dalhousie University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 11
Date: ca. 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 18 - Family Planning Association of Nova Scotia

Title: Family Planning Association of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 18
Date: ca. 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 18 - Halifax County Fire Chiefs Association

Title: Halifax County Fire Chiefs Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 18
Date: ca. 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 23 - IWK Hospital for Children

Title: IWK Hospital for Children
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 23
Date: ca. 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 5 - The Halifax metropolitan area

Title: The Halifax metropolitan area
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 5
Date: 1948 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
City Planning Department report.

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 10 - Education and the Poor

Title: Education and the Poor
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 15 - Human Rights – Canadian Conference

Title: Human Rights – Canadian Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 15
Date: 1968–1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: manuscripts, notes, provincial reports

File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 3 - Report - Aims and Practices of University Education at Dalhousie University

Title: Report - Aims and Practices of University Education at Dalhousie University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 3
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Inter-Faculty Symposium

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 7 - Annual report and economic review 1967

Title: Annual report and economic review 1967
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 7
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report of the Nova Scotia Voluntary Economic Planning Board
File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 1 - Education Supplement Published by the Office of Education of the American Osteopathic Association

Title: Education Supplement Published by the Office of Education of the American Osteopathic Association

Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 1

Date: 1955 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

One Bound Magazine

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 8 - Continuing Learning Association Of Nova Scotia

Title: Continuing Learning Association Of Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 8

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 11 - Plan for the agricultural sector 1966

Title: Plan for the agricultural sector 1966

Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 11

Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning report.

File: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 10 - Land development distribution strategy

Title: Land development distribution strategy

Reference code: UA-26, Box 18, Folder 10

Date: 1976 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

City of Halifax Planning Department report.
File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 3 - Statement of objectives and policies for the Halifax waterfront redevelopment area plan

Title: Statement of objectives and policies for the Halifax waterfront redevelopment area plan
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 3
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
City of Halifax Planning Department report.

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 4 - Draft of objectives and policies for the plan for the Halifax central business district

Title: Draft of objectives and policies for the plan for the Halifax central business district
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
City of Halifax Planning Department report.

File: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 4 - Report - Continuing Education at Dalhousie University

Title: Report - Continuing Education at Dalhousie University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 15, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Committee on Part-Time Study and Extension

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 4 - Plan for the forestry sector

Title: Plan for the forestry sector
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 4
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 2 - Assessment of foreign trade in relation to the economic planning and growth of Nova Scotia

Title: Assessment of foreign trade in relation to the economic planning and growth of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 2 - Land development distribution strategy – technical report - transportation - draft

Title: Land development distribution strategy – technical report - transportation - draft
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
City of Halifax Planning Department report.

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 8 - Plan for the mining sector

Title: Plan for the mining sector
Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Voluntary Economic Planning report.

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 14 - Construction – Background information 1964

Title: Construction – Background information 1964
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 14
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 7 - Mining – background paper**

Title: Mining – background paper

Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 7

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 9 - Encounter on urban development – transcript 1970**

Title: Encounter on urban development – transcript 1970

Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 9

Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 5 - Forest operations**

Title: Forest operations

Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 5

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning discussion paper.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 2 - Press Clippings – Nova Scotia Health Services**

Title: Press Clippings – Nova Scotia Health Services

Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 2
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 7 - The Worker, the Workplace and the Need for Unemployment Insurance**

**Title:** The Worker, the Workplace and the Need for Unemployment Insurance  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 105, Folder 7  
**Date:** n.d. (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
By Peter M. Butler and Ronald Smith, 30 pages typed and numbered + Footnotes and References.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 7 - The Setting of Minimum Wage Policy in the Maritimes**

**Title:** The Setting of Minimum Wage Policy in the Maritimes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 101, Folder 7  
**Date:** n.d. (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
by Chris Parke, Graduate Student, Department of Political Science, Dal. 97 pages typed and numbered.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 101, Folder 10 - Work and Income Security**

**Title:** Work and Income Security  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 101, Folder 10  
**Date:** n.d. (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
By Peter M. Butler, Ph. D. 24 pages + references.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 11 - Standard Method of Computing Disability and Mortality Rates**

**Title:** Standard Method of Computing Disability and Mortality Rates
File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 12 - Incapacitating Illness in Each Diagnosis Class

Title: Incapacitating Illness in Each Diagnosis Class

Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 12

Date: n.d. (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 9 - Convent of the Sacred Heart

Title: Convent of the Sacred Heart

Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 9

Date: 1971 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 1 - Plan for the fisheries sector

Title: Plan for the fisheries sector

Reference code: UA-26, Box 21, Folder 1

Date: 1966 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning report.

---

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 12 - Agriculture and its impact on the Nova Scotia economy

Title: Agriculture and its impact on the Nova Scotia economy

Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 12

Date: 1972 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Voluntary Economic Planning discussion paper.
File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 13 - Towards agriculture tomorrow

Title: Towards agriculture tomorrow
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 13
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Voluntary Economic Planning position paper.

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 6 - Atlantic Conference ‘72

Title: Atlantic Conference ‘72
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains an address and notes for panel discussions.

File: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 1 - Working paper 1

Title: Working paper 1
Reference code: UA-26, Box 20, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
From the Halifax interim comprehensive development plan.

Series: Projects and working groups

Title: Projects and working groups
Date: 1890-1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Series consists of records produced from the research and committee work of the staff of IPA/Henson College. Within the series are research notes and drafts for papers, finished papers, minutes from various meetings related to projects, correspondence directly related to projects and committees, grant applications, speeches, financial statements, agendas, and materials such as questionnaires and
interview questions used to gather information for policy research. The content and nature of various projects and working groups undertaken by IPA/Henson College indicate the organisation’s interest in a few key areas, particularly public health, marginalised social groups, education, trade, and industrial relations. Most studies were carried out in the Maritime region, especially in Nova Scotia, and many in the Halifax region. Some of the projects include interviews with individuals and a great deal of personal information. Many of these records were provided code names by the researchers, and most such records are closed to the public.

Physical description: 10.7 m of textual records and other material. - 6 photographs. - 10 audio reels

Restrictions on access:

The majority of these files are open, with the exception of the Africville subseries.

Subseries: Amalgamation of Pictou County

Title: Amalgamation of Pictou County
Date: 1965-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 16 - Amalgamation of Pictou County- 1970-1971

Title: Amalgamation of Pictou County- 1970-1971
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 16
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, newspaper clippings, and news releases related to the amalgamation of Pictou County

File: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 5 - Conference on Maritime Union

Title: Conference on Maritime Union
Reference code: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Further program and reports
File: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 4 - Conference on Maritime Union

Title: Conference on Maritime Union
Reference code: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Papers read by Guy Henson, program, reports

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 7 - Correspondence from the amalgamation of Pictou County 1968-1970

Title: Correspondence from the amalgamation of Pictou County 1968-1970
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 7
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 6 - Correspondence from the amalgamation of Pictou County 1968-1971

Title: Correspondence from the amalgamation of Pictou County 1968-1971
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 6
Date: 1968-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Contains correspondence, newspaper clippings, and memos to the Institute of Public Affairs regarding the amalgamation of Pictou County

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 5 - Pictou County Amalgamation Study

Title: Pictou County Amalgamation Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Contains correspondence from the Institute of Public Affairs associated with the Pictou County Amalgamation Study
**File: UA-26, Box 81, Folder 12 - Study of amalgamation of Pictou County**

**Title:** Study of amalgamation of Pictou County

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 81, Folder 12

**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains draft reports, recommendations and report notes associated with the amalgamation of Pictou County

**File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 1 - Study of amalgamation of Pictou County 1969**

**Title:** Study of amalgamation of Pictou County 1969

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 84, Folder 1

**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains newspaper articles, drafts of Pictou County Municipal Coordination Study and notes for the drafts.

**File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 1 - Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967**

**Title:** Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 97, Folder 1

**Date:** 1966-1967 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Contains correspondence, memos and notes regarding the amalgamation of Pictou County

**File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 7 - Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967**

**Title:** Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 88, Folder 7
File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 2 - Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967

Title: Study on amalgamation of Pictou County 1966-1967
Reference code: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 2
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence associated with the Institute of Public Affairs' study of the amalgamation.

Subseries: Atlantic Provinces Cooperation Study

Title: Atlantic Provinces Cooperation Study
Date: 1943-[199-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 4 - A.P.C.S. Citizenship/Social Development Branch

Title: A.P.C.S. Citizenship/Social Development Branch
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence with Norman Peterson & conf. material on the 'Citizenship Branch and Youth Services' Department of the Secretary of State.

File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 6 - Atlantic Council for Organizational Excellence (ACOE)

Title: Atlantic Council for Organizational Excellence (ACOE)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 6
File: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 6 - Atlantic Regional Development Association Research Proposal

Title: Atlantic Regional Development Association Research Proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 58, Folder 6
Date: 1943-1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Background notes and research material

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 18 - Newfoundland Housing Statistics

Title: Newfoundland Housing Statistics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 18
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 4 - Press Clippings

Title: Press Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 4
Date: 1955-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 3 - Press Clippings

Title: Press Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 3
Date: 1964-1975 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
From Maritime Union Study and A.P.C.S.

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 8 - Research Material
Title: Research Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 8
Date: 1955-1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Background research

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 6 - Research Material

Title: Research Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 6
Date: 1961-[1966?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Background research materials

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 2 - Research Material

Title: Research Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 2
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Material related to Official & Voluntary Cooperation in the Atlantic Provinces report

File: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 10 - Research Material

Title: Research Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 56, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Several publications; includes Feb. 1968 copy of The Atlantic

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 24 - Research Material
Title: Research Material
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 24
Date: 1966-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Related to NGOs and non-profits

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 1 - Working Files
Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 1
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Draft plan of report on Official & Voluntary Cooperation in the Atlantic Provinces; some related correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 5 - Working Files
Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 5
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Working papers and background research

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 15 - Working Files
Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 15
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Armand Pinard; mostly correspondence; includes draft of questionnaire for I.P.C. study
**Subseries: Atlantic Provinces Working Cooperation Study**

**Title:** Atlantic Provinces Working Cooperation Study

**Date:** 1939-1973 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 2 - British North America at Confederation: Appendix 2**

**Title:** British North America at Confederation: Appendix 2

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 23, Folder 2

**Date:** 1939 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Prepared by D. G. Creighton

---

**File: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 7 - Maritime Union Study Handbook (copy three)**

**Title:** Maritime Union Study Handbook (copy three)

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 12, Folder 7

**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Including edits

---

**File: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 4 - Maritime Union Study Manuscript-Dr. Richard Leach**

**Title:** Maritime Union Study Manuscript-Dr. Richard Leach

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 12, Folder 4

**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Manuscript, proofreading notes, and research notes

---

**File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 1 - Maritime Union Study Research Conference**
**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 30 - Maritime Union Study-Submission**

**Title:** Maritime Union Study-Submission  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 30  
**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Submission to the study from Atlantic Provinces Economic Council

**File: UA-26, Box 12, Folder 6 - Official and Voluntary Co-operation in the Atlantic Provinces-Progress Report**

**Title:** Official and Voluntary Co-operation in the Atlantic Provinces-Progress Report  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 12, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1967 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 25 - Proposal: Regionality of the Maritime Provinces**

**Title:** Proposal: Regionality of the Maritime Provinces  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 25  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 4 - Research Survey Results**

**Title:** Research Survey Results  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 23, Folder 4  
**Date:** n.d. (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Summary tables
File: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 3 - The Idea of a Maritime Union: Conference Report

Title: The Idea of a Maritime Union: Conference Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 23, Folder 3
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Sponsored by The Canadian Institute of Public Affairs and Mount Allison University

Subseries: Brief on Black Poverty in Nova given to the Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Title: Brief on Black Poverty in Nova given to the Special Senate Committee on Poverty
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Sub-series contains records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty. Materials include proceedings of House of Commons debates, briefs and reports, newspaper clippings, notes, and other materials.

File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 5 - House of Commons Debates and Special Senate Committee on Poverty proceedings

Title: House of Commons Debates and Special Senate Committee on Poverty proceedings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 1 - Brief for Senate Special Committee on Poverty

Title: Brief for Senate Special Committee on Poverty
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 2 - Poverty among Nova Scotia blacks

Title: Poverty among Nova Scotia blacks
Reference code: UA-26, Box 51, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File contains a report written by the Institute of Public Affairs titled 'Poverty among Nova Scotia blacks.'

---

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 8 - Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Title: Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 8
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains drafts on poverty in Nova Scotia, notes and correspondence related to this subject, proceedings from Canada Senate.

---

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 1 - Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Title: Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains drafts on poverty in Nova Scotia, newspaper articles, notes and correspondence related to this subject.

---

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 2 - Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Title: Records related to a brief on Black poverty in Nova Scotia given to a Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 2
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File also contains draft of section of report on poverty amongst Blacks in Nova Scotia.

---

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 3 - Special Senate Committee on Poverty

Title: Special Senate Committee on Poverty
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File contains newspaper articles, magazine articles, meeting minutes, draft of Institute of Public Affairs section on Black poverty in Nova Scotia for the Senate Committee's Brief on Poverty.

---

Subseries: Conferences and seminars

Title: Conferences and seminars
Date: [1955?]-[1990?] (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 36 - Atlantic Regional Conference

Title: Atlantic Regional Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 36
Date: 1955 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Conference paper

---

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 30 - Atlantic Workshop on Renewable Energy

Title: Atlantic Workshop on Renewable Energy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 30
Date: [19--?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Workshop evaluation

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 35 - Conference on Maritime Union

Title: Conference on Maritime Union
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 35
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Conference paper

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 14 - Municipal Administration Program Forum on Municipal Government and Training

Title: Municipal Administration Program Forum on Municipal Government and Training
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 14
Date: 1989, 1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Notes on speakers, minutes of meeting, forum agenda, correspondence, list of registrants, report of meeting on human resource development and strengthening of research capacities in west and central Africa

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 15 - Preparing for Peace Seminar

Title: Preparing for Peace Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence regarding visit by a delegation of Soviet scientists and educators, Preparing for Peace seminar agenda, list of participants, and lecture themes.

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 35 - Professional Practice Seminar

Title: Professional Practice Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 35
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Seminar proposal

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 7 - Public affairs symposium
Title: Public affairs symposium
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 7
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Proposal to establish a Dalhousie Public Affairs symposium, handwritten notes and comments, application for development funds, meeting notes, memos.

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 29 - Safety Seminar
Title: Safety Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 29
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Seminar Program

File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 8 - Seminar continuation on Dental Manpower
Title: Seminar continuation on Dental Manpower
Reference code: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Personal notes on seminar from Guy Henson, papers and resources from seminar, newspaper clipping
**File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 28 - Thorbjorn Carlsson**

**Title:** Thorbjorn Carlsson  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 126, Folder 28  
**Date:** [19--?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Speech by International Secretary of Swedish Confederation of Trade Unions (unknown conference)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 33 - Trends in Collective Bargaining**

**Title:** Trends in Collective Bargaining  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 126, Folder 33  
**Date:** [19--?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Address to unknown conference by United Steelworkers of America

---

**Subseries: Dalhousie Labour Institute**

**Title:** Dalhousie Labour Institute  
**Date:** 1957-1984 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 14 - Addresses, reports and resources**

**Title:** Addresses, reports and resources  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 4, Folder 14  
**Date:** 19[8?] (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 2 - Conference materials**

**Title:** Conference materials  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 6, Folder 2  
**Date:** 19[8?] (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 14 - Dalhousie Labour University Committee

Title: Dalhousie Labour University Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 14
Date: 1979-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 3 - Employers Conferences

Title: Employers Conferences
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, conference materials and mailing lists

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 20 - Labour Forum and Film Series 1957

Title: Labour Forum and Film Series 1957
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 20
Date: 1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, draft program and posters

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 2 - Labour Institute 1959

Title: Labour Institute 1959
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 2
Date: 1958-1959 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, notes, accounts, transcripts
Title: Labour Institute 1961  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 19  
Date: 1960-1961 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains correspondence and conference materials

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 1 - Labour Institute 1962  
Title: Labour Institute 1962  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 1  
Date: 1960-1962 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains correspondence and conference materials

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 18 - Labour Institute 1963  
Title: Labour Institute 1963  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 18  
Date: 1963 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains correspondence and conference materials

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 17 - Labour Institute 1971  
Title: Labour Institute 1971  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 17  
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains correspondence and conference materials

File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 13 - Labour Institute 1975
File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 12 - Labour Institute 1979

Title: Labour Institute 1979
Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 12
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a programme

File: UA-26, Box 102, Folder 1 - Labour Proceedings in Various Districts

Title: Labour Proceedings in Various Districts
Reference code: UA-26, Box 102, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains publications (predominantly) and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 15 - Seminars

Title: Seminars
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 15
Date: 1957-1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, press releases, press clippings

Subseries: Dimensions of Municipal Activity Survey
Title: Dimensions of Municipal Activity Survey  
Date: 1971-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 1 - An Assessment of the Economic Future of the Halifax Metropolitan Area to 1986 and Beyond  
Title: An Assessment of the Economic Future of the Halifax Metropolitan Area to 1986 and Beyond  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 1  
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 8 - Dimensions of Metropolitan Activities: Time, Space and Movement by Dimitri Procos, David Elliott, John Palmer, and Andrew Harvey  
Title: Dimensions of Metropolitan Activities: Time, Space and Movement by Dimitri Procos, David Elliott, John Palmer, and Andrew Harvey  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 8  
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 5 - Explorations in Time Use  
Title: Explorations in Time Use  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 5  
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 7 - How Canadians Use Their Time: Implications for Career Counselling  
Title: How Canadians Use Their Time: Implications for Career Counselling  
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 7  
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 8 - Hypercodes and Composite Variables Simple Techniques for the Reduction and Analysis of Time Budget Data

Title: Hypercodes and Composite Variables Simple Techniques for the Reduction and Analysis of Time Budget Data

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 8

Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 10 - Low Income Study

Title: Low Income Study

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 10

Date: ca. 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 9 - Multi-purpose Workbooks

Title: Multi-purpose Workbooks

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 9

Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 3 - Statistical Analysis

Title: Statistical Analysis

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 3

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 4 - Summary Results: Dimensions of Metropolitan Activity Survey Halifax- Dartmouth Region, Fall-Winter 1971-72

Title: Summary Results: Dimensions of Metropolitan Activity Survey Halifax- Dartmouth Region, Fall-Winter 1971-72

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 4

Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 15 - Survey

**Title:** Survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 110, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 14 - Survey

**Title:** Survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 110, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 16 - The Context of Discretionary Activities

**Title:** The Context of Discretionary Activities  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 110, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 2 - Time Budget Study - Travel Episodes

**Title:** Time Budget Study - Travel Episodes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 112, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1973 (date of creation)

Subseries: Energy

**Title:** Energy  
**Date:** [198-]-[198-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 19 - A Survey of Potential Users of Natural Gas for Home Heating in the Maritimes
**Title:** A Survey of Potential Users of Natural Gas for Home Heating in the Maritimes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 19  
**Date:** [198-] (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 23 - Proposal for a Public Issues Seminar Series: Offshore Development, A Community View**

**Title:** Proposal for a Public Issues Seminar Series: Offshore Development, A Community View  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 23  
**Date:** 1981 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 16 - Proposal for a Study of the Offshore Resource Development Cycle: Impact on Small Business in Atlantic Canada**

**Title:** Proposal for a Study of the Offshore Resource Development Cycle: Impact on Small Business in Atlantic Canada  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 16  
**Date:** 1985 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 15 - Proposal for an Offshore Oil and Gas Knowledge and Attitude Survey**

**Title:** Proposal for an Offshore Oil and Gas Knowledge and Attitude Survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 14 - Proposal for Publication of a Monograph on Norway's Experience with Offshore Petroleum Resource Development**

**Title:** Proposal for Publication of a Monograph on Norway's Experience with Offshore Petroleum Resource Development  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 67, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 13 - Proposal for Revising and Expanding Study of Norway's Approach to Energy Conservation: Policies and Programs

Title: Proposal for Revising and Expanding Study of Norway's Approach to Energy Conservation: Policies and Programs

Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 13

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

Subseries: Guysborough ARDA

Title: Guysborough ARDA

Date: [1964?]-[1965?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 4 - A socio-economic study and recommendation Lincolnville,

Title: A socio-economic study and recommendation Lincolnville,

Reference code: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 4

Date: 1965 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Final report, 3 copies available Sunnyville & Upper-Big Tracadie

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 3 - Chapter 1: Synoptic Perspective "Among the Guysborough Negroes"

Title: Chapter 1: Synoptic Perspective "Among the Guysborough Negroes"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 3

Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 4 - Chapter 2: The Research Problem

Title: Chapter 2: The Research Problem

Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 4

Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 5 - Chapter 3: The Economic Perspective

Title: Chapter 3: The Economic Perspective
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 5
Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains population tables & maps

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 6 - Chapter 5: Education

Title: Chapter 5: Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 6
Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 7 - Chapter 6: Individual Responses

Title: Chapter 6: Individual Responses
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 7
Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 8 - Chapter 7: Collective Responses

Title: Chapter 7: Collective Responses
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 8
Date: ca. 1965 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 6 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 6
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
From Guy Henson about project completion, findings, publication, release of research, funds etc.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 2 - Correspondence and report materials**

**Title:** Correspondence and report materials  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Foreward to Guysborough ARDA study written by Guy Henson, chapter one of report and correspondence about project with Minister of Public Welfare

---

**File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 9 - Final Report: Sunnyville, Lincolnville, and Upper Big Tracadie, Guysborough County, N.S. - A Socio-Economic Study & Recommendation**

**Title:** Final Report: Sunnyville, Lincolnville, and Upper Big Tracadie, Guysborough County, N.S. - A Socio-Economic Study & Recommendation  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 83, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Includes letter of transmittal to Minister of Public Welfare

---

**File: UA-26, Box 40, Folder 1 - Queens Conference on Areas of Economic Stress**

**Title:** Queens Conference on Areas of Economic Stress  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 40, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Materials from conference attended by Guysborough ARDA members
**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 5 - Receipts and financial records for Guysborough ARDA**

**Title:** Receipts and financial records for Guysborough ARDA  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1964-1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Receipts, bills, and letters relating to financial matters for project.

**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 7 - Report drafts**

**Title:** Report drafts  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1964 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Interim and final report drafts and related materials

**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 1 - Report drafts and final Guysborough ARDA**

**Title:** Report drafts and final Guysborough ARDA  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1965 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Essential findings, summary, chapter drafts with corrections for ARDA Study of Lincolnville, Upper Big Tracadie and Sunnyville

**File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 10 - Report Tables**

**Title:** Report Tables  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 83, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1960s (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains copies of all tables used in report, notes and a map

---

**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 3 - The Guysborough Negroes: A study in isolation**

- **Title:** The Guysborough Negroes: A study in isolation
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 3
- **Date:** 1965 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Chapter of final report

---

**Subseries: Labour studies**

- **Title:** Labour studies
- **Date:** 1965-1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 5 - Proceedings**

- **Title:** Proceedings
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 42, Folder 5
- **Date:** 1965 (date of creation)
- **Scope and content:**
  - Speeches, news, clippings, correspondence related to society activities and learning between Nordic and Maritime labour unions

---

**File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 4 - The Institutionalization of Low-income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia**

- **Title:** The Institutionalization of Low-income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia
- **Reference code:** UA-26, Box 129, Folder 4
- **Date:** 1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 5 - The Nova Scotia Woodlot Owner: Case Study
Abstract for November 20, 1980 Seminar

Title: The Nova Scotia Woodlot Owner: Case Study Abstract for November 20, 1980 Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 6 - Work and Workers

Title: Work and Workers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 97, Folder 6
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

Subseries: Marginal Work World

Title: Marginal Work World
Date: 1974-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 9 - Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World Questionnaires

Title: Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World Questionnaires
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 9
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 14 - Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World Questionnaires

Title: Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World Questionnaires
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 14
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 6 - A report on employment patterns in the black communities of Nova Scotia
File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 9 - Blacks in the employment structure of Nova Scotia: Background and Contemporary data

Title: Blacks in the employment structure of Nova Scotia: Background and Contemporary data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 9
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 8 - Blacks in the employment structure of Nova Scotia: Background and Contemporary data

Title: Blacks in the employment structure of Nova Scotia: Background and Contemporary data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
legal size documents; see also 129-9

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 9 - Bureaucratic Decision Making and the Disadvantaged Labour Force, by Lars Osberg and Fred Wien

Title: Bureaucratic Decision Making and the Disadvantaged Labour Force, by Lars Osberg and Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 4 - Determinants of Low Income Employment, Martha MacDonald & Donald Clairmont

Title: Determinants of Low Income Employment, Martha MacDonald & Donald Clairmont
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Two drafts of the paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 2 - Don Clairmont, papers

Title: Don Clairmont, papers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Two papers by Don Clairmont

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 7 - Employment Patterns of Acadians in Nova Scotia

Title: Employment Patterns of Acadians in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
student paper written for member of IPA

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 10 - Habitat Conférence, Moncton, Fred Wien

Title: Habitat Conférence, Moncton, Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 10
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Comments and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 6 - Implications for Understanding Women in the Labour Force of Labour Market Segmentation Analysis: The Unanswered Questions, Martha MacDonald

Title: Implications for Understanding Women in the Labour Force of Labour Market Segmentation Analysis: The Unanswered Questions, Martha MacDonald
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Paper prepared for SSHRC workshop on women and the Canadian Labour Force, Vancouver, B.C.

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 1 - Income Dynamics in the Marginal Work World, Richard Apostle & Don Clairmont
Title: Income Dynamics in the Marginal Work World, Richard Apostle & Don Clairmont
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 1
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Paper presented at the annual meeting of The Canadian Sociology & Anthropology Association

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 13 - Income security paper: Earnings and Transfers
Title: Income security paper: Earnings and Transfers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 5 - Income Security Project Number Four by Peter Butter & Ron Smith
Title: Income Security Project Number Four by Peter Butter & Ron Smith
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Drafts of paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 6 - Institutional Discrimination in Employment: An Address to the Canadian Human Rights Commission Regional Seminar
Title: Institutional Discrimination in Employment: An Address to the Canadian Human Rights Commission Regional Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Fred Wien, author. Delivered 22 June, 1979

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 8 - Intra-Occupational Stratification and the Allocation of Individuals to Training Programs, by Lars Osberg and Fred Wien

Title: Intra-Occupational Stratification and the Allocation of Individuals to Training Programs, by Lars Osberg and Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 8
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
First draft

File: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 25 - Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World

Title: Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World
Reference code: UA-26, Box 113, Folder 25
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 1 - Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World

Title: Linkages Welfare System and Marginal Work World
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 1
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 18 - Living on Work and Welfare: a Closer Look at the Linkages Between Income Security and the World of Work, by Peter M. Butter & Pam C. Buckley

Title: Living on Work and Welfare: a Closer Look at the Linkages Between Income Security and the World of Work, by Peter M. Butter & Pam C. Buckley
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 18
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Paper

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 16 - Marginal Work World Research Program

Title: Marginal Work World Research Program
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 16
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains report, The Institutionalization of Low-Income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 15 - Michelin Bill by Martha MacDonald

Title: Michelin Bill by Martha MacDonald
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 15
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Original paper and draft

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 11 - Progress Report

Title: Progress Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 13 - Questionnaire

Title: Questionnaire
Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 13
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 11 - Race Relations in Canada, by Don Clairmont & Fred Wien

Title: Race Relations in Canada, by Don Clairmont & Fred Wien
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 11
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Paper

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 7 - Research programme

Title: Research programme
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Includes proposals for program and preliminary field results

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 4 - Segmentation of the Low Income Worker: Part B Research Design and Preliminary Findings by Don Clairmont and Winston Jackson

Title: Segmentation of the Low Income Worker: Part B Research Design and Preliminary Findings by Don Clairmont and Winston Jackson
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Drafts of paper
File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 14 - Singe and Dual Wage Earning and Family Involvement in the Work World

Title: Singe and Dual Wage Earning and Family Involvement in the Work World
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 14
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Original paper and draft, author unknown

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 12 - Solidarity as a Variable in the Study of Social Movements, by Fred Wien & Peter Butter

Title: Solidarity as a Variable in the Study of Social Movements, by Fred Wien & Peter Butter
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 20 - Some Problematic Aspects of Increasing Labour Force Involvement of Females in the Atlantic Region, by Judy MacRae

Title: Some Problematic Aspects of Increasing Labour Force Involvement of Females in the Atlantic Region, by Judy MacRae
Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 20
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 13 - The Effect of Income Maintenance Programs on Economic Development in the Maritimes, by Fred Wien and Peter Butter

Title: The Effect of Income Maintenance Programs on Economic Development in the Maritimes, by Fred Wien and Peter Butter
File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 3 - The Institutionalization of Low-Income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia, F. Wien & J. MacRae

Title: The Institutionalization of Low-Income Occupational Groups in Nova Scotia, F. Wien & J. MacRae

Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 3

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Two drafts of the paper

File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 21 - The Labour Force Recruitment and Selection Strategies of Service-Sector Establishments in Nova Scotia, by Alexa McDonough, Dane Percy & Fred Wien

Title: The Labour Force Recruitment and Selection Strategies of Service-Sector Establishments in Nova Scotia, by Alexa McDonough, Dane Percy & Fred Wien

Reference code: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 21

Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Paper

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 3 - The Marginal Work World: Variations in Work Attitudes and Behaviour by Don Clairmont & Richard Apostle

Title: The Marginal Work World: Variations in Work Attitudes and Behaviour by Don Clairmont & Richard Apostle

Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 3

Date: 1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
**File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 19 - The Role of Class in the Union/Association Discussion: a Study of Six Cases in Nova Scotia, Judy MacRae**

**Title:** The Role of Class in the Union/Association Discussion: a Study of Six Cases in Nova Scotia, Judy MacRae

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 121, Folder 19

**Date:** ca. 1976 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Paper

---

**File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 16 - The Structuring of Community Involvement in Academic Research by Fred Wien**

**Title:** The Structuring of Community Involvement in Academic Research by Fred Wien

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 121, Folder 16

**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Paper, drafts, and correspondence

---

**File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 5 - Variations in Political Attitudes and Behaviour by Richard Apostle 1979 Paper and data 121 6 Human Rights Seminar, Fredericton 1979 Address by Fred Wien**

**Title:** Variations in Political Attitudes and Behaviour by Richard Apostle 1979 Paper and data 121 6 Human Rights Seminar, Fredericton 1979 Address by Fred Wien

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 65, Folder 5

**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Paper and earlier drafts
File: UA-26, Box 121, Folder 7 - Women in the Workforce - Meeting the Changing Needs of Capitalism

**Title:** Women in the Workforce - Meeting the Changing Needs of Capitalism

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 121, Folder 7

**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Martha MacDonald, author. Presented to Canadian Political Science Assoc. Meeting, Saskatoon, June 1979

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 5 - Work Histories, Richard Apostle & Don Clairmont

**Title:** Work Histories, Richard Apostle & Don Clairmont

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 100, Folder 5

**Date:** 1980 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Paper presented at the annual meeting of The Canadian Sociology & Anthropology Association

Subseries: Maritime Labour Institute

**Title:** Maritime Labour Institute

**Date:** 1943-1963 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 3 - Finances

**Title:** Finances

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 62, Folder 3

**Date:** 1943-1957 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains financial records and correspondence
**File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 6 - Finances**

**Title:** Finances  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 30, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1950-1953 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence, receipts, dues, fundraising

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 6 - Finances and minutes**

**Title:** Finances and minutes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1944-1951 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence, securing dues and donations, receipts, statement of revenue and expenditure, minutes of executive committee meeting, draft programme for Maritime Labour Institute, meeting minutes.

**File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 3 - Finances and minutes**

**Title:** Finances and minutes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 30, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1948-1949, 1952 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence, dues, fundraising, clippings, minutes, brochures about the Maritime Labour Institute

**File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 4 - Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations - Finances**

**Title:** Maritime Bureau of Industrial Relations - Finances  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 95, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1942-1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains primarily financial statements, with speeches, handwritten notes, and correspondence and a report on university-community collaboration

---

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 8 - Maritime Labour Institute**

**Title:** Maritime Labour Institute  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1944 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence, receipts, clippings.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 7 - Maritime Labour Institute**

**Title:** Maritime Labour Institute  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1944-1945 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Resolution of Formation, Correspondence, receipts, minutes, clippings.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 6 - Maritime Labour Institute Labour Course**

**Title:** Maritime Labour Institute Labour Course  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 31, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1949 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Poster and pamphlet for Labour Course

---

**File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 4 - Miners Health and Welfare Fund**

**Title:** Miners Health and Welfare Fund  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 28, Folder 4
Date: 1946-1947 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Correspondence, conference report, Memorandum on Teaching and Research in Social Security and Industrial Welfare, Agreement between the Secretary of the Interior and the United Mine Workers of America

---

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 10 - Resolution of Formation

Title: Resolution of Formation

Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 10

Date: 1944 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains the resolution of formation for the Maritime Labour Institute, dated March 31/44 and May 2/44

---

Subseries: Maritime Union Study

Title: Maritime Union Study

Date: 1953-1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 12 - Halifax Joint Union Institute

Title: Halifax Joint Union Institute

Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 12

Date: 1953-1955 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Brochures, evaluation report on 1954 institute

---

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 9 - I.P.C.P Handbook

Title: I.P.C.P Handbook

Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 9

Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence related to drafts

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 4 - I.P.C.P. Handbook
Title: I.P.C.P. Handbook
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Working file on I.P.C. Includes some correspondence.

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 2 - I.P.C.P. Handbook
Title: I.P.C.P. Handbook
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 2
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence and responses: I.P.C. Questionnaire

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 10 - I.P.C.P. Handbook
Title: I.P.C.P. Handbook
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Edited manuscript drafts and rough notes

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 11 - I.P.C.P. Handbook
Title: I.P.C.P. Handbook
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 11
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Edited manuscript drafts and rough notes

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 1 - Interprovincial Cooperation in Perspective

Title: Interprovincial Cooperation in Perspective
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Various drafts with edits

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 3 - Press Clippings

Title: Press Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 3
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 3 - Press Clippings on Interprovincial Union

Title: Press Clippings on Interprovincial Union
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 3
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 5 - Working Files

Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 5
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 8 - Working Files
File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 6 - Working Files

Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 6
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Draft papers

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 7 - Working Files

Title: Working Files
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 7
Date: 1967-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence: Richard Leach

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 6 - Working Files & Research Materials

Title: Working Files & Research Materials
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 6
Date: 1959-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 2 - Working Files & Research Materials

Title: Working Files & Research Materials
Reference code: UA-26, Box 91, Folder 2
Date: 1967-1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Includes a 1969 Chronicle Herald clipping and Kell Antoft's critique of the Maritime Union Study.

Subseries: Medical and Health-Related Projects

Title: Medical and Health-Related Projects

Date: 1921-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 18 - Accident Rates

Title: Accident Rates

Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 18

Date: 1937? (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Related to the Glace Bay and Yarmouth Studies

File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 8 - American Hospital Association

Title: American Hospital Association

Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 8

Date: 1937-1946 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Articles and reports on hospital administration loaned to Dr. Lothar Richter in Dec., 1946.

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 6 - An Economic Activity Complex for Nova Scotia: An Application to the Medical/Health Sector (revised)

Title: An Economic Activity Complex for Nova Scotia: An Application to the Medical/Health Sector (revised)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 6

Date: 1979 (date of creation)
**File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 9 - BCG and TB Booklets**

*Title:* BCG and TB Booklets  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 79, Folder 9  
*Date:* n.d. (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Data covers the 1940s

---

**File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 7 - Birth/Death Rates for Canada and NS**

*Title:* Birth/Death Rates for Canada and NS  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 79, Folder 7  
*Date:* n.d. (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Data covers the 1930s and 1940s

---

**File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 4 - Canadian Sickness Survey Data**

*Title:* Canadian Sickness Survey Data  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 46, Folder 4  
*Date:* 1921-1951 (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Mortality Rates Data

---

**File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 1 - Canadian Sickness Survey Data**

*Title:* Canadian Sickness Survey Data  
*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 46, Folder 1  
*Date:* 1930s-1950s (date of creation)  
*Scope and content:*  
Data from a range of different studies
File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 5 - Canadian Sickness Survey Data

Title: Canadian Sickness Survey Data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 5
Date: 1930s-1950s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Data from a range of different studies

File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 1 - Canadian Sickness Survey Data

Title: Canadian Sickness Survey Data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 1
Date: 1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Illness data

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 11 - Cancer

Title: Cancer
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 11
Date: n.d. (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Data covers 1933-44

File: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 3 - Cancer Mortality in Canada and the Provinces

Title: Cancer Mortality in Canada and the Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 3
Date: 1921-1941 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Data/Charts (Oversized)
File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 7 - Cause of illness in Glace Bay

Title: Cause of illness in Glace Bay
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 7
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Charts

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 4 - Correspondence From Dr. Stewart to Dr. Marshall

Title: Correspondence From Dr. Stewart to Dr. Marshall
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 4
Date: 1953 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Stewart Wants Information About the Isle Madame Study

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 4 - DAL Public Health Clinic

Title: DAL Public Health Clinic
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 4
Date: 1925, 1940-1941 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Charts and Data

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 1 - Data Charts

Title: Data Charts
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 1
Date: 1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Originally from a Black Binder

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 6 - Death Rates in Various Countries

Title: Death Rates in Various Countries
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 6
Date: 1957? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 10 - Deaths in Canada by Age

Title: Deaths in Canada by Age
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 10
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 13 - Drugs and Dressings Dispensed

Title: Drugs and Dressings Dispensed
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 13
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Related to the Glace Bay Study

File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 1 - Duplicate family cards – Isle Madame

Title: Duplicate family cards – Isle Madame
Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 1
Date: ca.1946 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains completed survey cards, sample cards, and several pages of notes entitled “Tables for report on Isle Madame medical survey.”

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 4 - Glace Bay and Yarmouth List of Diseases
Title: Glace Bay and Yarmouth List of Diseases
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 4
Date: 1937? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 20 - Glace Bay Medical Service Rates
Title: Glace Bay Medical Service Rates
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 20
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Includes Topics Such As: In Hospital, Home, Drugs Dispensed, Visits, etc…

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 8 - Glace Bay Morbidity Study
Title: Glace Bay Morbidity Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 8
Date: 1937-1938 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 12 - Glace Bay Morbidity Survey
Title: Glace Bay Morbidity Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 12
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Is a Population Survey

File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 3 - Glace Bay morbidity survey
Title: Glace Bay morbidity survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 3
Date: n.d. [1941?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statistical tables documenting information gathered from survey respondents. Some tables also contain information pertaining to the Yarmouth survey.

FILE: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 4 - Glace Bay morbidity survey
Title: Glace Bay morbidity survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 4
Date: n.d. [1941?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statistical information originally filed with documents in 45-3.

FILE: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 2 - Glace Bay morbidity survey
Title: Glace Bay morbidity survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 2
Date: 1937-1940 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, instructions for completing survey questions, and two punch cards.

FILE: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 19 - Glace Bay Morbidity Survey: Occupation
Title: Glace Bay Morbidity Survey: Occupation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 19
Date: 1937? (date of creation)

FILE: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 5 - Halifax Dispensary and cause of Morbidity
Title: Halifax Dispensary and cause of Morbidity
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 5
Date: 1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Data and a Chart

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 17 - Illness with Benefits

Title: Illness with Benefits
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 17
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Related to the Glace Bay Study

File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 6 - Illnesses of Fishermen by Diagnosis & Insured Group

Title: Illnesses of Fishermen by Diagnosis & Insured Group
Reference code: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 6
Date: ca. 1950 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Canadian Sickness Survey Data

File: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 1 - Isle Madam Cancer Study

Title: Isle Madam Cancer Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 1
Date: 1929 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Data (Oversized)

File: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 2 - Isle Madam Study

Title: Isle Madam Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 133, Folder 2
Date: 1929 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Data (Oversized)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 8 - Isle Madame survey**

**Title:** Isle Madame survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 54, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1941-1952 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains correspondence, newspaper clippings, and notes. Some materials also relate to the earlier surveys conducted in Glace Bay and Yarmouth.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 3 - Medical Schools and Students Data**

**Title:** Medical Schools and Students Data  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 46, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1930-1945 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Canada Sickness survey

---

**File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 2 - Medical Schools and Students Data**

**Title:** Medical Schools and Students Data  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 46, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1937-1951 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Canada sickness survey

---

**File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 13 - Mental Health Planning Board**

**Title:** Mental Health Planning Board
File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 15 - Morbidity by Specific Cause in Glace Bay and Yarmouth

Title: Morbidity by Specific Cause in Glace Bay and Yarmouth

Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 15

Date: 1937? (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains correspondence of Dr. L. Richter relating to Glace Bay survey.

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 6 - Morbidity notes

Title: Morbidity notes

Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 6

Date: 1941-1944 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains correspondence of Dr. L. Richter relating to Glace Bay survey.

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 16 - Morbidity with Illness Classified

Title: Morbidity with Illness Classified

Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 16

Date: 1937? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 3 - Multiple Sclerosis

Title: Multiple Sclerosis

Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 3

Date: 1952 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Data, Clippings and Pamphlets
File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 1 - Occupational Grouping

**Title:** Occupational Grouping
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 79, Folder 1
**Date:** 1937? (date of creation)
**Scope and content:**
Believed to be related to the Glace Bay and Yarmouth Studies

---

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 14 - Operations and Rates in Glace Bay by Population

**Title:** Operations and Rates in Glace Bay by Population
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 68, Folder 14
**Date:** 1937? (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 7 - Poliomyelitis, Nova Scotia

**Title:** Poliomyelitis, Nova Scotia
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 46, Folder 7
**Date:** 1951 (date of creation)
**Scope and content:**
Canadian Sickness Survey Data

---

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 7 - Proposal for an Examination of Key Factors Affecting the Market for Survival Suits in Canadian Offshore Marine Activities

**Title:** Proposal for an Examination of Key Factors Affecting the Market for Survival Suits in Canadian Offshore Marine Activities
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 41, Folder 7
**Date:** [197-?] (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 5 - Proposal for Phase II: Economic Activity Complex Based on the Medical/Health Sector (bound copy)
Title: Proposal for Phase II: Economic Activity Complex Based on the Medical/Health Sector (bound copy)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 4 - Proposal for Phase II: Economic Activity Complex Based on the Medical/Health Sector (original)

Title: Proposal for Phase II: Economic Activity Complex Based on the Medical/Health Sector (original)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 11 - Rates Per 1000 Population

Title: Rates Per 1000 Population
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 11
Date: 1937? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Related to the Glace Bay Study

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 2 - Rehabilitation and the Rehabilitation Counsellor

Title: Rehabilitation and the Rehabilitation Counsellor
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 2
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programme of a two-week course.

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 9 - Specified Illness

Title: Specified Illness
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 9
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Does Not Include Place Names

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 8 - Spontaneous Abortion
Title: Spontaneous Abortion
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 8
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 8 - Stillbirth Birth Rates
Title: Stillbirth Birth Rates
Reference code: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 8
Date: 1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Canadian Sickness Survey Data

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 6 - TB
Title: TB
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 6
Date: 1953 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 5 - TB Survey
Title: TB Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 5
Date: 1937? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 2 - TB Survey in Cape Breton
Title: TB Survey in Cape Breton
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 2
Date: 1934-1936 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Correspondence and Data

File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 2 - Technicians Publication Digest

Title: Technicians Publication Digest
Reference code: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 2
Date: n.d. (date of creation)
Scope and content:
7 copies- related to the Yarmouth and Glace Bay Studies

File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 7 - The effect of health insurance on the demand for health services

Title: The effect of health insurance on the demand for health services
Reference code: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 7
Date: 1944 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File contains the draft of an article by Dr. L. Richter.

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 12 - Tobacco and Heart Disease

Title: Tobacco and Heart Disease
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 12
Date: 1945 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 2 - Victoria General Hospital Cancer Clinic - Study of Records 1933-1944

Title: Victoria General Hospital Cancer Clinic - Study of Records 1933-1944
Reference code: UA-26, Box 50, Folder 2
Date: ca. 1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Canadian Sickness Survey Data

File: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 10 - Visits to Hospital
Title: Visits to Hospital
Reference code: UA-26, Box 68, Folder 10
Date: n.d. (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Divided by Province and/or Illness

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 13 - Whooping Cough Investigation
Title: Whooping Cough Investigation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 13
Date: 1940 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Data and Clippings

File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 6 - Yarmouth and Glace Bay medical statistics
Title: Yarmouth and Glace Bay medical statistics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 6
Date: ca. 1938 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains tables of statistical information relating to the number of illnesses, their distribution, and rates per population.

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 2 - Yarmouth Calls Per Illness
Title: Yarmouth Calls Per Illness
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 2
Date: 1937? (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 70, Folder 3 - Yarmouth Morbidity Study**

**Title:** Yarmouth Morbidity Study  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 70, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1938-1939 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 9 - Yarmouth morbidity survey**

**Title:** Yarmouth morbidity survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 45, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1938-1941 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains correspondence and some statistical information.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 45, Folder 5 - Yarmouth morbidity survey**

**Title:** Yarmouth morbidity survey  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 45, Folder 5  
**Date:** n.d. [1941?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains statistical tables documenting information gathered from survey respondents.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 3 - Yarmouth: Days in Hospital**

**Title:** Yarmouth: Days in Hospital  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 79, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1937? (date of creation)

---

**Subseries: Nova Scotia Joint Labour Management Study Committee**

**Title:** Nova Scotia Joint Labour Management Study Committee
File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 6 - 13th Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee Conference, Dec 10, 1976

Title: 13th Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee Conference, Dec 10, 1976
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 6
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
List of Attendees of the 12th Conference and a list of suggested Observer invitees.

File: UA-26, Box 96, Folder 13 - 6th Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: 6th Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 96, Folder 13
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 11 - 7th NS JLMSC Conference

Title: 7th NS JLMSC Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Notice, Registration form, Program

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 9 - 8th NS JLMSC Conference and Detailed Statistical Breakdown of Attendance 1962-8a

Title: 8th NS JLMSC Conference and Detailed Statistical Breakdown of Attendance 1962-8a
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Program. Copies of 3 Addresses delivered by JE Blanchard (Minister of Labour PEI), Thomas McKeough (Minister of Labour NS) and HH Williamson (Minister of Labour NB). Some pages had been taped together and this tape has come off.

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 10 - 9th Annual Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: 9th Annual Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 10
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Program, Correspondence, Registration list

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 6 - Acts and reviews

Title: Acts and reviews
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Reviews of committee purpose and objectives, member lists

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 22 - American Arbitration Association

Title: American Arbitration Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 22
Date: 1960-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, AAA publications

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 18 - An Act to Amend Chapter 19 of the Acts of 1971, the Trade Union Act

Title: An Act to Amend Chapter 19 of the Acts of 1971, the Trade Union Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 18
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Drafts of legislation and various documents and letters reacting to the proposed changes

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 13 - Arbitration Education Committee
Title: Arbitration Education Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 4 - Arbitration Education Workshop
Title: Arbitration Education Workshop
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 4
Date: 1960-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, workshop materials

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 11 - Arbitration Report
Title: Arbitration Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
// alt subseries Labour Management Bureau

File: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 6 - Arbitration Seminar
Title: Arbitration Seminar
Reference code: UA-26, Box 98, Folder 6
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains seminar materials, correspondence, and registration forms

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 18 - Arbitration Sub-Committee
Title: Arbitration Sub-Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 18
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Minutes, Decisions, Legal Reports, Correspondence, Memoranda, Articles and other research documents

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 8 - Arbitration Sub-Committee Report- Draft
Title: Arbitration Sub-Committee Report- Draft
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 8
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 4 - Arbitration Subcommittee
Title: Arbitration Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 4
Date: 1967-1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, notes, conference information, memorandum, agendas, correspondence, committee member list, seminar information

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 7 - Arbitration Subcommittee
Title: Arbitration Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 7
Date: 1975-1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Numbered file: [1], contains memorandums, correspondence, report, pamphlets and meeting minutes

---

File: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 8 - Background Information on Amendments to the Labour Relations Act (Ontario 1970)

Title: Background Information on Amendments to the Labour Relations Act (Ontario 1970)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 42, Folder 8

Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Ontario Department of Labour

---

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 17 - Budgets. Solicitation Letters. Mailing list Of unpaid (1973)

Title: Budgets. Solicitation Letters. Mailing list Of unpaid (1973)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 17

Date: 1969-1973, 1978-1979 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 2 - Canadian industrial relations report to the task force of labour relations

Title: Canadian industrial relations report to the task force of labour relations

Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 2

Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 5 - Changes to the Trade Union Act (NS)

Title: Changes to the Trade Union Act (NS)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 5

Date: 1967-1968, 1973 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 7 - CLC Union Educational Institute

Title: CLC Union Educational Institute
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 7
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Program for institute

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 21 - Collective Bargaining

Title: Collective Bargaining
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 21
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Paper "Collective Bargaining in the Public Service" sent to NS Labour Minister MacNeill
- Letter sent to Premier Gerald Regan

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 5 - Collective bargaining course

Title: Collective bargaining course
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 5
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Papers, attendee lists and programs

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 10 - Collective Bargaining in the Public Service

Title: Collective Bargaining in the Public Service
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 10
Date: 1968, 1972 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 20 - Collective Bargaining Information Centres
Title: Collective Bargaining Information Centres
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 20
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Reports and correspondence regarding the creation of a Centre in Atlantic Canada

File: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 1 - Conference organizational papers
Title: Conference organizational papers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 6, Folder 1
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Programs, seating arrangements, notices, registration forms etc. from 12th & 13th conference

File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 16 - Conference report
Title: Conference report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 16
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
List of proceedings for first annual Joint Labour-Management Conference

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 3 - Conferences
Title: Conferences
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 3
Date: 1969-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Seating plans, agendas and papers from various conferences

File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 4 - Construction Industry Subcommittee

Title: Construction Industry Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 4
Date: 1971-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Meeting minutes and reports, proposals

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 3 - Construction Industry Subcommittee - Mechanic's Lien Act

Title: Construction Industry Subcommittee - Mechanic's Lien Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 3
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes, copy of Mechanic's Lien Act and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 4 - Construction Industry Subcommittee - Meeting Minutes

Title: Construction Industry Subcommittee - Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 4
Date: 1961-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes, and meeting minutes of the Special Committee, member list, report of the Construction Industry Subcommittee, Proposal to the Provincial and Federal Government, and annotated draft of recommendations report
File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 1 - Construction Industry Subcommittee on The Goldenberg Report

Title: Construction Industry Subcommittee on The Goldenberg Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 1
Date: 1969-1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes, handwritten notes, correspondence and the Report of the Construction Industry Subcommittee

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 22 - Copies of NS and Canadian Labour Related Acts and Regulations

Title: Copies of NS and Canadian Labour Related Acts and Regulations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 22
Date: 1964-1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 8 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 8
Date: 1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 7 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 7
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 2 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 2
Date: 1971-1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contains correspondence, meeting minutes and agendas, report of the Law Amendments Committee

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 4 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence

Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 4

Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Various correspondence relating to project activities

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 10 - Correspondence, Clippings

Title: Correspondence, Clippings

Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 10

Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 3 - Correspondence, Membership lists

Title: Correspondence, Membership lists

Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 3

Date: 1973-1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains "Report to the NS Federation of Labour" by Ed Johnston Sept 1973

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 2 - Correspondence, Membership lists

Title: Correspondence, Membership lists

Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 2

Date: 1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 11 - Correspondence, Report

Title: Correspondence, Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 11
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains: "Report to the NS Federation of Labour"

File: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 9 - Correspondence, Reports

Title: Correspondence, Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 46, Folder 9
Date: 1968 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 9 - Correspondence, Reports

Title: Correspondence, Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 7 - Creation of the Labour Management Bureau -- Discussion Documents

Title: Creation of the Labour Management Bureau -- Discussion Documents
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 14 - Dalhousie Labour- Management Institute"

Title: Dalhousie Labour- Management Institute"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 14
Date: 196-? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Handwritten notes and type- Script of proposal to found the Dalhousie Labour- Management Institute

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 10 - Dalhousie-Labour University Committee. Meetings
Title: Dalhousie-Labour University Committee. Meetings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 10
Date: 1974-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Notices, Agendas, Minutes, Lecture program, Evaluation questionnaire

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 4 - Danish Language Pamphlets and Clippings
Title: Danish Language Pamphlets and Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 4
Date: 1974-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Med venlighilsen Direktoratet For Egnsudlivkling -Card attached -Industriradet 1974-75 -Falck 1975

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 11 - Education Subcommittee
Title: Education Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 11
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Numbered File: [6], contains meeting minutes

File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 2 - Education Subcommittee 1978
Title: Education Subcommittee 1978
Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 2
Date: 1976-1978 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Meeting minutes, reports, workplace education materials

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 15 - Employer-Union- Government Relations In the Post-Control Era (Conference, March 21 1977)

Title: Employer-Union- Government Relations In the Post-Control Era (Conference, March 21 1977)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 15

Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Program, Planning Meeting Minutes, Registrants List, Overview document

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 4 - Endorsements, Joint Labour Management Agreements

Title: Endorsements, Joint Labour Management Agreements

Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 4

Date: 1963-1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Original File Title. --Letters of endorsement for Agreements from the 5th (1966) and 7th (1968) Labour Management Labour Conferences. --List of organizations asked to endorse the Agreements since 1962

File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 7 - Executive Committee

Title: Executive Committee

Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 7

Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Membership, meeting minutes notes
File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 10 - Executive Committee - Agendas

Title: Executive Committee - Agendas
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 10
Date: 1974-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Numbered File: [11], contains meeting agendas. June, July, and September of 1974 are missing

File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 5 - Executive Committee - Meeting Minutes

Title: Executive Committee - Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Numbered File: [10]

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 8 - Fall Conference Employer-Union-Government Relations in the Atlantic Provinces

Title: Fall Conference Employer-Union-Government Relations in the Atlantic Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 8
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains member list, meeting minutes

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 5 - Fishing Industry Committee

Title: Fishing Industry Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 5
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains committee list, meeting notice, minutes, invitation list
File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 7 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 7
Date: 1976-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, meeting minutes, notes, list of fish processors and associations

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 3 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 3
Date: 1976-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, meeting notes, list of fish processors, magazine articles, background, reports, amendments, Labour Relations Act

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 9 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 9
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clipping, reports, explanatory notes

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 4 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting notices, agenda, minutes, summary

**File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 6 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee**

**Title:** Fishing Industry Subcommittee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 122, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1980-1982 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains reports, maps, position summary, meeting notices, correspondence, agendas, meeting minutes, press releases

**File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 8 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen - Collective Bargain**

**Title:** Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen - Collective Bargain  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1967-1970 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains correspondence, submissions, meeting notes, memorandum, notes

**File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 1 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen (news)**

**Title:** Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen (news)  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 119, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1972 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings

**File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 7 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen's Collective Bargaining - Alternatives**

**Title:** Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishermen's Collective Bargaining - Alternatives
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 7
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 5 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishing Industry Collective Bargaining Act
Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishing Industry Collective Bargaining Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The Fishing Collective Bargaining Act (multiple versions)

File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 4 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishing Industry Collective Bargaining Act
Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Fishing Industry Collective Bargaining Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
The Fishing Collective Bargaining Act (multiple versions)

File: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 3 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Proposed Amendments and Comments
Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Proposed Amendments and Comments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 122, Folder 3
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains proposed amendments and comments
File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 6 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Proposed Draft Legislation and Explanatory Notes

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee - Proposed Draft Legislation and Explanatory Notes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 6
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains proposed draft legislation and explanatory notes

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 2 - Fishing Industry Subcommittee / Labour-Management Subcommittee

Title: Fishing Industry Subcommittee / Labour-Management Subcommittee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 2
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains notes for address, correspondence, notes, drafts, proposed amendments, list of committee members, background, meeting notes, minutes, reports

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 11 - Grievance Arbitration

Title: Grievance Arbitration
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 11
Date: 1967, 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Discussion points and Reports

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 4 - Halifax Board of Trade - Industrial Relations Committee

Title: Halifax Board of Trade - Industrial Relations Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 4
Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence and committee reports

---

**File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 9 - Halifax-Dartmouth Metro Council on Continuing Education**

**Title:** Halifax-Dartmouth Metro Council on Continuing Education

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 9

**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Compilation of Responses to a questionnaire sent to Council members on the nature and purpose of continuing education

---

**File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 15 - History of the Joint Labour-Management Study Committee**

**Title:** History of the Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 52, Folder 15

**Date:** 1978-1979 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Copy of a handwritten paper on the history of the JLMSC by Brian MacLean. Two other documents recounting its history

---

**File: UA-26, Box 96, Folder 14 - Identification of Industrial Clusters And Complexes**

**Title:** Identification of Industrial Clusters And Complexes

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 96, Folder 14

**Date:** 1970 ? (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Draft of a research document By Stan Czamanski and Luiz Augusto de Q. Ablas
File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 5 - IPA reports, Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: IPA reports, Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 5
Date: 1965-1969 (date of creation)


Title: Joint Labour Management Study Conference, Nov 1963. Tues. AM Reports of Chairmen of Work Groups
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 2
Date: 1963 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Audio tape (1 reel). Original labelled envelop included

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 8 - Joint Labour-Management Committee and Labour Management Bureau

Title: Joint Labour-Management Committee and Labour Management Bureau
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 8
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains statement of purpose

File: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 2 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 2
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, statements, meeting notes, reports, memorandum
File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 7 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 7
Date: 1969-1983 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains background, correspondence, management member list, meeting notes, reports, conference information, proposal

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 3 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 3
Date: 1975-1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains committee list, correspondence, amendments to Nova Scotia Trade Union Act, news articles, annual report

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 4 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 4
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, correspondence, memorandum, organization chart (Voluntary Economic Planning), notes

File: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 3 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 3
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, correspondence, conference papers, statements, memorandum, resolutions

---

**File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 1 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Administrative Documents**

**Title:** Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Administrative Documents  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 71, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1973-1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains meeting notices, minutes, committee statement, correspondence, annual report, financial statement, member list, memorandum

---

**File: UA-26, Box 80, Folder 1 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Black Book**

**Title:** Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Black Book  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 80, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1968-1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains provincial grant information, newspaper clippings, statements, reports, meeting notes, financial information, operating guidelines

---

**File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 12 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Black Book - clippings**

**Title:** Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Black Book - clippings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 66, Folder 12  
**Date:** 1976-1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains newspaper clippings, articles, correspondence, news bulletins, notes
File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 6 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Executive Committee

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Executive Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting notes and agendas

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 5 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Meeting Notes and Minutes

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Meeting Notes and Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 5
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting notes and agendas, submission to the Law Amendments Committee

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 6 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Meeting Notes and Minutes

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Meeting Notes and Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 6
Date: 1973-1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting notes and minutes

File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 2 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - News Clippings

Title: Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - News Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 2
Date: 1973-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, magazine articles, correspondence, news bulletins

**File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 2 - Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Notes and Agendas**

*Title:* Joint Labour-Management Study Committee - Notes and Agendas

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 87, Folder 2

*Date:* 1967-1974 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*
Contains meeting notes and agendas

**File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 8 - Joint labour-Management Study Conference (11th/1972)**

*Title:* Joint labour-Management Study Conference (11th/1972)

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 109, Folder 8

*Date:* 1972 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*
Contains correspondence, transcripts


*Title:* Joint labour-Management Study Conference (12th/1976)

*Reference code:* UA-26, Box 109, Folder 10

*Date:* 1975-1976 (date of creation)

*Scope and content:*
Registrants, programme

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 3 - Joint labour-Management Study Conference (13th/1976)**
Title: Joint labour-Management Study Conference (13th/1976)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 3
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Registrants, correspondence, reports

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 9 - Joint labour-Management Study Conference (1st/1962)
Title: Joint labour-Management Study Conference (1st/1962)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 9
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Contains correspondence, news clippings, notes.

Title: Joint labour-Management Study Conference (8th/1969)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 1
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
- Contains correspondence, planning documents, news clippings, press releases, delegate addresses

Title: Joint labour-Management Study Conference (8th/1969)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 5
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, reports, addresses

---

**File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 6 - Joint Study (2nd) Second Stage**

**Title:** Joint Study (2nd) Second Stage  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 71, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1962-1963 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Contains meeting attendance records, newspaper clippings, recommendations, proposals, evaluation, notes, memorandum

---

**File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 5 - Joint Study Committee (1st) First Stage**

**Title:** Joint Study Committee (1st) First Stage  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 71, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1962 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Contains correspondence, committee list, conference papers, meeting notes, general notes, newspaper clippings

---

**File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 4 - Joint Study Committee (3rd) Third Stage**

**Title:** Joint Study Committee (3rd) Third Stage  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 71, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1964-1964 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**

Contains newspaper clippings, correspondence, memorandum, newsletter, notes, order slips, collective agreement

---

**File: UA-26, Box 71, Folder 3 - Joint Study Committee (3rd) Third Stage**

**Title:** Joint Study Committee (3rd) Third Stage  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 71, Folder 3
Date: 1963-1964 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains meeting notes, news articles, conference papers, correspondence, proposed amendments

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 1 - Joint-Labour Management Study Committee

Title: Joint-Labour Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains newspaper clippings, notes, conference reports, correspondence, recommendations, memorandum, meeting attendance sheets, meeting notes

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 3 - Joint-Labour Management Study Committee

Title: Joint-Labour Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 3
Date: 1964-1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Conference documents, correspondence, news bulletins, reports, notes

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 12 - Labour Agreements

Title: Labour Agreements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 12
Date: 1967, 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 5 - Labour and Management Contributions to the Labour Management Bureau

**Title:** Labour and Management Contributions to the Labour Management Bureau  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1969-1973 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
List of Donations and Overview document

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 19 - Labour and Management Membership Lists And Meeting Notes June 13 1979

**Title:** Labour and Management Membership Lists And Meeting Notes June 13 1979  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 48, Folder 19  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 7 - Labour Education

**Title:** Labour Education  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 84, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1956-1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Documents on labour Education in Nova Scotia --Atlantic Region Labour Education Centre (ARLEC) St Francis Xavier University, --Roosevelt University, Labour Education Div. (US) - Annual Reports (1960-1) , Teaching Resources ("Case Studies", etc.) --Proposal to the Labour Committee "Concerning Labour Education in the Maritime Provinces"

File: UA-26, Box 14, Folder 9 - Labour Institute For the Atlantic Provinces. Meetings, Events, Mailing lists

**Title:** Labour Institute For the Atlantic Provinces. Meetings, Events, Mailing lists  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 14, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1975-1977 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Mailing lists. Event Programs, registration forms, Evaluation questionnaire results. Receipt

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 5 - Labour Management Production Conference
Title: Labour Management Production Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 5
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Planning documents, agendas, delegate lists, etc

File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 10 - Labour Standards Code
Title: Labour Standards Code
Reference code: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Copy of the Bill and correspondence on proposed changes

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 11 - Labour-Management and the Current Crisis in the Atlantic Economy
Title: Labour-Management and the Current Crisis in the Atlantic Economy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 11
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Conference Report

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 15 - List of Labour Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters
Title: List of Labour Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 15
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 13 - List of Labour Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters

Title: List of Labour Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 14 - List of Management Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letter Receipts

Title: List of Management Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letter Receipts
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 14
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 16 - List of Management Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters

Title: List of Management Contributors and Amounts with Acknowledging letters
Reference code: UA-26, Box 48, Folder 16
Date: 1974-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 29 - Mailing labels

Title: Mailing labels
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 29
Date: 1975? (date of creation)
Scope and content:
4 groups of mailing labels. (Business addresses only)

File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 6 - Management Caucus

Title: Management Caucus
File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 5 - Meeting Minutes

Title: Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 5
Date: 1967-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes and one piece of correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 2 - Meeting Minutes

Title: Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 2
Date: 1969-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes and draft of report: Greater Income Through Higher Productivity

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 4 - Meeting Minutes

Title: Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 4
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 3 - Meeting Minutes

Title: Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 3  
Date: 1972-1973 (date of creation)  
Scope and content:  
Contains meeting minutes

---

**File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 1 - Meeting Minutes**

**Title:** Meeting Minutes  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 59, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1974-1981 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Numbered File: [9], contains meeting minutes, membership lists, and article from Labour Journal, Jan/Feb 1981

---

**File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 8 - Meeting Notes and Submission to the Industrial Inquiry Commission (1970)**

**Title:** Meeting Notes and Submission to the Industrial Inquiry Commission (1970)  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 84, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1963-1970 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Many sets of the notes are incomplete.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 6 - Meeting notes, Agendas, Supporting, Documents and Letters Attendance Record**

**Title:** Meeting notes, Agendas, Supporting, Documents and Letters Attendance Record  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 63, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1969-1970 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 10 - Meeting Notes, Notices and Agendas**

**Title:** Meeting Notes, Notices and Agendas
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 10  
Date: 1968 (date of creation) 

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 5 - Meetings**

**Title:** Meetings  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 115, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1978-1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Meeting notices and minutes (predominant); also registrations, reports incl. reports from subcommittees, draft legislation.

**File: UA-26, Box 115, Folder 10 - Membership**

**Title:** Membership  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 115, Folder 10  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Correspondence regarding changing membership

**File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 11 - Membership, Funding, Correspondence**

**Title:** Membership, Funding, Correspondence  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 11  
**Date:** 1969-1970 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 35, Folder 9 - Minutes Book**

**Title:** Minutes Book  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 35, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1976-1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Besides meetings minutes, also contains membership list (Sept. 1979)
File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 17 - Nova Scotia Arts Council

Title: Nova Scotia Arts Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 17
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Notice and attachment: "Extract from Minutes of the Organizational Meeting, January 11, 1958"

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 16 - Nova Scotia Federation of Labour

Title: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 16
Date: 1968-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains correspondence, reports

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 8 - Nova Scotia Federation of Labour 17th Annual Convention 1972

Title: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour 17th Annual Convention 1972
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 8
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   - Rules of Order
   - Education Committee Report
   - Political Education Committee Report
   - Officers' Reports
   - Resolutions Committee (no. 1-5)

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 18 - Nova Scotia Home and School

Title: Nova Scotia Home and School
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 18
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Notice "To Conveners of Art Committees 1856-7"

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 6 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour Management Study Committee
Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 6
Date: 1969-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Minutes & Agendas, Reports, Revenue and expense statement, proposed Bills & Amendments, Correspondence, Education Subcommittee, 1976 Conference

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 6 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 6
Date: 1963-1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letters offering and letters accepting or declining appointment to the NSJLMSC. Copies of clippings regarding Committee's activities.

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 13 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 13
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Membership correspondence, Meeting attendance record
File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 14 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee

Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 14
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 12 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee

Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 12
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Letters Round One n.8 1977 "Canada's Way Ahead, on Course or Headed for Disaster?" The Business Quarterly, Spring 1977.

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 8 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee Objectives and Recommendations

Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee Objectives and Recommendations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 8
Date: n.d. (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Documents discussing future direction and goals of the NSJLMSC Also includes "Automation and Worker Displacement: Dealing with the Problem in the Community" (report)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 13 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee. History

Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour- Management Study Committee. History
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 13
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 12 - Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Committee and the Labour-Management Bureau
Title: Nova Scotia Joint Labour-Management Committee and the Labour-Management Bureau
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains documents describing the committee

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 12 - Nova Scotia Labour Management Agreements" by Guy Hanson
Title: Nova Scotia Labour Management Agreements" by Guy Hanson
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 12
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia Labour-Management Agreements
Title: Nova Scotia Labour-Management Agreements
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 3
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report of same title prepared for IPA annual conference, by Guy Henson. (See also file 123-20)
File: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 13 - Options for Canada

Title: Options for Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 109, Folder 13
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a joint conference proposal from Carleton University

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 12 - Professional Employee Clause

Title: Professional Employee Clause
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 12
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Responses and Acknowledgements to a letter of inquiry sent by Dr. Brookbank to the Provincial Departments of Labour and the Canada Labour Relations Board regarding the administration of the professional employees clause of the Province's Trade Union Act

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 30 - Proposal for Establishment of a Support Unit for Research and Study

Title: Proposal for Establishment of a Support Unit for Research and Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 30
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 11 - Proposed Changes to the Trade Union Act

Title: Proposed Changes to the Trade Union Act
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 11
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Proposals and letter from Frank M. Covert Commenting
File: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 15 - Report to Nova Scotia Federation of Labour

Title: Report to Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
Reference code: UA-26, Box 4, Folder 15
Date: 1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 8 - Reports

Title: Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 8
Date: 1968-1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Reports for various committee projects

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 12 - Reports, Agenda, Clippings

Title: Reports, Agenda, Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 12
Date: 1970s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Undated content

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 15 - Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings

Title: Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 15
Date: 1960s-1970s (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 14 - Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings

Title: Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 14
Date: 1960s-1970s (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 1 - Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings

Title: Reports, Pamphlets, Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 1
Date: 1960s-1970s (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 14 - Research Documents

Title: Research Documents
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 14
Date: 1964-1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 1 - School of Social Work institution application

Title: School of Social Work institution application
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)


Title: Seminars on New Trends in Educational Experiment, May 22, 1969
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 16
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Director, R. Alex Sim
File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 18 - Six-point labour-management agreement and three related addresses
Title: Six-point labour-management agreement and three related addresses
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 18
Date: 1962 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Joint Labour-Management Study Conference

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 5 - Specific Objectives, 1969-70 "and "Programs
Title: Specific Objectives, 1969-70 "and "Programs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 5
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Guy Henson's plan for the year. Preliminary, third and "distribution" drafts included.
Accompanying cover letter for the Preliminary Draft to Dr. Brookbank

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 9 - Statement and Report on the Construction Industry
Title: Statement and Report on the Construction Industry
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 9
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Invitation to attend an Industrial Inquiry Commission into the Construction Industry in
Commentary and Explanatory Notes"

File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 1 - Strikes, Lockouts, Picketing"
Title: Strikes, Lockouts, Picketing"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 1
Date: 1959 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Audio Tape (1 Reel) of a Presentation given by Colin C. Young "Seminar Sponsored by the Halifax Construction Assoc., Nov. 26-8, 1959."

---

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 18 - Sub-Committee, Fishing Industry

Title: Sub-Committee, Fishing Industry
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 18
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

File's title "Fishing Industry Committee (Legislation)" Proposals, Briefs to the Law Amendments Committee (NB), Meeting Notes, Mailing Lists, Correspondence

---

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 2 - Subcommittee on Arbitration

Title: Subcommittee on Arbitration
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains meeting minutes, correspondence

---

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 1 - Subcommittee on Arbitration - Resources

Title: Subcommittee on Arbitration - Resources
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 1
Date: 1968-1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains committee reports, correspondence and arbitration literature

---

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 8 - Sub-Committee on Bargaining Unit Constituency
**Title:** Sub-Committee on Bargaining Unit Constituency

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 57, Folder 8

**Date:** 1974-1978 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 7 - Sub-Committee on Bargaining Unit Constituency**

**Title:** Sub-Committee on Bargaining Unit Constituency

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 7

**Date:** 1975 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Meeting Notes, Recommendations for interpretation of the Trade Union Act, Correspondence "The Certification Process : Managerial and Confidential Exclusions" Sept 1974 "Proposal for Reorganization" Roy Brookbank, August 1975

---

**File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 6 - Subcommittee on Bargaining-unit Constituency**

**Title:** Subcommittee on Bargaining-unit Constituency

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 54, Folder 6

**Date:** 1974-1976 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains meeting minutes, correspondence and pre-hearing vote tallies

---

**File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 10 - Subcommittee on Collective Bargaining in the Public Service**

**Title:** Subcommittee on Collective Bargaining in the Public Service

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 119, Folder 10

**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains meeting notes
File: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 10 - Sub-Committee on Collective Bargaining in the Public Service

Title: Sub-Committee on Collective Bargaining in the Public Service
Reference code: UA-26, Box 84, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Meeting Notes, Agendas, Notices, Members list, Supporting Documents

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 4 - Sub-Committee on Conduct During Strikes

Title: Sub-Committee on Conduct During Strikes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 4
Date: 1965-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Memos, Meeting Notes, And Notices

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 11 - Subcommittee on Full Employment Opportunities

Title: Subcommittee on Full Employment Opportunities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 11
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting notes

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 14 - Subcommittee on Full Employment Opportunities

Title: Subcommittee on Full Employment Opportunities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 14
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes and notes

---

**File: UA-26, Box 54, Folder 9 - Subcommittee on Grievance Procedure**

**Title:** Subcommittee on Grievance Procedure  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 54, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1978-1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Numbered File: [16], contains meeting minutes and Report of the Subcommittee on Grievance Procedure

---

**File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 9 - Subcommittee on Proposed Draft Legislation**

**Title:** Subcommittee on Proposed Draft Legislation  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 119, Folder 9  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains meeting minutes

---

**File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 15 - Sub-Committee on Proposed Draft Legislation**

**Title:** Sub-Committee on Proposed Draft Legislation  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 63, Folder 15  
**Date:** 1979 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Notice and Meeting Notes December 3 1979

---

**File: UA-26, Box 111, Folder 3 - Sub-Committee Reports and Sub- missions**

**Title:** Sub-Committee Reports and Sub- missions  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 111, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1973-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:


---

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 3 - Sub-Committee, Construction Industry
Title: Sub-Committee, Construction Industry
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 3
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

--Meeting Notes, Agendas, Notices, Roster, Correspondence. --"Miscellaneous Papers from Program "Expedited Arbitration - An Alternative" Industrial Relations Centre, McGill University, Oct 13, 1977. -- Operating Engineers' News & Views: The Diggers' Diges

---

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 6 - Sub-Committee, Legislative
Title: Sub-Committee, Legislative
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 6
Date: 1970 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Photocopy of Bill 167 (Ont) And explanatory notes

---

File: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 13 - Sub-Committee. Bargaining Rights for Fishermen
Title: Sub-Committee. Bargaining Rights for Fishermen
Reference code: UA-26, Box 63, Folder 13
Date: 1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Research Report (by Charles Mouton) and summary of Case law.

---

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 7 - Subcommittees - Agendas and Meeting Minutes
Title: Subcommittees - Agendas and Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 7
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains annotated Executive Committee agendas and meeting minutes, attendance lists, Arbitration Subcommittee progress report, booklets and handwritten draft for the Ontario Labour Relations Act

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 6 - Subcommittees - Agendas and Meeting Minutes
Title: Subcommittees - Agendas and Meeting Minutes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 6
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains agendas and meeting minutes for the Subcommittee on the Proposed Draft Legislation & Executive Committee, handwritten notes and memorandum, Report of the Chairman, membership and attendance lists, and several reports

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 9 - Submissions to the Law Amendments Committee of the House of Assembly, Province of Nova Scotia
Title: Submissions to the Law Amendments Committee of the House of Assembly, Province of Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 9
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
-Regarding Bill #10: The Trade Union Act -Construction Industry Labour Relations

Title: Summary of Recommendations And Observations Canadian Industrial Relations : The Report Of the Task Force on Labour Relations, Dec 31, 1968
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Confidential

File: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 15 - The Nature and Function of Unions in Canada
Title: The Nature and Function of Unions in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 119, Folder 15
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 7 - Thorbjorn Carlsson Letters and Background to his 1961 visit
Title: Thorbjorn Carlsson Letters and Background to his 1961 visit
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 7
Date: 1962, 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Swedish trade-unionist. --3 letters from Guy Henson --Summary of Carlsson's Statement of April 1961

File: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 9 - Three-day training course for stewards and foremen
Title: Three-day training course for stewards and foremen
Reference code: UA-26, Box 75, Folder 9
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Proposal, budget, questionnaires, evaluation and supplies for course
Subseries: Nova Scotia Municipal Bureau

Title: Nova Scotia Municipal Bureau
Date: 1944-1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 1 - Appraisal: Tourism and Recreation in Madawaska County, Drummond Parish and Grand Falls

Title: Appraisal: Tourism and Recreation in Madawaska County, Drummond Parish and Grand Falls
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 1
Date: 1967 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 4 - Canadian Municipal Administrator

Title: Canadian Municipal Administrator
Reference code: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 4
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains part I and part II of the Canadian Municipal Administrator Report by Lawrence Sandford, pamphlets, one piece of correspondence and report on Background to Policy for the Education and Training of Municipal and Regional Administrators

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 5 - Correspondence

Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 5
Date: 1951-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, the constitution of the Nova Scotia Municipal Bureau, meeting agendas and minutes

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 5 - Correspondence
Title: Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondents include the Deputy Minister of the Department of Labour, Winnipeg.

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 3 - Finances
Title: Finances
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 3
Date: 1944-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains financial records, newspaper clipping on the opening ceremony for the Municipal Bureau and correspondence.

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 7 - General
Title: General
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 7
Date: 1948-1953 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, a paper titled Municipal Government Revisited by Donald C. Rowat, report on the reorganization of Provincial-Municipal relations in Nova Scotia, two Municipal Affairs monthly bulletins, and a course program.

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 1 - N.S. Municipal Bureau Meeting
Title: N.S. Municipal Bureau Meeting
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 1
Date: 1947-1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 6 - Notes

Title: Notes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 6
Date: 1970-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains background notes on changes to the Trade Union Act, and a construction industry report.

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 6 - Provincial-Municipal Report - Correspondence

Title: Provincial-Municipal Report - Correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 6
Date: 1948-1954 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains requests for copies the Provincial-Municipal Report, handwritten notes, memorandums, and financial statements.

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 16 - Reports

Title: Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 16
Date: 1970-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports on collective bargaining, and IPA activities.

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 4 - Requests for Publications

Title: Requests for Publications
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 4
Date: 1948-1954 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains correspondence

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 11 - The Nova Scotia Labour Management Agreements**

**Title:** The Nova Scotia Labour Management Agreements  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 11  
**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Article by Guy Henson, published in vol. 24, issue 1 of Industrial Relations.

---

**Subseries: Part-time studies and extension**

**Title:** Part-time studies and extension  
**Date:** 1943-1993 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 1 - Atlantic Provinces Association for Continuing Education (APACUE)**

**Title:** Atlantic Provinces Association for Continuing Education (APACUE)  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 114, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1989-1990 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains correspondence, list of APACUE executive members 1990-1991, correspondence discussing mature student award, letter to MT&T, minutes of meetings, Spring forum poster, report and notes from fall 1989 meeting, meeting agendas.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 13 - Canadian University Distance Education Directory 1993**

**Title:** Canadian University Distance Education Directory 1993
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 13
Date: 1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains replacement copies for the directory.

File: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 2 - Fish Habitat Restoration Program - Distance education
Title: Fish Habitat Restoration Program - Distance education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 2
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
File copy of contract with Nova Scotia Salmon Association (original but unsigned by Henson College), Conference invitation from the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Conference agenda, agenda and minutes of meeting by the program's steering committee, executive summary of a Proposal to Establish an Offender Based Fish Habitat Improvement Project.

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 1 - Metro Council on Continuing Education: Minutes of Committee Operations Storefront
Title: Metro Council on Continuing Education: Minutes of Committee Operations Storefront
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 12 - Moreau, Bernice- PhD Studies
Title: Moreau, Bernice- PhD Studies
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 12
Date: 1982-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence and progress notes.

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 6 - Nova Scotia Legislative Academy

**Title:** Nova Scotia Legislative Academy

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 62, Folder 6

**Date:** 1988-1990 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Correspondence re Legislative Academy for Nova Scotia MLAs, notes, notice of meeting, agenda, correspondence about sources of funding, undated speech notes, biographies and resumes for speakers, undated glossy brochure from Dalhousie on Opportunities for part-time study at HENSON COLLEGE, The Cohn Dalhousie Arts Centre January-May 1989, Invitation to the Dalplex and guest pass for MLAs, Program for Nova Scotia Legislative Academy (1989), information for MLAs written up by the library, the bookstore, NOVANET brochure, follow up correspondence following the session, Cities Halifax-Dartmouth magazine, Dalhousie Alumni Magazine, Dalhousie newsletter, The University Club brochure

---

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 13 - Personnel Training Course

**Title:** Personnel Training Course

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 31, Folder 13

**Date:** 1943-1948 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Correspondence, statement on courses held in 1947 and 1948, registration list, financial correspondence.

---

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 1 - Raymond, Jocelyn - PhD written exam questions

**Title:** Raymond, Jocelyn - PhD written exam questions

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 55, Folder 1

**Date:** 1980, 1991 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains thesis examination, questions,

**Restrictions on access:**
File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 13 - Raymond, Jocelyn- PhD

Title: Raymond, Jocelyn- PhD
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 13
Date: 1977-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences, research grants, reading list, and applications.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 14 - Ricker, Eric

Title: Ricker, Eric
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 14
Date: 1979-1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences, examination, CV, and memorandums,

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 11 - Shears, Arthur

Title: Shears, Arthur
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 11
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains thesis, correspondences, and evaluation.

Restrictions on access:
File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 2 - Solverson, Howard- MA Thesis

Title: Solverson, Howard- MA Thesis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 2
Date: 1981-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains thesis proposal and correspondences.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 2 - The Collective Occupational Transitions Project, McRae and Wien

Title: The Collective Occupational Transitions Project, McRae and Wien
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 2
Date: 197-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 3 - The Occupational Transitions Project

Title: The Occupational Transitions Project
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Summary of Project

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 4 - Tilley, Alec - MA Thesis

Title: Tilley, Alec - MA Thesis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 4
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains supervisor reports, correspondence, and thesis proposal.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 5 - Tremblay, M.S.E

Title: Tremblay, M.S.E
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences and examination.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 15 - Underwood, Lisa- M.A. Thesis

Title: Underwood, Lisa- M.A. Thesis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 15
Date: 1980-1984 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences, reference statement, bibliography, questionnaire, and thesis proposal.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 3 - Vaisson, Kaireen- MA Thesis

Title: Vaisson, Kaireen- MA Thesis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 3
Date: 1979-1980 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains thesis proposal drafts and correspondences.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

---

**File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 6 - Way-Clark, Roberta- PhD**

**Title:** Way-Clark, Roberta- PhD  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 55, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1986-1987 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains correspondences.

Restrictions on access:  
Closed

---

**Subseries: Post-secondary education studies**

**Title:** Post-secondary education studies  
**Date:** 1942-1996 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 13 - 5030 - Teachers and their Organizations**

**Title:** 5030 - Teachers and their Organizations  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 104, Folder 13  
**Date:** 1974-1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 14 - A Comparison of Continuing Education Units Within Selected Maritime Universities**

**Title:** A Comparison of Continuing Education Units Within Selected Maritime Universities  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 13, Folder 14  
**Date:** 1978 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 17 - A Proposal For an Interdisciplinary Graduate-Level Program in Regional Science

Title: A Proposal For an Interdisciplinary Graduate-Level Program in Regional Science
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 17
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 12 - A Report on Provincial Support of Adult Education in Nova Scotia

Title: A Report on Provincial Support of Adult Education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 12
Date: 1946 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 8 - A Scottish View of National Education, Teacher Education and Status and Role of Teachers

Title: A Scottish View of National Education, Teacher Education and Status and Role of Teachers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 8
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 10 - Adult and Continuing Education in Nova Scotia; The Role of the University

Title: Adult and Continuing Education in Nova Scotia; The Role of the University
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 10
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 7 - Adult Education - Women

Title: Adult Education - Women
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 30 - Adult Education and the Law

Title: Adult Education and the Law
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 30
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 13 - Adult Education in Nova Scotia

Title: Adult Education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 13
Date: 1954 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 20 - Adult Education Studies in Canada

Title: Adult Education Studies in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 20
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 13 - Advanced Management Centre Long-range Planning

Title: Advanced Management Centre Long-range Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 13
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, draft strategic plan, meetings notices and agenda

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 4 - Article - "Then News Media and the Metro Toronto Teachers' Strike"

Title: Article - "Then News Media and the Metro Toronto Teachers' Strike"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 4
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 6 - Article - Anderson, Joan - "Teacher Militancy: An Appraisal"

Title: Article - Anderson, Joan - "Teacher Militancy: An Appraisal"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 6
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 2 - Article - Deaton, R. - "The Fiscal Crisis of the State"

Title: Article - Deaton, R. - "The Fiscal Crisis of the State"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 2
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 10 - Article - Drabek, Jan - "Processive Education"

Title: Article - Drabek, Jan - "Processive Education"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 10
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 9 - Article - Hennessy, P.H. - "Collective bargaining and the professionalization of Ontario teachers"

Title: Article - Hennessy, P.H. - "Collective bargaining and the professionalization of Ontario teachers"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 9
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 3 - Article - Hoyle, E. - "Professionality, Professionalism and Control in Teaching"

Title: Article - Hoyle, E. - "Professionality, Professionalism and Control in Teaching"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 4 - Article - Michael, I, et al - "Teaching as a Profession? The Other Side of it"

Title: Article - Michael, I, et al - "Teaching as a Profession? The Other Side of it"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 5 - Article - Myers, D. - "The teaching 'profession'? A Demystification - "Teachers and Politics"

Title: Article - Myers, D. - "The teaching 'profession'? A Demystification - "Teachers and Politics"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 5
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 8 - Article - Prentice, Alison - "The Feminization of Teaching"

Title: Article - Prentice, Alison - "The Feminization of Teaching"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 7 - Article - Tipton, Beryl - "The Teachers' Union"

Title: Article - Tipton, Beryl - "The Teachers' Union"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 7
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 2 - Articles on the Role and Function and Financing of Universities

Title: Articles on the Role and Function and Financing of Universities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 2
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 17 - Barrow, B. & Meacham, D. - Instructional Design & Academic Planning

Title: Barrow, B. & Meacham, D. - Instructional Design & Academic Planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 17
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 26 - Basic Readings in Adult Education

Title: Basic Readings in Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 26
Date: 1979-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 22 - Bates, Tony - Learning from Audio-Visual Media Institutional Research Review

Title: Bates, Tony - Learning from Audio-Visual Media Institutional Research Review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 22
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 11 - Brief - Halifax-Dartmouth Metro Council - Continuing Education

Title: Brief - Halifax-Dartmouth Metro Council - Continuing Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 11
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 2 - Brief to committee on Public Education Finance

Title: Brief to committee on Public Education Finance
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 2
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 24 - Brown, Dr. Wilfred - Resources for Public Education: Are We Pulling Up the Ladder on the Rising Generation?

**Title:** Brown, Dr. Wilfred - Resources for Public Education: Are We Pulling Up the Ladder on the Rising Generation?

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 19, Folder 24

**Date:** 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 6 - Canadian Association of University Continuing Education (CAUCE) - Canadian Journal of University Continuing Education

**Title:** Canadian Association of University Continuing Education (CAUCE) - Canadian Journal of University Continuing Education

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 6

**Date:** 1982-1991 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**


File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 7 - Canadian Association of University Continuing Education (CAUCE) - University-Industry Cooperation in Continuing Education

**Title:** Canadian Association of University Continuing Education (CAUCE) - University-Industry Cooperation in Continuing Education

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 7

**Date:** 1987-1989, 1991 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Correspondence Douglas Myers, Program from University-Industrial Cooperation in Continuing Education from 1988, participants mailing lists with names addresses, phone numbers, CAUCE Committee for University-Industrial Cooperation in Continuing Education Issues for Discussion Fall 1988, Learning from Each Other: University-Industry Collaboration in the Continuing Education of Scientists and Engineers: Proceedings of a workshop
File: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 7 - Canadian Summer Institute in Adult/Continuing Education: A Proposal

Title: Canadian Summer Institute in Adult/Continuing Education: A Proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 7
Date: 1982-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 1 - Case Studies in Continuing Education

Title: Case Studies in Continuing Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 1
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 25 - Cassidy, Dr. Frank - The Public in Public Policy Formation

Title: Cassidy, Dr. Frank - The Public in Public Policy Formation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 25
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 8 - Class 5030

Title: Class 5030
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 8
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 11 - Continuing and Adult Education

Title: Continuing and Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 11
Date: 1981-1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 4 - Continuing Education/Extension in the Maritimes
Title: Continuing Education/Extension in the Maritimes
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 4
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 34 - Course in Industrial Relations

Title: Course in Industrial Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 34
Date: [1959?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Syllabus and notes on industrial relations

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 11 - Course in Personnel Administration

Title: Course in Personnel Administration
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 11
Date: 1942 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains transcripts of lectures

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 18 - Crawford, Gail - An Instructional Developer Looks at Educational Technology

Title: Crawford, Gail - An Instructional Developer Looks at Educational Technology
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 18
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 11 - Dalhousie Enrolment Patterns Study Proposal - Research and Development

Title: Dalhousie Enrolment Patterns Study Proposal - Research and Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 11
Date: 1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, Proposal for a study of changing enrolment patterns at Dalhousie

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 21 - Daniel, John S. - Independence and Interaction in Distance Education: New Technologies for Home Study

Title: Daniel, John S. - Independence and Interaction in Distance Education: New Technologies for Home Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 21
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 5 - Deans' Forum on Undergraduate Education

Title: Deans' Forum on Undergraduate Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 5
Date: 1989-1990 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, conference announcement for the 1990 Canadian-American International Conference on the First Year Experience, Seven Principles for Good Practice in Undergraduate Education, photocopies of newspaper clippings, text of a panel discussion address, planning meeting agendas, discussion notes, poster advertising the three fall forums.

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 7 - Declining Enrolments

Title: Declining Enrolments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 7
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 32 - Discussion Paper: Continuing Professional Education in the Faculties of Dentistry, Health Professions and Medicine

Title: Discussion Paper: Continuing Professional Education in the Faculties of Dentistry, Health Professions and Medicine
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 32
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 3 - Distance Education AAU Committee

Title: Distance Education AAU Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 3
Date: 1992-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a newsletter, correspondence, Atlantic Region DE bulletin, and a course calendar.

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 1 - Distance Education Dalhousie/Henson 1991-93

Title: Distance Education Dalhousie/Henson 1991-93
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 1
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences, pamphlets, draft of background,

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 2 - Distance Education Network Nova Scotia 1991-1993

Title: Distance Education Network Nova Scotia 1991-1993
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 2
Date: 1991-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains press release, correspondences, handwritten notes, meeting agenda, memorandums, proposal, newsletter, and guidelines.

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 3 - Economy/Regional Development Clippings

Title: Economy/Regional Development Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 3
Date: 1983 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 12 - Education 5970 - Students and Marks

Title: Education 5970 - Students and Marks
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 12
Date: 1981-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 29 - Education Clipping

Title: Education Clipping
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 29
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 4 - Education Clippings

Title: Education Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 4
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 6 - Education Clippings

Title: Education Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 5 - Education for Employment in year 2000

Title: Education for Employment in year 2000
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 5
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 17 - EIC correspondence

Title: EIC correspondence
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 17
Date: 1968-1969 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 31 - Estimates and Projections of Enrolment in Post-Secondary Institutions in Nova Scotia and Canada

Title: Estimates and Projections of Enrolment in Post-Secondary Institutions in Nova Scotia and Canada

Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 31

Date: [198-?] (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 6 - Experiential Learning - Office of Teaching and Learning

Title: Experiential Learning - Office of Teaching and Learning

Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 6

Date: 1981 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 19 - Fales, Ann W., Burge, Eliz. J. - Self-Direction by Design: Self-Directed Learning in Distance Course Design

Title: Fales, Ann W., Burge, Eliz. J. - Self-Direction by Design: Self-Directed Learning in Distance Course Design

Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 19

Date: 1984 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 6 - Financial Assistance to Canadian Universities

Title: Financial Assistance to Canadian Universities

Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 6

Date: 1967 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 9 - Fund Tidal Power Proposal - Public Awareness/Science and Technology

Title: Fund Tidal Power Proposal - Public Awareness/Science and Technology
File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 14 - Gaelic Sounds Manual used in the Self-Instructional Language Programme

Title: Gaelic Sounds Manual used in the Self-Instructional Language Programme
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 14
Date: (c. 1980) (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 15 - Galt, George - Unscrambling the Future - Saturday Night

Title: Galt, George - Unscrambling the Future - Saturday Night
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 15
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 1 - Globe & Mail - series on Tech Change, Employment, Social Policy and Training

Title: Globe & Mail - series on Tech Change, Employment, Social Policy and Training
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 1
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 23 - Haughey, Margaret Ph.D. - Teaching and Learning via Interactive Satellite

Title: Haughey, Margaret Ph.D. - Teaching and Learning via Interactive Satellite
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 23
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 4 - Higher Education in Nova Scotia

Title: Higher Education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 4
File: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 5 - Higher Education in Nova Scotia

Title: Higher Education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 82, Folder 5
Date: 1964 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 5 - How the Contract was Won - Teachers Strike

Title: How the Contract was Won - Teachers Strike
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Slides

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 7 - Individual Differences and Learning from Text

Title: Individual Differences and Learning from Text
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 7
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 4 - Individuality in Learning

Title: Individuality in Learning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 27 - Interviews - Approach and Technique

Title: Interviews - Approach and Technique
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 27
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 11 - Issues in Collective Bargaining Conference - Toronto

Title: Issues in Collective Bargaining Conference - Toronto
Reference code: UA-26, Box 104, Folder 11
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 21 - Labour Studies and Education

Title: Labour Studies and Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 105, Folder 21
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports, correspondence, member list, notes, memo, conference report (Labour Education Conference), meeting notices, agendas, grant information, workshop information

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 28 - Learning a Living in Canada - Report to Min. of Employment and Immigration in Canada

Title: Learning a Living in Canada - Report to Min. of Employment and Immigration in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 28
Date: 1984-1985 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 10 - Learning Opportunities for Adults - A Study of Adult and Continuing Education in Nova Scotia

Title: Learning Opportunities for Adults - A Study of Adult and Continuing Education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 13 - List of study materials for Self-Instructional Language Programme

Title: List of study materials for Self-Instructional Language Programme
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 13
Date: (c. 1980) (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 10 - Literacy Issue
Title: Literacy Issue
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 10
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 5 - Maritime Universities Council
Title: Maritime Universities Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 5
Date: 1947-1949 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, correspondence with Desmond Pacey of UNB, correspondence with Dean Tucker of Mount Allison, Reports on 1948 Meeting, Canadian Social Sciences Research Council Committee on Problems of Graduate Work in Relation to Smaller Institutions Report on Conferences at Quebec and Sackville 1947.

File: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 14 - Martell, G. - Lectures on the Fiscal Squeeze, etc.
Title: Martell, G. - Lectures on the Fiscal Squeeze, etc.
Reference code: UA-26, Box 100, Folder 14
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 6 - Martell, George - Biblio on Pol Econ of Canadian Education
Title: Martell, George - Biblio on Pol Econ of Canadian Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 6
Date: 1984 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 5 - Minutes of Faculty of Arts and Science meeting regarding the administration of TYP

Title: Minutes of Faculty of Arts and Science meeting regarding the administration of TYP
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 5
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 2 - National Forum on Post Secondary Education

Title: National Forum on Post Secondary Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 2
Date: 1987, 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, photocopies of newspaper clippings, newsletter from Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada, Canadian Association of University Teachers bulletin, list of invitees to the Nova Scotia mini-forum

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 4 - Notes on the value of the Transition Year Program

Title: Notes on the value of the Transition Year Program
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 4
Date: 1970-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia Library Association

Title: Nova Scotia Library Association
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 10 - Nova Scotia Mini-Forum on Post-Secondary Education

Title: Nova Scotia Mini-Forum on Post-Secondary Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 10
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence from Wayne A. MacKay, forum program, proposal for colloquium, list of participants attending the national forum on Post-Secondary Education

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 4 - NS Deans/Directors CONSUP/Consortium
Title: NS Deans/Directors CONSUP/Consortium
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 4
Date: 1990-1993 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains presentation notes, meeting agenda, correspondences, response paper, and photographs.

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 12 - Part time and Evening Data Study
Title: Part time and Evening Data Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 12
Date: 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, three-year projection of academic programs offered by Dalhousie (new programs, programs to be terminated), enrolment projections, targeted part-time enrolments

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 2 - Participation of Adults in Education: Old and New Barriers
Title: Participation of Adults in Education: Old and New Barriers
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 2
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 13 - Policy Framework: Adult Part-Time University education in Nova Scotia
Title: Policy Framework: Adult Part-Time University education in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 13
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 1 - Political Views
Title: Political Views
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 1
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 33 - Post-Secondary Education
Title: Post-Secondary Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 33
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 15 - Prince Edward Island - Adult Education
Title: Prince Edward Island - Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 15
Date: [198-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 10 - Professionalism and Teachers - A Help or a Hindrance
Title: Professionalism and Teachers - A Help or a Hindrance
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 10
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 21 - Proposal: program Development Fund, Continuing Education Research Support Services
Title: Proposal: program Development Fund, Continuing Education Research Support Services
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 21
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

W. Stephen Macdonald, Research Coordinator

---

**File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 10 - Public Administration - Teaching**

**Title:** Public Administration - Teaching

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 72, Folder 10

**Date:** [ca. 1960s?] (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
- Contains course description, memorandum regarding the degrees awarded by the Institute of Public Affairs

---

**File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 9 - Quebec Protestant Teachers - P.A.P.T./M.T.A. etc.**

**Title:** Quebec Protestant Teachers - P.A.P.T./M.T.A. etc.

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 92, Folder 9

**Date:** 1977 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 8 - Ray, Douglas - "The Preconditions of Professional Autonomy"**

**Title:** Ray, Douglas - "The Preconditions of Professional Autonomy"

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 92, Folder 8

**Date:** 1977-1978 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 11 - Reading 79-80**

**Title:** Reading 79-80

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 92, Folder 11

**Date:** 1979-1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 11 - Report of survey of student attitudes towards teaching as a career

Title: Report of survey of student attitudes towards teaching as a career
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 11
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   By Marjorie M. Cann.

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 10 - Research Functions of Maritime Universities

Title: Research Functions of Maritime Universities
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 10
Date: [ca. 1940s?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains paper titled: The Research Functions of Maritime Universities

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 2 - Research Papers on Adult Education

Title: Research Papers on Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 2
Date: 1978-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 3 - Research Papers on Adult Education

Title: Research Papers on Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 3
Date: 1983-1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 8 - Re-shaping Training

Title: Re-shaping Training
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 8

Title: Response to Royal Commission Report on Post Secondary Education in Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 9

Date: 1986 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Preliminary observations by Stephen Frick, handwritten notes, excerpt of report, forum agenda, correspondence, copy of recommendations from the report

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 8 - Responses to the Royal Commission of Inquiry on Post-Secondary Education in Nova Scotia

Title: Responses to the Royal Commission of Inquiry on Post-Secondary Education in Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 8

Date: 1983, 1986 (date of creation)

Scope and content:


File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 6 - School Assessors/ Assessment in Nova Scotia

Title: School Assessors/ Assessment in Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 6

Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 36 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "The Sounds of French" and "Self-Instructional Polish"
Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "The Sounds of French" and "Self-Instructional Polish"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 36

Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 7 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900"

Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 87, Folder 7

Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 37 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 3"

Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 3"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 37

Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 8 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 4"

Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 4"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 59, Folder 8

Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 16 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 5"

Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 5"

Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 16

Date: 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 16 - Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 6"

Title: Self-Instructional Language Programme Materials - "English 900: Book 6"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 16
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 10 - School Assessors/ Assessment in Nova Scotia

Title: School Assessors/ Assessment in Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 10
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 1 - Science Council Review for Policy Options

Title: Science Council Review for Policy Options
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 1
Date: 1983-1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 3 - Scottish Institute of Adult Education

Title: Scottish Institute of Adult Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 3
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 3 - Scottish Teachers, the E.I.S. and National Education Reform : 1847 - 1872

Title: Scottish Teachers, the E.I.S. and National Education Reform : 1847 - 1872
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 3
Date: [19-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 8 - Selected Policy Issues in Continuing Education
Title: Selected Policy Issues in Continuing Education
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 8
Date: 1985-1986 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 1 - Social and Educational Reform in Nineteenth Century Britain - Flinn, Roberts, etc

Title: Social and Educational Reform in Nineteenth Century Britain - Flinn, Roberts, etc
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 1
Date: [19-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 2 - Social Change and Government Intervention - Education in Britain - 1800 - 1850 - Kay-Shuttleworth

Title: Social Change and Government Intervention - Education in Britain - 1800 - 1850 - Kay-Shuttleworth
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 2
Date: [19-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 8 - Social Economic Analysis

Title: Social Economic Analysis
Reference code: UA-26, Box 74, Folder 8
Date: 1946 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains course outline for one semester, prepared by Russell Bowers and intended for the instructor

File: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 18 - Statistics Canada - Education in Canada - Canada update from the 1981 Census

Title: Statistics Canada - Education in Canada - Canada update from the 1981 Census
Reference code: UA-26, Box 13, Folder 18
Date: 1981 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 1 - Study Habits Research

Title: Study Habits Research
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 1
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 6 - Teachers in England - The N.U.T. etc

Title: Teachers in England - The N.U.T. etc
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 6
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 14 - Teachers in Nineteenth Century Canada

Title: Teachers in Nineteenth Century Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 99, Folder 14
Date: [197-?] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 7 - Teachers Strike

Title: Teachers Strike
Reference code: UA-26, Box 94, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Slides

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 5 - Technology Clippings

Title: Technology Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 5
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 16 - The Education of the Adults in Canada
Date: [19-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 9 - The Training of University Adult Educators: A Survey of Issues and Concerns
Title: The Training of University Adult Educators: A Survey of Issues and Concerns
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 9
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 18 - UCP Counselling Program
Title: UCP Counselling Program
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 18
Date: 1995-1996 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a call for proposals, pamphlets, flyer, and newspaper.

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 8 - UNESCO Working Group on Lifelong Education - Ottawa meetings
Title: UNESCO Working Group on Lifelong Education - Ottawa meetings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 8
Date: 1980-1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 9 - University News Article
Title: University News Article
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 9
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 9 - Week-End Labour Institute
Title: Week-End Labour Institute
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 9
Date: 1957-1962 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains summary evaluations, course listings and outlines, pamphlets, programs, newspaper clippings, speeches, report, and correspondence

---

File: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 3 - Why Students Don't Learn - Institutional Research Review

Title: Why Students Don't Learn - Institutional Research Review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 19, Folder 3
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 7 - Writing Commitments

Title: Writing Commitments
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 7
Date: 1983 (date of creation)

---

Subseries: Quality of life projects

Title: Quality of life projects
Date: [193-?] - 1985 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 10 - Local Government and Housing

Title: Local Government and Housing
Reference code: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 10
Date: 1941-1949 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Numbered file: LGH II. Clippings, correspondence, memos, minutes.

---

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 5 - A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel
Title: A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 5
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 15 - A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel (notes and revisions)

Title: A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel (notes and revisions)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 15
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 2 - A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel (revised)

Title: A Decade Later: Stability and Change in the Pattern of Time Use in the Halifax Panel (revised)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 2
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 1 - Household Budget Survey

Title: Household Budget Survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 1
Date: 1947-1952 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains financial records and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 5 - Household expenditure survey

Title: Household expenditure survey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 5
Date: 1940-1948 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence re: Household expenditure survey and its publication

**File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 4 - Household expenditure survey (Family budget survey)**

**Title:** Household expenditure survey (Family budget survey)

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 31, Folder 4

**Date:** 1948-1953 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Correspondence re: Household expenditure survey and its publication

**File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 13 - Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Developments**

**Title:** Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Developments

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 41, Folder 13

**Date:** 1984 (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 8 - Local Government and Housing**

**Title:** Local Government and Housing

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 30, Folder 8

**Date:** 1946-1949 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Numbered file: LGH 1-1 Vol I. Correspondence, memorandum on the study on housing and local government, proposal, clippings.

**File: UA-26, Box 30, Folder 9 - Local Government and Housing**

**Title:** Local Government and Housing

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 30, Folder 9

**Date:** 1949-1951 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**
Numbered file: LGH 1-1 Vol II. The Study on Local Government and Housing Terms of Reference, correspondence.

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 9 - National Youth Innovation Project Design and Methodology Considerations
- Title: National Youth Innovation Project Design and Methodology Considerations
- Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 9
- Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 5 - Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
- Title: Nova Scotia Federation of Labour
- Reference code: UA-26, Box 88, Folder 5
- Date: 1949 (date of creation)
- Scope and content:
  Contains report on social security and social aid, report on the condition of the Nova Scotia wage earner, and memorandum of proposed legislation presented to the premier and members of the Nova Scotia government

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 17 - Panel Study of Time Use
- Title: Panel Study of Time Use
- Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 17
- Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 8 - Project Status Report: Income Security Project
- Title: Project Status Report: Income Security Project
- Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 8
- Date: 1977 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 22 - Proposal for Multinational Cooperation in the Time Budget Research by Andrew Harvey

Title: Proposal for Multinational Cooperation in the Time Budget Research by Andrew Harvey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 22
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 10 - Proposal for Preparation and Justification of Time Budget Study Design

Title: Proposal for Preparation and Justification of Time Budget Study Design
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 10
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 10 - Proposal for Studies of Future Retail Space and Employment and Future Office Use Development

Title: Proposal for Studies of Future Retail Space and Employment and Future Office Use Development
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 10
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 23 - Proposal: Life Histories, Panels and Longitudinal Social Statistics by Andrew Harvey

Title: Proposal: Life Histories, Panels and Longitudinal Social Statistics by Andrew Harvey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 23
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 12 - Proposal: Measuring Career Adaptation

Title: Proposal: Measuring Career Adaptation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 12
Date: 1982 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 18 - Proposal: Patterns of Youth Attitudes and Participation in Selected European Countries

Title: Proposal: Patterns of Youth Attitudes and Participation in Selected European Countries
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 18
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 18 - Proposal: Programs and Projects for International Year of Youth - 1985 by K. Scott Wood

Title: Proposal: Programs and Projects for International Year of Youth - 1985 by K. Scott Wood
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 18
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 24 - Quality of Working Life

Title: Quality of Working Life
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 24
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 2 - Relief in New Brunswick

Title: Relief in New Brunswick
Reference code: UA-26, Box 72, Folder 2
Date: [ca. 1930s?] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains draft of report and relief documentation table

File: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 5 - Rockefeller Foundation

Title: Rockefeller Foundation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 95, Folder 5
Date: 1950-1951 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence and proposal for research titled: Industrial Unrest in the Coal and Steel Industries of Nova Scotia

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 9 - Suggestions for Additional Projects Related to the 1975 Leisure Date

Title: Suggestions for Additional Projects Related to the 1975 Leisure Date
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 9
Date: [197-] (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 7 - The Homemaker's Club of Ecum Secum: An Evaluation Research Proposal

Title: The Homemaker's Club of Ecum Secum: An Evaluation Research Proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 12 - War Research Financial information

Title: War Research Financial information
Reference code: UA-26, Box 31, Folder 12
Date: 1940-1943 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
War research financial statements

Subseries: Thailand Trade Mission

Title: Thailand Trade Mission
Date: 1988-1994 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 2 - Thai Trade Mission Project

Title: Thai Trade Mission Project
Reference code: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 2
**File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 3 - Thailand Trade Mission**

**Title:** Thailand Trade Mission  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 27, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1992-1994 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains fact booklet, pamphlets, memorandums, business guides, letter of intent, newsletter, and guidelines.

**File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 1 - Thailand Trade mission 1994**

**Title:** Thailand Trade mission 1994  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 27, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1993-1994 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains drafts of letters, memos, handwritten notes, newspaper clippings, and

**Subseries: Town Lake Road Study**

**Title:** Town Lake Road Study  
**Date:** [196-]-[196-] (date of creation)

**File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 11 - A Cross-National Attitude Study of Negro Schoolchildren**

**Title:** A Cross-National Attitude Study of Negro Schoolchildren  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 83, Folder 11  
**Date:** 1960s (date of creation)
Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 18 - Administrative Documents

Title: Administrative Documents
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 18
Date: 1964 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains proposals for study, correspondence, report outlines, surveys, grant applications

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 14 - Agency Reports

Title: Agency Reports
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 14
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports on residents filled out by various community organizations and institutions

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 15 - Community Surveys

Title: Community Surveys
Reference code: UA-26, Box 79, Folder 15
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains surveys completed by each family in study area
File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 14 - Correspondence on Lake Road Residents

Title: Correspondence on Lake Road Residents
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 14
Date: 1960s (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 10 - Correspondence on Report

Title: Correspondence on Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 103, Folder 10
Date: 1966-1968 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains letters and proposed study documents

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 12 - Correspondence on Social Mobility

Title: Correspondence on Social Mobility
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 12
Date: 1960s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains study proposal, income comparison tables, correspondence

Restrictions on access:
Closed
File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 10 - Interprovincial Cooperation in Perspective

Title: Interprovincial Cooperation in Perspective
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 10
Date: ca. 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains single report

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 13 - Lake Road Study (draft)

Title: Lake Road Study (draft)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 13
Date: 1960s (date of creation)

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 15 - Lake Road Surveys

Title: Lake Road Surveys
Reference code: UA-26, Box 83, Folder 15
Date: 1960s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains drafts of surveys, pretests, some answered surveys

Restrictions on access:
Closed

File: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 1 - Research Materials

Title: Research Materials
Reference code: UA-26, Box 126, Folder 1
Date: 1966-1967 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains notebooks, letters, preliminary report

Restrictions on access:
Closed

Subseries: Urban and rural development
Title: Urban and rural development
Date: 1947-1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 4 - A Proposal for Interdisciplinary Graduate-Level Program in Regional Science
Title: A Proposal for Interdisciplinary Graduate-Level Program in Regional Science
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 4
Date: 1980-1981 (date of creation)

Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 15
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 10 - A Proposal to Examine the Socio-Economic Elements of a Land Parcel Based Regional Information System
Title: A Proposal to Examine the Socio-Economic Elements of a Land Parcel Based Regional Information System
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 10

Title: A redevelopment study of Halifax, Nova Scotia, 1957. Supplementary volume
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 12
Date: 1957 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Written by Stephenson "under auspices of the Institute of Public Affairs." Contains pamphlets from The Citizen's Conference on the Stephenson Report.

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 5 - A Socio-Economic History and Structure of South-West Nova Scotia

Title: A Socio-Economic History and Structure of South-West Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 5 - An Analysis of Growth: 1965-1974

Title: An Analysis of Growth: 1965-1974
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 5
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 13 - An Approach to the Identification of Intra-Regional Trade in the Atlantic Provinces

Title: An Approach to the Identification of Intra-Regional Trade in the Atlantic Provinces
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 1 - An Economic Activity Complex for Nova Scotia: A Proposal Prepared for the Nova Scotia Department of Development
Title: An Economic Activity Complex for Nova Scotia: A Proposal Prepared for the Nova Scotia Department of Development. - Appendix C: Curriculum Vitae and Organizational Prospectus
Reference code: UA-26, Box 47, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 31 - Analysis of Growth: 1965-1974 by Michael Bradfield

Title: Analysis of Growth: 1965-1974 by Michael Bradfield
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 31
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 11 - Anglican Church Survey and Questionnaire

Title: Anglican Church Survey and Questionnaire
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 11
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 3 - Approximating the 1974 Nova Scotia Input-Output Table Through Biproportional Adjustment of the 1965 Table by William Schaffer and Ross Herbert

Title: Approximating the 1974 Nova Scotia Input-Output Table Through Biproportional Adjustment of the 1965 Table by William Schaffer and Ross Herbert
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 3
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 7 - Blue Collar workers and their communities (may 1977)

Title: Blue Collar workers and their communities (may 1977)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains letters, a paper, and a pamphlet. Part of Gen/64.
File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 4 - CANSSID Committee meeting (no 1). Mr. Andrew Harvey

Title: CANSSID Committee meeting (no 1). Mr. Andrew Harvey
Reference code: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 4
Date: 1977-1978 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences, handwritten notes, meeting agenda, a paper, and an inventory.

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 1 - CCUR/Urban forum General

Title: CCUR/Urban forum General
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 1
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains minutes, agendas, and papers from a conference. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 11 - CCUR/Urban Forum SIMGames

Title: CCUR/Urban Forum SIMGames
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 11
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a correspondence. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 7 - CCURR

Title: CCURR
Reference code: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 7
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains information folder from a conference. Number of File, Ash/64

File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 5 - CCURR Conference Dartmouth 1973

Title: CCURR Conference Dartmouth 1973
Reference code: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 5
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondences and a newsletter. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 6 - CCURR Land Management Forum 1976

Title: CCURR Land Management Forum 1976
Reference code: UA-26, Box 27, Folder 6
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains information folder from a conference. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 13 - Committee on problems of regional development of the greater Halifax-Dartmouth area

Title: Committee on problems of regional development of the greater Halifax-Dartmouth area
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 13
Date: 1960 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Prepared by the Regional Study Committee.

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 7 - Community Development Corporation Conference

Title: Community Development Corporation Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 7
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Notes and correspondence

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 8 - Community Development Corporation Conference

Title: Community Development Corporation Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 8
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Papers

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 33 - Community Planning Conference

Title: Community Planning Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 33
Date: 1967 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contains one press release regarding the conference

File: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 2 - Correspondence - Halifax

Title: Correspondence - Halifax
Reference code: UA-26, Box 78, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Correspondents include Citizens Ad Hoc Waterfront Committee. Also contains report on Halifax Watershed.
File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 9 - Correspondence, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study

Title: Correspondence, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 9
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 10 - Correspondence, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study

Title: Correspondence, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 10
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 11 - County Population: Male and Female, Five Year Age Groups

Title: County Population: Male and Female, Five Year Age Groups
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 11
Date: 1951-1966 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 13 - Data: Growth and Municipal Expenditures

Title: Data: Growth and Municipal Expenditures
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 13
Date: 1972-1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 3 - Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE)

Title: Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 28, Folder 3
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Newspaper clippings, correspondence, draft agreement between the minister of Regional Economic Expansion and the governors of St. Francis Xavier.

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 4 - Determinants of Modal Choice in Urban Travel: An Empirical Analysis for Metropolitan Halifax

Title: Determinants of Modal Choice in Urban Travel: An Empirical Analysis for Metropolitan Halifax

Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 4

Date: 1983 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 8 - Draft of Socioeconomic aspects of tidal power generation

Title: Draft of Socioeconomic aspects of tidal power generation

Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 8

Date: 1975-1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Contains drafts and notes of the paper Socioeconomic aspects of tidal power generation. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 6 - Extension of Economic Accounts to Include Non-market Activities Data Considerations

Title: Extension of Economic Accounts to Include Non-market Activities Data Considerations

Reference code: UA-26, Box 112, Folder 6

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 26 - Family Budgets of Wage-Earners in Four Maritime Communities

Title: Family Budgets of Wage-Earners in Four Maritime Communities

Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 26

Date: 1947 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 5 - Frequency Distribution of Settlement Link Types in Canada’s Atlantic Region

Title: Frequency Distribution of Settlement Link Types in Canada's Atlantic Region
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 5
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 6 - Geography and the Environment: Systems Analytical Methods

Title: Geography and the Environment: Systems Analytical Methods
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 6
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 2 - Growth centres and development policy conference

Title: Growth centres and development policy conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 2
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains conference pamphlets and addendum. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 1 - Halifax Tax Policy and Redevelopment

Title: Halifax Tax Policy and Redevelopment
Reference code: UA-26, Box 123, Folder 1
Date: 1958 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Report by Fletcher S. Smith

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 11 - Halifax-Dartmouth Regional Plan Review Economic Outlook Task Force
File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 4 - Intra-Regional Disparities in Canada's Maritime Provinces Prepared for Annual Meeting

Title: Intra-Regional Disparities in Canada's Maritime Provinces Prepared for Annual Meeting
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 4
Date: 1981 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains conference paper, city map, list of participants, handwritten notes, and newspaper clipping. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 12 - Karlsruhe 1974

Title: Karlsruhe 1974
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 12
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains conference paper, city map, list of participants, handwritten notes, and newspaper clipping. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 12 - Kentville Area Data

Title: Kentville Area Data
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 12
Date: 1977-1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 7 - Linkletter Park Complex

Title: Linkletter Park Complex
Reference code: UA-26, Box 131, Folder 7
Date: 1969 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 4 - Maritime Development-A Social Perspective, Conference

Title: Maritime Development-A Social Perspective, Conference
Reference code: UA-26, Box 124, Folder 4
Date: 1974 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 3 - Minutes, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Title: Minutes, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 3
Date: 1970-1971 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 1 - Notes on Constructing the Nova Scotia Input-Output System: 1974 by William Schaffer and Ross Herbert
Title: Notes on Constructing the Nova Scotia Input-Output System: 1974 by William Schaffer and Ross Herbert
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 1
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 3 - Nova Scotia Population Projections
Title: Nova Scotia Population Projections
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 3
Date: ca.1970-80s (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 14 - P.E.I. Population Dynamics
Title: P.E.I. Population Dynamics
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 14
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 3 - PEI development plan evaluation
Title: PEI development plan evaluation
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 3
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains reports.

File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 12 - Pictou County housing capability
Title: Pictou County housing capability
Reference code: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 12
Date: 1965 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
A report prepared for the Pictou County Urban Renewal Study by Andrew S. Harvey.

File: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 16 - Plan Mermaid Acres, Property Development site
Title: Plan Mermaid Acres, Property Development site
Reference code: UA-26, Box 125, Folder 16
Date: 196-? (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 13 - Policy makers` seminar on evaluation planning
Title: Policy makers` seminar on evaluation planning
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 13
Date: 1973 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains seminar schedule and draft of discussion topics. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 12 - Population Projects, City of Dartmouth
Title: Population Projects, City of Dartmouth
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 12
Date: n.d. (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 20 - Potential for a Prepaid Legal Services Plan in Halifax-Dartmouth Metropolitan Area

Title: Potential for a Prepaid Legal Services Plan in Halifax-Dartmouth Metropolitan Area
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 20
Date: 1982 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 7 - Press Clippings

Title: Press Clippings
Reference code: UA-26, Box 92, Folder 7
Date: 1950s-1960s (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Various clipping, many without date or source indicated

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 6 - Profile of Halifax County by J.J. Dickson (first draft)

Title: Profile of Halifax County by J.J. Dickson (first draft)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 6
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 13 - Projections of the N.S. Indian Population

Title: Projections of the N.S. Indian Population
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 13
Date: 1979 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 19 - Proposal to Examine for Kentville Population, Housing and Services: Implications to 1991 of the Establishment of the Michelin Plant by Andrew Harvey
Title: Proposal to Examine for Kentville Population, Housing and Services: Implications to 1991 of the Establishment of the Michelin Plant by Andrew Harvey

Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 19

Date: 1980 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 20 - Proposal: Labour Turnover and Absenteeism Study for the Nova Scotia Department of Development

Title: Proposal: Labour Turnover and Absenteeism Study for the Nova Scotia Department of Development

Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 20

Date: 1974 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 11 - Proposal: Manpower Gap Analysis as a Measure of Under-Utilization of Human Resources in Nova Scotia by Stephen MacDonald

Title: Proposal: Manpower Gap Analysis as a Measure of Under-Utilization of Human Resources in Nova Scotia by Stephen MacDonald

Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 11

Date: 1975 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 9 - Proposal: Nova Scotia Economy

Title: Proposal: Nova Scotia Economy

Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 9

Date: ca.1980 (date of creation)

---

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 16 - Proposal: The Industrial Development Authority - Ireland: A Case Study of the Impact of a Comprehensive Development Agency

Title: Proposal: The Industrial Development Authority - Ireland: A Case Study of the Impact of a Comprehensive Development Agency

Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 16

Date: [197-] (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 10 - Proposal: To Determine Preferred Government Policy Initiatives in Attracting High Tech Industry to Nova Scotia

Title: Proposal: To Determine Preferred Government Policy Initiatives in Attracting High Tech Industry to Nova Scotia

Reference code: UA-26, Box 52, Folder 10

Date: 1973 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 5 - Randomness and Order in the Topology of Settlement Systems

Title: Randomness and Order in the Topology of Settlement Systems

Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 5

Date: ca.1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 10 - Recreation-Tourism 1968-78

Title: Recreation-Tourism 1968-78

Reference code: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 10

Date: 1967-1978 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Papers from a Report called Recreation-Tourism. See also IPA 128-4 for parts of this report

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 4 - Recreation-Tourism 1968-78

Title: Recreation-Tourism 1968-78

Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 4

Date: 1967-1978 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

Papers from a Report called Recreation-Tourism. See also IPA 118-10 for parts of this report

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 12 - Regional Economic Analysis for Practitioners - Book Review
Title: Regional Economic Analysis for Practitioners - Book Review
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 12
Date: ca. 1980 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 4 - Regional Science Association- Europe**

Title: Regional Science Association- Europe
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 4
Date: 1975 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contains conference schedule. Part of Gen/64.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 2 - Research, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study**

Title: Research, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 2
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 8 - Research, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study**

Title: Research, West Prince County Recreational Capability Study
Reference code: UA-26, Box 127, Folder 8
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 5 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, "Bill C-25"**

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, "Bill C-25"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

Contains a copy of bill C-25. Part of Gen/64.
File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 10 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, "Surveys"

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, "Surveys"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 10
Date: [19--] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains a memorandum. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 6 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, CANSIM Data Retrieval

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, CANSIM Data Retrieval
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 6
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains a statistical report. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 7 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, Conference program, may 1977

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, Conference program, may 1977
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
   Contains a conference program. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 8 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, HANIS "Data Archives and Educational Programmes"

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, HANIS "Data Archives and Educational Programmes"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 8
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a presentation paper. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 12 - Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, LOUBSER, "Survey Research"

Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, LOUBSER, "Survey Research"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 17, Folder 12
Date: [197-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains copies of a conference outline with handwritten notes on one of the copies. Part of Gen/64.


Title: Soc. Sci. Data in Canada, MOCHMANN et al. "Doc/Info FRG"
Reference code: UA-26, Box 53, Folder 9
Date: [197-] (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a research paper. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 29 - Social Involvement and Social Diversity: An Examination of Social Contact and Location Sequences by Susan Clark and David Elliott

Title: Social Involvement and Social Diversity: An Examination of Social Contact and Location Sequences by Susan Clark and David Elliott
Reference code: UA-26, Box 67, Folder 29
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 1 - Socio-Economic Elements of a Land Parcel Based Regional Information System by Grant MacDonald
Title: Socio-Economic Elements of a Land Parcel Based Regional Information System by Grant MacDonald
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 7 - Some Comments on the Role of Spatial Development in the P.E.I. Development Strategy
Title: Some Comments on the Role of Spatial Development in the P.E.I. Development Strategy
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 7
Date: ca. 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 6 - South-West Nova Scotia Black Communities, Yarmouth/ Digby Chapter
Title: South-West Nova Scotia Black Communities, Yarmouth/ Digby Chapter
Reference code: UA-26, Box 128, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 1 - South-West Nova Scotian Black Communities, Joan Brown
Title: South-West Nova Scotian Black Communities, Joan Brown
Reference code: UA-26, Box 129, Folder 1
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 9 - Spatial and Functional Characteristics of Single Enterprise Towns in Canada
Title: Spatial and Functional Characteristics of Single Enterprise Towns in Canada
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 9
Date: 1979 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 10 - Spatial Science: A New Role for an Old Discipline

Title: Spatial Science: A New Role for an Old Discipline
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 10
Date: ca. 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 11 - Stephenson report

Title: Stephenson report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 55, Folder 11
Date: 1957 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Draft of report written with help of Guy Henson.

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 3 - Summary Statement for Development in Pictou County

Title: Summary Statement for Development in Pictou County
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 3
Date: 1974 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 5 - Symp. On Information technology & urban governance- Urban affairs

Title: Symp. On Information technology & urban governance- Urban affairs
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 5
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains conference schedule and discussion papers. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 21 - Terms of Reference for a Study of Labour's Role in Developing Canadian Shipping and Marine Building Industries
Title: Terms of Reference for a Study of Labour's Role in Developing Canadian Shipping and Marine Building Industries
Reference code: UA-26, Box 41, Folder 21
Date: 1984 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 4 - Tests of the Impact Analysis Based on the Nova Scotia Input-Output System by William Schaffer, Stephen MacDonald, and Ross Herbert

Title: Tests of the Impact Analysis Based on the Nova Scotia Input-Output System by William Schaffer, Stephen MacDonald, and Ross Herbert
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 4
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 11 - The Drawbacks of Not Having a General Geographic Framework and the Deplorable Tendency to Bluff at Science. A reply to Smith

Title: The Drawbacks of Not Having a General Geographic Framework and the Deplorable Tendency to Bluff at Science. A reply to Smith
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 11
Date: ca.1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 3 - The economic base of the Halifax Metropolitan area

Title: The economic base of the Halifax Metropolitan area
Reference code: UA-26, Box 132, Folder 3
Date: 1961 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 1 - The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia

Title: The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 1
Date: 1985 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 7 - The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia Phase One Report

Title: The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia Phase One Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 7
Date: 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 2 - The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia Technical Appendix

Title: The Housing Impacts of Offshore Gas Development upon Nova Scotia Technical Appendix
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 2
Date: 1985 (date of creation)


Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 2
Date: 1977 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 6 - The Policy System Affecting Primary Producers: Progress Report

Title: The Policy System Affecting Primary Producers: Progress Report
Reference code: UA-26, Box 73, Folder 6
Date: 1978 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 6 - The Regionality of the Atlantic Provinces: A Conceptual Framework for Research

Title: The Regionality of the Atlantic Provinces: A Conceptual Framework for Research
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 6
Date: 1980 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 14 - The Spatial Context of Urban Activities: Some Theoretical, Methodological and Policy Considerations

Title: The Spatial Context of Urban Activities: Some Theoretical, Methodological and Policy Considerations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 57, Folder 14
Date: 1975 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 8 - The Spatial Dimensions of the Annapolis Valley Health Care System - Preliminary Research Proposal

Title: The Spatial Dimensions of the Annapolis Valley Health Care System - Preliminary Research Proposal
Reference code: UA-26, Box 110, Folder 8
Date: ca. 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 10 - Theoretical Aspects of an Economic Activity Complex

Title: Theoretical Aspects of an Economic Activity Complex
Reference code: UA-26, Box 108, Folder 10
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 6 - Urban economics 76-77 Lowry Model Sessions (Tofflemire)

Title: Urban economics 76-77 Lowry Model Sessions (Tofflemire)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 6
Date: 1976 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains handwritten notes and a pamphlet. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 7 - Urban Innovation Conf 12-14 May 1977
Title: Urban Innovation Conf 12-14 May 1977
Reference code: UA-26, Box 29, Folder 7
Date: 1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains conference program. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 14 - Urbanization of North Norway Seminar; Ottar Brox
Title: Urbanization of North Norway Seminar; Ottar Brox
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 14
Date: 1966 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains seminar outline. Part of Gen/64.

File: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 7 - Village Planning at the Halifax Metropolitan Fringe
Title: Village Planning at the Halifax Metropolitan Fringe
Reference code: UA-26, Box 69, Folder 7
Date: 1976 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 10 - What kind of a downtown do we want? City of Halifax Downtown committee May 1972
Title: What kind of a downtown do we want? City of Halifax Downtown committee May 1972
Reference code: UA-26, Box 8, Folder 10
Date: 1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains a committee agenda and background. Part of Gen/64.

Subseries: Visible minorities studies
Title: Visible minorities studies
Date: 1969-1992 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 4 - (MNLC) Micmac Native Learning Centre
Title: (MNLC) Micmac Native Learning Centre
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 4
Date: 1987, 1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Correspondence, Terms of Reference for Micmac Native Learning Centre, Towards a Native Community College - Wejkwapniaq for Atlantic Canada, Evaluation Contract Project request for proposal, a Community College System Structure: A response to the Issues Paper

File: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 7 - Black United Front / Department of Public Welfare - Liaison Committee
Title: Black United Front / Department of Public Welfare - Liaison Committee
Reference code: UA-26, Box 49, Folder 7
Date: 1970-1977 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, handwritten notes, minutes, newsletters, newspaper clippings.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 14 - Harry Wells' interviews
Title: Harry Wells' interviews
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 14
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains notes (written by Wells) and transcripts.

File: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 12 - Harry Wells' interviews with Nova Scotia black leaders
Title: Harry Wells’ interviews with Nova Scotia black leaders
Reference code: UA-26, Box 60, Folder 12
Date: 1969 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains transcripts.

File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 9 - Knockwood, Jean: Resume

Title: Knockwood, Jean: Resume
Reference code: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 9
Date: ca. 1985 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 3 - Law Program (Micmac Professional Careers Program)

Title: Law Program (Micmac Professional Careers Program)
Reference code: UA-26, Box 114, Folder 3
Date: 1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Program launch invitation, correspondence, the Proposal to Enhance Minority Participation at Dalhousie Law School, poster for a seminar entitled The Native Parent in a Changing World

File: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 5 - Manitoba Certificate in Management for Indian Bands

Title: Manitoba Certificate in Management for Indian Bands
Reference code: UA-26, Box 62, Folder 5
Date: ca. 1986 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Certificate in the Management of Community, Economic and Organization Development program information and application form
File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 4 - Native counselling project

Title: Native counselling project
Reference code: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 4
Date: 1983-1989 (date of creation)
Scope and content:

File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 5 - Native counselling project

Title: Native counselling project
Reference code: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 5
Date: 1986, 1987 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
1986-1987 budget, notes on reports, professional development budget, minutes from Native Education Counselling project, correspondence, a proposal for training Nova Scotia Micmac educational counsellors to manage the post secondary education program at the band level, September 1986 copy of Jean Knockwood's Post Secondary Educational Program Student Handbook, addendum to Native Counsellor Agreement

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 1 - Native counselling project

Title: Native counselling project
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 1
Date: 1986-1988 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Minister of National Health and Welfare's approval of Dalhousie's Indian/Inuit Health Careers project, legal agreement between the government and the university, terms of the agreement, terms of the project, budget for the project (photocopy); Agreement between the Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development and Dalhousie to provide counselling services to Indian post-secondary students (original) (for years 1986-1987 and 1987-1988).

---

**File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 2 - Transition Year Program Director Search Committee**

**Title:** Transition Year Program Director Search Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1988-1991 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Minutes from meetings, committee members' notes on candidates. Resumes and cover letters from applicants.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 3 - Transition Year Program Director Search Committee**

**Title:** Transition Year Program Director Search Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 3  
**Date:** 1990-1991 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Applicants' cover letters, correspondence between committee members, text of job postings, candidates resumes, names and addresses of Native groups, councils, bands in Nova Scotia, minutes of meetings, interview questions, clippings of the job posting in publications, correspondence with secretary re: job posting, correspondence with newspapers.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 64, Folder 1 - Transition Year Program Director Search Committee**

**Title:** Transition Year Program Director Search Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 64, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1990-1992 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Documents pertaining to the search for a new director for the program (interview documents, draft letters). Correspondence between applicants and the committee. Undated notes from interviews. Correspondence between Douglas Myers, Dean, and various people re: search
Subseries: Voluntary economic planning

**Title:** Voluntary economic planning

**Date:** 1966-1972 (date of creation)

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 6 - Address - The region as the community.**

**Title:** Address - The region as the community.

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 6

**Date:** 1969 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Written by Jean Marchand, Minister of Regional Economic Development.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 3 - Agriculture Sector**

**Title:** Agriculture Sector

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 3

**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 4 - Construction Sector**

**Title:** Construction Sector

**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 4

**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)

**Scope and content:**

Contains report.
File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 1 - Correspondence and invoices

Title: Correspondence and invoices
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 1
Date: 1971-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains IPA's proposal to the VEP.

File: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 13 - Education Advisory Council

Title: Education Advisory Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 66, Folder 13
Date: 1969-1972 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains meeting minutes (including minutes from the Continuing Education Subcommittee), correspondence, report of the Special Committee of the Voluntary Economic Planning Board, proposals and recommendations.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 10 - Education Advisory Council

Title: Education Advisory Council
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 10
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, memos, and statement submitted for inclusion in the VEP position paper.

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 5 - Fisheries Sector

Title: Fisheries Sector
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 5
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, questionnaire, and report.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 6 - Forestry Sector**

**Title:** Forestry Sector  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 6  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains correspondence, report, and draft position paper on forest taxation.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 1 - Graham Commission Hearing**

**Title:** Graham Commission Hearing  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 1  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains list of delegates from each sector, report on questionnaire.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 3 - Joint Port Development Committee**

**Title:** Joint Port Development Committee  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 3  
**Date:** [1971?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains recommendation to VEP.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 7 - List of research reports**

**Title:** List of research reports  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 7  
**Date:** 1966-1970 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains list of government departments/organizations, their research funding, and their reports (published and unpublished).

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 5 - Log**

**Title:** Log  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 5  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains handwritten notes.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 4 - Memos**

**Title:** Memos  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Issued to members of VEP. Contains background information.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 7 - Mining Sector**

**Title:** Mining Sector  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 7  
**Date:** [1971?] (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**  
Contains statement submitted for inclusion in the VEP position paper.

---

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 2 - Planning**

**Title:** Planning  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains mailing list for members of planning staff and sketch.

Restrictions on access:
Closed

**File: UA-26, Box 34, Folder 8 - Position paper**

**Title:** Position paper  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 34, Folder 8  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains draft of the position paper submitted by VEP to the Royal Commission on Education, Public Services and Provincial-Municipal Relations.

**File: UA-26, Box 33, Folder 4 - Royal Commission on Education, Public Services and Provincial- Municipal Relations**

**Title:** Royal Commission on Education, Public Services and Provincial- Municipal Relations  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 33, Folder 4  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains brief to the Commission, correspondence, notes, questionnaire

**File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 2 - Secondary Manufacturing Sector**

**Title:** Secondary Manufacturing Sector  
**Reference code:** UA-26, Box 5, Folder 2  
**Date:** 1971 (date of creation)  
**Scope and content:**
Contains correspondence, minutes, reports, and position papers.
File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 9 - Special Committee on the Royal Commission

Title: Special Committee on the Royal Commission
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 9
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains recommendation reports.

File: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 11 - Submission to the Royal Commission on Education, Public Services and Provincial-Municipal Relations

Title: Submission to the Royal Commission on Education, Public Services and Provincial-Municipal Relations
Reference code: UA-26, Box 65, Folder 11
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Prepared by the Consumers' Association of Canada, Nova Scotia for presentation at Halifax Dec. 1971 by the Nova Scotia Consumer Education Centre

File: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 8 - Transportation and Communication Sector

Title: Transportation and Communication Sector
Reference code: UA-26, Box 5, Folder 8
Date: 1971 (date of creation)
Scope and content:
Contains report.

Subseries: Women in Community and Public Life

Title: Women in Community and Public Life
Date: 1970-1988 (date of creation)
File: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 4 - Implications for understanding women in the labour force

Title: Implications for understanding women in the labour force
Reference code: UA-26, Box 130, Folder 4
Date: 1980 (date of creation)

Scope and content:

for SSHRC workshop

File: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 8 - Women at Work

Title: Women at Work
Reference code: UA-26, Box 118, Folder 8
Date: 1988 (date of creation)

File: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 1 - Women in Public Life 1970

Title: Women in Public Life 1970
Reference code: UA-26, Box 61, Folder 1
Date: 1970 (date of creation)

Scope and content:
Contains correspondence, programs, evaluation summaries and biographies of speakers for the Women in Community and Public Life lecture series. Also contains program from First Women's Conference on the Halifax Civic Government